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Abstract 
ThIs dIssertatIOn descnbes a combIned computatIOnal and expenmental study to 
understand the fundamental electrostatic, thennal, electromagnetic, and dIscharge 
related processes dunng the ageIng of metallIsed polymer fIlm capacitors. In the event 
of Internal breakdowns, these capacItors are capable of "self-healIng" through a 
controlled IsolatIOn of defects on the electrode surfaces by mosaIc pattermng the 
electrode. The objective of thIS project is to develop vIable computer models to 
unravel electrothennally activated ageIng processes In capacItors. 
To prOVIde the necessary valIdatIOn to any capacItor models developed, our work IS 
supported by comprehensIve expenments IncludIng Industnal standard accelerated life 
tests and assOCIated breakdown damage analyses of tested capacitors. These have 
enabled an empmcaildentlficatlOn of maIn factors affecting the relIabIlIty and lIfetime 
of capacItors Relevant raw data and the qualItative pIcture enabled by these data are 
cruCIal to the development and refinement of VIable computatIOnal models of 
capacItors. 
GIven the complexIty of ageIng processes, It is both very dIfficult and unnecessary to 
develop a one-for-all model that descnbes IndlscnmInately all relevant processes. The 
approach adapted In this work has been to pnontlse key ageIng processes and 
modulanse each process WIth ItS own computer model. The overall pIcture of 
capacItor ageIng can then be unravelled by IntegratIng all modules together. For 
Instance, the fine geometrical features of the electrode moslllc pattern and the 
capacItor's lrunInated structure have been assessed through a concept of field 
IntensIfIcatIOn USIng a 2D electrostatic fmlte element computatIOn. With fine 
geometncai features accounted for by the field mtenslficatlOn concept, fast electnc 
events m capacItors can be sImulated usmg a sImple eqUIvalent CIrcUIt model. Snmlar 
assessment of heat transfer has led to an equally effICIent modellIng of thennal events 
m capacItors. A further module has been developed to study the propagation and 
elongatIOn of surface dIscharge in capacItors. ThIS module IS also based on an 
eqUivalent CIrcUIt model and It provIdes a quantitative IllustratIOn of the most likely 
Impact of surface dIscharges upon performance of film capacItors 
The modularised theoretical model has been valIdated agaInst expenmental results. 
Through comprehensIve numencal studIes, several Important agemg mechamsms 
have been IdentIfied and dIscussed. Thus the developed computer model of polymeric 
film capacItors provides a useful tool to analyse a number of key agemg mechanisms 
and to aId future capacItor designs. 
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Chapter 1 Introductton 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
CapacItors allow electncal energy to be stored over a long time and then released as 
reqUIred over short penods, under controlled condItIOns [1]. The new LexIcon 
Webster's DIctionary (2001) defines a capacItor as "a device gIving capacItance 
usually conslstmg of conductmg plate or fOIls separated by thm layers of dIelectric 
WIth the plates on opposIte sIdes of the dIelectric layers oppositely charged by a 
source of voltage and the electncal energy of the charged system stored m the 
polansed dIelectnc". 
CapaCItors are at present avaIlable m five baSIC technologIes and are used across a 
broad spectrum of applIcatIOns [2] These commercIally aVaIlable technologIes are 
lIsted below: 
1) CeramIc; 
2) Alummum electrolytIcs; 
3) Tantalum electrolytIcs; 
4) FIlm (polymenc); 
5) FIlm (mIca and paper). 
Although five technologIes have been shown above, the lIst is usually dIscussed m 
terms of the three baSIC technologies of electrolylIc, fIlm and ceramic capacItors. The 
dlstmctlOn between alummum and tantalum electrolytlcs IS the presence of a lIqUId 
Impregnant (a1ummum) versus dry (tantalum). The dlstmctlOn between polymenc and 
IIllca or paper film IS synthetIc versus natural film or film-lIke matenal. ThIs thesis 
focuses on fundamental agemg mechanIsms of polymenc fIlm capacItors. 
There IS at present a conSIderable drive to Improve the maxImum energy denSIty and 
deVIce relIabIlIty for power film capaCItors, largely because of theIr very WIde range 
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of applIcatIOns such as power factor correctIOn, power dlstnbutIon filtenng, tractIOn 
dnves, pulsed power dnve, laser energisallon, and space based applIcatIOns [3] - [7]. 
Extensive research and development at both mdustnal and umverslty laboratones have 
seen numerous technology advances m the past 20 years, an example of which IS the 
slgmficant enhancement of the maximum electnc stress realIsed by the conceptIOn of 
metallIsed polymenc film capacitors [5][6]. Through a predommately expenmental 
approach, vanous aspects of metallIsed film capacitors have been studied, for mstance 
the electnc, thennal, and chenucal properties of capacitor dlelectncs [8] - [10], the 
electnc and chenucal properties of lIqUId Impreganants [5][11][12], and wavefonns 
and peak values of electric stress [13]- [15]. 
These advances of power film capacitor technology have however expenenced a 
marked slow-down recently. ThiS IS m part due to the growmg magmtude of 
mfluentIal system parameters that becomes mcreasingly tIme-consunung and 
expensive to optlInise expenmentally. Also Improvement m the technology of one 
capacitor component IS now much less likely to make slgmflcant Impact on capacitor 
perfonnance than m the past as other component technologies need to be Improved 
themselves and optImlsed collectively This situatIOn is further compounded by the 
fact that there IS a lack of adequate theoretical gUIdance to the present expenmental 
efforts. It IS therefore highly desirable to develop appropriate theoretIcal models for 
film capacitors. 
A ngorous simulatIOn of all phySical processes in a film capacitor reqUIres 
Simultaneous computatIOn of slow-varymg fields, fast tranSients, thennal evolutIOn, 
and discharge IgmtlOn and dynanucs m three dimensIOns [16]. ThiS IS clearly a 
fonnldable task and would take many progressive steps of Improvement m their 
phySical and numencal models for such a 3D simulatIOn to be Viable on today's power 
pes. It IS both very difficult and unnecessary to develop a one-for-all model that 
descnbes mdlscnminately all relevant processes. The approach adapted m thiS work 
has been to prioritIse key agemg processes and modulanse each process With ItS own 
computer model. The overall picture of capacitor agemg can then be unravelled by 
mtegrating all modules together. 
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1.2 Metallised polymer film capacitors 
1.2.1 Construction 
The first step of the constructIOn of a metalhsed film capacitor is the physical vapour 
depositIOn In vacuum of a very thin layer of metal (20 to 100nm) such as almrumum 
(typically USIng reslsttve or electron beam heatIng) onto one Side of a roll of the 
polymer film [1][5]. With polymer, It IS necessary to precede the metal depOSItIOn 
wIth a corona treatment of the polymer film surface, In order to produce oxidatIOn of 
the non-polar polymer surface, and hence to provide adequate adhesion of the metalhc 
layer. 
Side margin 
(unmetalllsed polymer) 
Electrode 
vapour 
depoSIted 
on the 
polymer 
Side margin 
(unmetallised polymer) 
Zinc Spray 
Capacitor 
Winding 
ZinC Spray 
Figure 1.1: A typical construction of metalilsed polymer film capacitors. 
Typically, film capacitors are constructed by wIndmg two sheets of the metalhsed 
film. The rolls are wound as ttghtly as possIble in order to prevent the formation of air 
VOIds. Lead connection In a metalhsed film capacitor IS made by spraymg a metal 
such as zmc (so-called ZInC spray) to contact all exposed conductor edges on each end 
of the capacitor roll as shown In figure 1.1. InSide the capacitor, the various 
components are arranged as Illustrated m figure 1.2. Each polymer layer IS coated on 
one Side with a thm metalhc layer, which has one of ItS side edges connected to an 
electrode termInal (ZInC spray) and the other msulated with a Side margm. These side 
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margins are arranged to be on alternating sIdes of the stacked polymer layers such that 
the metallIc layers (electrode layer) are connected alternatively to two electrode 
tenrunals [5][17]. The capacitor are usually Immersed m an impregnatIOn medIUm 
(SIlIcone or insulatmg gas) and enclosed m a packagmg case umt. 
Metallrc coating Sl~margln 
Packaging -. . . . 1\ . . '. .. .. ./ .' '. 'f. ..... 
case _ ....... / '. 
Winding 
gap 
Polymer 
film 
ZinC 
spray 
Impregnation _ 
medium 
.. I ./ I Zinc ~-+-spray 
l 
Air I 
.. 
l 
I 
• I I 
f+::V·.· . . ........ \ . . . .. .. . . . . 
... . . . . . . .. . 
Figure 1.2' A section of tYPical metallrsed polymer film capacitors. 
Electrode layers m power capacitors are usually segmented and theIr segmentatIOn can 
usually be decomposed into inter-connected segments each having the same mOSaIC 
deSIgn as shown m figure 1.3 [18] TypIcally, the capacItor electrode coating is 
dIVIded mto several mIllIon elementary capaCItance cells each protected by "fuse 
gates". Dependmg on the mosaIC pattern used, the surface resistance of the electrode 
layer is usually between 50n to 200n [19]. 
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End spray Electrode segment Side margin 
Fuse 
Figure 1.3. Example of a mosaic segmented electrode deposited onto a 
polymer film. 
1.2.2 Self-healing 
Modem film capacItors have many qualItIes not found in other capacItors, the most 
unusual of whIch IS the abIlIty to undergo "self-healIng", or as it IS sometImes referred 
to, "cleanng" [5][17]. ThIs self-healIng feature IS a result of the extreme thmness of 
the metallised electrode layer. Defects, such as pmholes, embedded foreIgn partIcles, 
or even nncroscoplc flaws m the polymer, can lead to a localIsed breakdown of the 
polymer layer as the externally applIed voltage mcreases. Such a breakdown event 
results m a dIscharge of a portIOn of the stored charges, hence of the stored energy 
WIth consequent buIlding of hIgh temperature and pressure. At the same tIme, the 
polymer may be punctured and the thm electrode layer at the defect sIte IS rapIdly 
vaponsed and dnven outwards from the breakdown sIte These are the senes of typical 
events m a self-healmg processmg. 
A schematIc vIew of a cross section of a metallIsed polymer as It undergoes a self-
healIng event IS shown m fIgure 1.4 [5] If a defect m the polymer triggers a localIsed 
breakdown, current wIll flow from one zmc spray connectIOn, through one electrode, 
through the defect, out the opposIte electrode, and to the opposIte zinc spray 
terrmnatlOn The amount of the current that can go through thIS thm electrode layer IS 
IInnted. A small weak pomt reqUIres a low self-healIng energy. When a breakdown 
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occurs, the Immediate area of the weak pomt will be blown away thus usmg up the 
self-heahng energy and the current will be safely mterrupted. On the other hand, a 
greater defect reqUires a higher self-healing energy. Upon a breakdown, the defect 
contammg electrode segment IS msulated by blowmg away the fuse gates of the 
segments. Thus, the breakdown gas discharge IS mterrupted and the site becomes 
electncally Isolated. The defect IS therefore decomposed m a senes of rapidly 
occumng events, and larger scale damage and failure of the capacitor are prevented. 
The capacitor will contmue to function With only measurable da!llage bemg a small 
loss of capacitance. These self-healing processes m metalhsed polymer film capacitors 
compose the technological ranuficatlons of graceful agemg [17] The "graceful 
agemg" (soft failure mode) IS defined as a capacitor that reaches end of hfe havmg 
undergone only a controlled loss of capacitance. 
Defect fit 3=
Metallisation 
_ Polymer 
I==================:J 
Heated I 
mate". 
Defect 11 
removed 
Figure 1.4: Schematic picture of a self-healing process. 
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1.3 Ageing processes 
According to IEC [20] and IEEE standards [21]. ageing is defined as occurrence of 
irreversible, deletenous changes In insulating materials or systems that affect their 
serviceability, for example, their ability to satisfy the requested performance. Causes 
of ageing Include externally apphed voltage and temperature stresses. Ageing 
processes are often accompamed with changes In chemical compOSItion and physical 
properties [22] PhYSical ageing refers to a slow structural relaxatIOn of matenals 
towards eqUlhbnum but far from eqUlhbnum m a certain temperature regime 
associated with the matenal state [23][24]. Chelll1cal agemg is mamly associated With 
a formation of matenal free radicals [25]. Hence, ageing diagnOSIs and evolutIOn can 
be reahsed by resorting to observatIOn of appropnately selected properties that are 
sensItive to ageing detenoratlon [26]. 
Ageing stresses may cause either Intnnslc or extnnslc agemg [20]. Intnnslc agemg IS 
the effects of the lffeverslble changes of fundamental properties of an electncal 
Insulation system, whereas extnnslc ageing IS the effect of the lffeverslble changes of 
electncal insulatIOn system caused by umntentionally Introduced ImperfectIOns In 
most electncal insulating systems, extnnslc ageing IS found to predominate because In 
practice ImperfectIOns and contaminants tend to hlll1t the system performance [20]. A 
schematic representatIOn of baSIC ageing processes IS shown m figure 1.5 [20]. 
Expenmental data m [5] show that ageing behaVIOurs of metalhsed film capacitor can 
be Identified into four distinct classificatIOns as follow 
• Ageing from electrode corrosIOn; 
• Ageing from the presence of partial discharges; 
• Chemical and physical ageing of the polymer film; 
• Agemg from contact problems at the ZinC spray. 
Each of these agemg phenomena can lead to premature breakdown of the capacitor 
dunng normal operatIOn. 
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Ageing stresses 
Electrical Thermal Mechanical Environmental 
Electrical Insulation systems 
Ageing Mechanisms 
Intnnsic! Extrinsic 
Electrical Thermal Mechanical EnVIronmental 
Direct !Indirect Interactions 
Failure 
Figure 1.5. Ageing process of electrical insulation systems. 
The first mode of ageing frulure IS mamfested as an unacceptably large reductIOn In 
capacitance. ThiS begins to occur as the metalhc electrode thickness IS progressl vel y 
lowered In order to enhance the self-heahng process [6][27] The second mode of 
ageing failure causes erosIOn of the metalhsatlOn and Induces self-healing to occur 
across the width of the polymer. Chemical and other physical ageing of the polymer 
film are factors that normally are not observed in metalhsed polypropylene capacitors, 
because the polypropylene film made under ngld quahty control which IS essential for 
Its major uses In power capacitors. The last mode of ageing frulure hsted above IS also 
specific to metalhsed capacitors, namely problems associated with the quahty of the 
bonding to the edges of the metalhsatlOn, first between the ZinC spray and the 
electrode matenal and second, between the leads and the ZinC spray [28] - [30]. 
While the fundamental understandmg of the different ageing phenomena descnbed 
above IS useful, the interaction between the different frulure mechamsms has not been 
investigated In detruls and IS not well understood. It remruns an area in need of 
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detruled Investlgatton In order to further Improve capacItor technology. ThIs sltuatton 
IS further compounded by the fact that there IS lack of adequate theoretIcal models for 
film capacItors. For metalhsed polymer film capacitors, the principle external stresses 
leading to ageing processes are thermal and electncal [5][18][31][32]. Any theorettcal 
model of film capacItors would need to account for thermal and electrical responses of 
film capacItors. Our focus is therefore on thermal and electncal relatIOn ageing 
processes. 
1.4 Thesis objectives and overview 
This dIssertatton descnbes a combined computatIOnal and experimental study to 
understand the fundamental electrostatic, thermal, electromagnettc, and dIscharge 
related processes dunng the agemg of metalhsatlOn polymer film capacItors. The 
objective of thIs project IS to develop vIable computer models to unravel 
electrothermally activated ageing processes in film capacItors. 
In this theSIS, comprehensIve expenmental studIes includIng Industnal standard 
accelerated hfe tests and assOCIated breakdown damage analyses of tested capacitors 
wIll be dIscussed In Chapter 2 The obtruned expenmental data are cruCIal to the 
development and refinement of viable computatIOnal models of film capacitors. In 
Chapter 3, fine geometncal features of the electrode mosruc pattern and the 
capacItor's laminated structure WIll be assessed using a 2D electrostattc fInIte element 
computatIOn. WIth fine geometncal features accounted for by a field intensIficatIOn 
concept, Chapter 4 descnbes the fast electnc events in film capaCItors, whIch can be 
SImulated much more econOlTIlcally and rapIdly by uSing an eqUIvalent CIrCUIt model. 
A further module WIll be developed In Chapter 5 to study the propagation and 
elongatton of surface dIscharges m film capacItors. Chapter 6 descn bes a detaIled 
assessment of heat transfer processes In dIfferent capacItor regions as well as 
development of thermal models for film capacItors. Finally In Chapter 7, observations 
from computatIOnal and expenmental results are summansed. POSSIble future work 
WIll also be dIscussed 
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Chapter 2 
Experimental Apparatus and Results 
2.1 Introduction 
Accelerated lIfe tests are the mam mechamsm through which new capacitor designs 
are tested, assessed, and selected for further technology development m mdustry. 
Generally test capacitors of appropnate designs are stressed contmuously at elevated 
voltage or/and elevated temperature. Capacitance and loss tangent are recorded as a 
functIon of tIme. The lIfe of a test capacitor is usually measured as the tIme taken for 
ItS mItial capacitance to decrease by a prescnbed value, say 3%. If this IS shorter than 
that of a reference capacitor reflectmg the present capabilIty of the film capacitor 
technology, the test capacitor IS usually conSidered not sufficiently good to warrant 
further development work. Accelerated life data are useful to identIfy and select good 
capacitor deSigns m an empmcal way. More mSlghts may be gamed If the test 
capacitor IS stnped down and phYSical damages by breakdown discharges on ItS 
metallIsed films are assessed to deduce their pOSSible causes. 
In general, lIfe test analysIs should mclude recording tIme-to-frulure data of a system 
or components obtamed under normal operatIOn condItIOns m order to quantIfy the lIfe 
charactenstIcs of the concerned system or components [1]. In many situations, such 
lIfe data are very difficult to obtam because of long lIfe tImes of today's products that 
are used contmuously under normal conditIOns. For Instance, the lIfetimes of typiCal 
metallIsed fIlm capacitors under normal operatIOn conditIOns are reqUired to be well 
over 20 years [2] - [4]. Given thiS difficulty and the need to observe capaCItor frulure 
and their life charactenstics, rehabllIty practItIoners have attempted to deVise methods 
to force these capacitors to frul more qUickly than they would under normal operatIOn 
conditIOns. In other words, they have attempted to accelerate their faIlures. 
Accelerated hfe testIng has been used to Implement all such practIces. The hfe of a 
capacitor measured from acceleratmg tests can then be extrapolated back to antIcipate 
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Its perfonnance under nonnal operatmg conditions. It has been widely accepted that 
the pnnclpal causes of capacitance degradatIOn or agemg processes are voltage stress 
and operatIonal temperature [2] - [5]. As a result, accelerated hfe tests are usually 
taken at elevated voltage, elevated temperature, or their combInatIOn. 
The self-heahng feature of metaIIised polymer film capacitors offers a dIstmct 
advantage over their non-metalhsed counterparts. There are two factors to be 
conSidered m relatIOn to a self-heahng or cleanng actIOn Firstly there must be 
suffiCient energy present to accomphsh this cleanng actIOn, and secondly during the 
process the CirCUIt will expenence a small and short-hved voltage drop [5][6]. 
Accelerated hfe tests only allow an empmcal identificatIOn of the overall effect of 
many factors affectmg the rehablhty and hfetlme of capacitors To explore further 
mdlvldual effects of these factors on capacitor hfe, one can examme and analyse 
physical damages caused by breakdowns on metalhsed films taken from aged 
capacitor umts [5] - [8]. Breakdown damage analYSIS reveals numerous damage sites 
resulted from cleanngs as well as their geometrical features. The dIstnbutlOn and 
mtenslty of damage sites provide valuable msights mto pOSSible causes for breakdown 
wlthm the capacitor structure. These observatIOns also represent the statistically 
meaningful data in mdustry agaInst which theoretical models of film capacitors can be 
compared and refined. 
In thiS chapter, we descnbe the expenmental apparatus and study results of 
accelerated hfe tests as well as breakdown damage of metalhsed ftlm capacitors. 
Accelerated hfe tests are discussed In sectIOn 2.2 With the test capacitor umts used 
descnbed In sectIOn 2 2.1. Then m sectIOn 2.2.2, the apparatus for accelerated life tests 
Will be descnbed. The results and diSCUSSIOns of the accelerated hfe tested capacitor 
umts Will be summarised In sectIOn 2.2.3. 
We Will diSCUSS m sectIOn 23 breakdown damages on metaIhsed films. In sectIOn 
2.3.1, the test samples Will be descnbed. The breakdown damage analysis method Will 
be descnbed m section 2 3 2. Then m sectIOn 2.3.3, the results of the breakdown 
damage analYSIS Will be discussed. FInally m sectIOn 2.4, conclUSIOns drawn in thiS 
study Will be summansed 
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2.2 Accelerated life tests 
2.2.1 Basic characteristics of test capacitors 
Test capacitor units considered in thi s thesis are manufactured by ABB. They are 
designed, built and processed using self-healing metallised dielectrics. Capacitor 
dielectrics are usually polypropylene fi lms, and selection of appropriate polypropylene 
fi lms takes into consideration of valious improvements made in film manufacturing 
[9]. Design of these capacitors also involve consideration of other key parameters 
including the metallic layer (materi al and size), its mosaic pattern, thickness and space 
factor of the polymer fi lm, the capacitor wi nding, and the zinc spray. Typicall y these 
capacitors are immersed in an impregnation medium and enclosed in a packaging case 
unit as shown in figure 2. 1a. Each test capacitor contains a number of flattened or 
round capacitor elements as shown in figure 2.1b. All fi lm capacitors studied in thi s 
thesi s have a voltage rating between 1 - SkY, with an energy density typically in the 
range of 200 - 300kJ/m3 The number of capacitor elements packed into one unit 
depends on specific needs of applications, and it is usually in the range from one to 
hundred. 
Figure 2.1: 
• 
(a) 
b~::::::::toE==j= Capacitor 
terminals 
Capacitor 
elements 
,;----:;_ Zi nc 
spray 
:iI--;- Pack 
band 
A typical test capacitor (a) with packaging case; (b) without 
packaging case to show its internal construction. 
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For confidential consideratIOns, we have omitted from this thesis more specific details 
of these capacitors such as geometncal parameters, mosaic pattern of electrodes, and 
manufactunng processes. 
2.2.2 Test apparatus 
Given that the pnnclple causes of capacitor degradatIOn are associated with electnc 
field and temperature, the accelerated tests of film capacitors are performed at 
elevated voltage and temperature [2] - [S]. Our test apparatus IS deSigned to faclhtate 
these. For the film capaCitors conSidered here, an apphcation of a DC voltage at Sk V 
represents approximately IS0% of the normal operating voltage and thiS would allow 
complete of one accelerated test typically between SOO hours (3 weeks) and SOOO 
hours (7 months). To thiS end, we employ a SkV DC power supply with ItS output 
current hmited to 100mA. 
The test apparatus IS shown In figure 2.2. The test CirCUit also has further current 
lnrutlng capablhty to safeguard the system In the event of catastrophic breakdown. For 
Instance, the resistors Immediately connected to the DC power supply have an 
effecll ve resistance of lOkQ, which would In the event of a Sk V breakdown voltage, 
hmlt the current to O.SA. Also a high voltage DC dtode (rated at lOkV) IS added so as 
to prevent a high voltage pulse, resulting from a significant breakdown event, from 
propagating back to the DC power supply. Furthermore In the event of breakdowns or 
large fluctuallons In the appbed voltage, the cirCUIt would cut the power supply off the 
CirCUIt and relay the test capacitor to an auxI!tary dtscharge CircUIt. Again current 
!tmltlng resistors are used In thiS auxiliary CirCUit as shown In figure 2 2. An 
Independent discharge CirCUIt IS used to dtscharge the test capacitors manually after 
relaYing the test capacitor to the aUXiliary dtscharge circUIt. It is Important to note that 
the Independent discharge cirCUIt should be used first to e!tminate any remnant voltage 
In the test capacitor before It IS safe for further handling. 
To allow for a Uniform ambient temperature, capacitor Units are placed inSide an 
Industnal oven. This also faCilitates !tfe tests at elevated temperature, and for thiS 
study the oven temperature can be set at 2SoC, SSoC, or 70°C The above described 
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procedure for hfe test of film capacitors IS consistent with what has been used m 
mdustry. 
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: : 
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Access Lock 
Figure 2.2: Schematic of the experimental apparatus for accelerated life tests 
Dependmg on specific apphcatIons, the hfe of film capacitors IS usually measured by 
a time mterval dunng which the capacitance of a test capacitor would decrease by a 
small percentage of ItS mltIal capacitance, typically between 2% and 5%. For the 
results discussed here, 2% loss from the mltIal capacitance IS used. Accordmg to IEC 
standards [10], film capacitors under accelerated conditIOns should nonnally be tested 
at an ambient temperature from 25°C to 90°C and at higher voltage, usually 1.25 to 2 
times the rated voltage. The life of the capacitor under the nonnal operatIOn conditIOns 
can then be extrapolated from those obtamed under the accelerated conditIOns 
Dunng an accelerated hfe test, the capacitance and dlelectnc loss tangent are 
measured at regular mtervals. For this project, these measurements are not made on-
lme. Instead, a test capacitor would be discharged completely at appropnate mtervals 
to allow off-hne measurements. Capacitance and loss tangent are measured usmg 
Wayne Kerr PrecISIon Component Analyser 6452 at IV and at several frequency 
pomts (50Hz, 1kHz, and 10kHz respectively). 
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2.2.3 Results and discussions 
Results from the accelerated hfe tests have been the pnnciple data from whIch 
dIfferent capacItor desIgns are selected or abandoned In industry. It should be 
emphasIsed that a tYPICal accelerated hfe test can eaSIly take 3 months. The need to 
understand effects of dIfferent factors, Important for manufactunng procedure and 
system operation, would demand a repeat of such life test for at least 3 times. As a 
result, the development time for film capacItors IS characteristically long and m 
practIce it is not economtc to perform approXImately 20 repeated hfe tests for each 
pOSSIble manufactunng conilltion and each capacItor constructIOn configuration In 
order to reach statistically meamngful conclUSIOns. However the trend hmted by the 
results of the first few hfe tests IS usually adequate in practice to make some 
Judgement and deSIgn selection, albeit not statistically sound. It IS WIth the same 
consideratIOn that we choose not to focus on hfe test data to study the underlymg 
dIfference resulted from deSIgn changes of film capacItors. 
As an IllustratIOn of hfe test data and theIr assocIated dISCUSSIOns, we conSIder here 
three illfferent capacItor deSIgns that have been used In ABB's product development 
For consIderatIOn of commercIal confldentIahty, these are labelled as type A, B, and C 
and we cannot elaborate much further the detaIled illfference among these three 
capacItor designs. As a conceptual mdlcator, type A may be conSIdered as a standard 
capacitor, type B as modIfIed from the standard with processIng modIfIcatIOns, and 
type C conSIdered as modIfied further from type B WIth metalhsatlOn changes. 
The hfe test results for three dIfferent test capacItors are shown by mean of the 
normahsed capacitance dunng hfe tests In figure 2 3. The capacItor deSIgn C IS seen to 
have a longer hfe than type A and type B, and clearly the speCIfic modIficatIOn m 
manufactunng process and metalhsatlOn have led to marked Improvement m capacItor 
hfe. The SIgnIficant capaCItance increase of capacItor type A dunng an early phase of 
ItS hfe IS caused by reduced mterlayer spacmg after the capaCItor IS stressed wIth a 
hIgh apphed voltage. ThIS IS pOSSIble because capacitor rolls of this partIcular deSIgn 
are not wound partIcularly tightly. In capacItor type B, capacitor rolls are wound much 
tIghter USIng a processmg modIfIcation. As seen in figure 2.3, the capacItance-tIme 
curve of capacItor type B undergoes much less mitlal mcrease of capaCItance. 
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CapaCitor type B also attains a much longer life than capacItor type A. ThIs IS very 
likely correlated to the dIfference In theIr Interlayer pressure as shown In an 
Independent expenmental study [7]. 
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Normalised capacitance of three different types of test capacitors 
dUring their life test. 
Further modIficatIOn In electrode metalhsatlon Implemented m capacItor type C has 
led to added capacitor hfe, though not as slgmficant as that by processmg 
modIficatIOns Reasons responsIble for thIs added Improvement are dIfficult to be 
extrapolated from figure 2.3 alone. However It IS suffiCIent to conclude that 
appropnate modIficatIOn to manufactunng procedure or/and capacitor structure detaIls 
can expand capacItor hfe and hence md a progress of the fdm capacItor technology. 
Accelerated hfe tests are effective m evaluating the benefIts of vanations to different 
capacItor aspects. They are however not partIcularly useful m provIding mSlghts to the 
reasons responsIble for the benefits brought by favourable design modIficatIOns. To 
thIs end, we consIder an assessment of physIcal breakdown damage on metallised 
films taken from aged capacItor umts [5] -[8]. Breakdown damage analysIs reveals the 
numerous damage sItes as well as theIr geometncal features and so could potentIally 
hmt pOSSIble causes for achIeve Improvement by deSIgn modifIcatIOns. Breakdown 
damage analysIs WIll be discussed m details In the follOWing section. 
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2.3 Breakdown damage analysis 
2.3.1 Significance of damage analysis 
It has been mentioned that accelerated lIfe tests are the pnnciple mechamsm used in 
industry, through whIch dIfferent capacItor desIgns are dtfferentIated and subsequently 
selected. ThIs IS an empmcal yet effective approach to Identify qUIckly bad capacItor 
designs and eliminate them from further technology development, because hfe test 
data hIghlIght dIrectly the overall consequence of vanous system parameters and 
manufactunng factors Inherently thIs approach does not dIfferentiate the specIfic 
causes responsIble for a particular life test performance. To provIde further insights 
into possIble correlatIOns between relevant system parameters and hfe test 
performance, one approach IS to inSpect breakdown-induced physIcal damages on 
metalhsed polymer ftlms taken from life tested capacitors. SpecIfIcally the dtstnbutlOn 
and intensity of damage sItes on selected metallised fIlms would be of particular 
interest 
Dlstnbution of damage sItes provIdes valuable msights mto possIble electric routes 
along whIch locahsed breakdown events are introduced and tnggered. InformatIOn 
thus obtamed could potentially mdtcate ways to Improve geometrical desIgns across 
the metalhsed fIlm surface, such as connectIOn between metalhsed fIlms to the ZinC 
spray strip, the sIde margin desIgn, as well as the mosaic pattern desIgn. On the other 
hand, damage mtenslty would provide a more quantitative indIcatIOn of the specIfic 
influence of key surface det:uls (film-Zinc-spray connectIOn, sIde margin, mos:uc 
pattern, etc). Through mterplay wIth lIfe test data, damage mtenslty data would link 
these geometnc mfluences more dIrectly to capacItor hfe. 
For thIS project, our focus has been on det:uled analyses of damage dlstnbutlon, partly 
because these could be compared more dIrectly and easIly with our theoretical models 
of film capaCItors, and partly because the length of our project IS too short for us to 
obtam statIstIcally meamngful hfe test data for companson with damage intensIty 
data. Nevertheless thIS second aspect could be addressed m a follow-up project to thIS 
study. 
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While a very large array of damage data were collected for thiS project, our approach 
here IS not to go through them Individually with reference to the concerned capacitor 
deSign. Instead we would emphasise on possible trends highhghted by these damage 
data when capacitor deSigns are altered. For companson, we first consider a reference 
capacitor whole design reflects the film capacitor technology in 1ll1d-1990. Then we 
consider a vanant that differs from the reference In its manufacture process, and a 
second variant with different metalhsatlOn detmls (for Instance mosmc design). Dunng 
the course of thiS project, these two vanants were under senous evaluatIOn by ABB 
for their commerclahsatlOn, and for this reason no further specification of their 
difference will be given here. We would simply label the reference capacitor deSign, 
the first van ant, and the second vanant as type 1, type 2 and type 3 respectively. Their 
mmn differences are summansed In table 2.1. 
Type no. 
1 
No. of capacitor units Descriptions 
-:--=-----:-----1 3 Control sample (reference) 
2 8 ProcessIng modificatIOns 
3 6 MetalhsatlOn changes 
Table 2.1: Capacitor samples used for breakdown damage analysIs 
2.3.2 Analysis method 
Given that there are a few thousands polymer layers In a typical film capacitors, 11 IS 
not praclical to conduct damage analysIs for each possible layer. To capture the trends 
of breakdown damage through capacitor layers in an effeclive and adequate manner, 
we would select two adjacent polymer layers from each of three strategic regIOns, 
namely the Inner, middle and outer regions respeclively as shown In figure 24. It IS 
Important to note that two adjacent polymer layers are necessary for considenng 
cIeanngs Induced by puncture discharges through successive film layers. Therefore 
SIX film layers will be analysed for each capacitor umt. 
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Middle region 
iiii_router region 
Inner region 
Figure 2.4: A typical view of test capacitor. 
Each capacitor film sample IS divided mto five identical sectIOns of equal width to 
quantify the dlstnbution and intensity of breakdown damage sites across the sample 
from the current collector (the ZinC spray) to the side margin as shown In figure 2.5a. 
A typical damaged film sample IS shown in figure 2.5b. Two dIfferent types of 
breakdown damages are observed m figure 2.5b. The first IS associated with damages 
at fuses, whereas the second occurs away from fuses at the centre regIOn of a capacitor 
element (segment). It IS likely that damages of the first type are due to the deSignated 
fUSing processes and that of the second type to robust puncture discharges through 
film layers. The latter can be further confirmed from slIrular shapes and dlstnbutions 
of damage sites on the next film layer adpcent to that shown In figure 2 5b. These 
may differentiate fusmg processes (a surface event) from the puncture discharges 
mduced processes (a non-surface event), thus providing useful suggestIOns to develop 
different ways to control these two breakdown events separately. 
In this study, we focus on damages caused by fUSing processes because this would 
allow a direct companson with our theoretical work on electrothermal events on 
polymer films and on surface discharges. 
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2.3.3 Results and discussions 
FIgure 2 6 shows the results of the damage analysIs for capacItor type no.!, based on 
number of fusing cleanngs (broken fuses) observed on six film samples for each of 
three dIfferent regIOns (outer, nuddle, and Inner regIOns). These film samples were 
taken from three capacItor umts of the same design (the reference desIgn) and under 
the same testing conditIOns. To see the spatial distnbutlOn of damage numbers in 
dIfferent capacItor regIOns through the capacItor layers, we average the SIX sets of raw 
data of broken fuse numbers for the outer regIOn and repeat thIS averaging procedure 
for the nuddle and Illner regions. The resulting three sets of averaged cleanng 
numbers would suggest, III averaged absolute terms, trends of cleanng processes cross 
a typIcal sample film III dIfferent regIOns of the capacItor structure. To generahse 
these for dIfferent test condItIOns (that may lead to dIfferent average absolute values), 
these average numbers of broken fuses need to be normalised. To thIS end, we 
consider the need to dIfferentiate clearings In dtfferent capacItor regIOns and 
normaltse the obtained three sets of averaged cleanng numbers to the maxImum 
averaged number of broken fuses observed III one of the five film dIVISIons (see fIgure 
2.Sa). The latter IS found to be In the outer regIOn. The results are shown III figure 
26a 
It IS eVIdent from figure 2.6a that fIlm samples in the outer regIOn generally suffer 
more broken fuses and so make a greater contnbutlOn to capacItor degradation. To 
understand this, we note that III a typIcal fIlm capacItor, the capacItor roll is wound 
and then flattened and It IS In general dIffIcult to maintalll a constant pressure through 
all capacItor layers The mechamcal pressure between two adjacent layers of film 
capacitor IS hkely to be hIgher III the Illner layer regIOn. It IS known that under the 
same voltage stress the amount of capacItor energy loss during a cleanng process IS 
strongly dependent upon the pressure between two adjacent film layers [5]. 
SpecIfIcally as the Illterlayer pressure decreases from 1.72x106Pa to 3.44x105Pa, the 
capacItor energy loss, or the cleanng energy, IS found to increases from 1 4mJ to 
62mJ for a full-SIze capacItor roll [5]. The cleanng energy released from a SIgnIficant 
Illternal breakdown would then go on to breakdown fuse gates. GIven that the energy 
reqUIred to breakdown the fuse gate IS the same for all fuse gates of Identical design, 
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the larger cJeanng energy at lower mterlayer pressure should lead to more broken fuse 
gates. ThIS would suggest a greater degree of partIal dIscharge aclIVllIes and hence 
more broken fuse gates on outer layers. Such an extrapolation has been confirmed by 
expenmental observatIOns [5][7], and It is also consIstent wIth what figure 26a 
suggests These dISCUSSIOns also suggest that reduced broken fuse events may be 
obtamed If the capacItor assemblIng process could be devised to achieve umform 
pressure through all capacitor layers. 
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We note that the geometric arrangement for all capacitor layers are Identical though 
dIfference In the interlayer pressure In dIfferent capacItor regions could lead them to 
undergo dIfferent cleanngs as shown In fIgure 2.6a. To hIghlIght how dIfferent 
geometrical detaIls on film surfaces may Influence cleanng events, dIfference In 
fUSIng behavIOurs In dIfferent capacItor regIOns needs to be removed from our damage 
data through normalIsation. To this end, we normalIsed each of the SIX row data sets 
for the outer regIOn by its IndIVIdual maxImums (there are SIX maxImum values). A 
trend of the overall dlstnbutlOn of cleanngs In the outer region can be obtained by 
averagIng these six normalIsed data sets. We then repeat the above mathematical 
procedure for the mIddle and inner regIOns, and trends In cleanng dlstnbutlOn can also 
be obtaIned for these two regIOns. By averagIng again these three data sets, we obtaIn 
the overall trend for all capacItor layers and this IS shown In fIgure 2.6b WIth the 
confidence interval. The concept of the confidence interval IS detaIled In AppendIX A. 
The confidence Interval was calculated from eq.(A.l) to eq.(A.3), and appropriate 
value for the student's t is taken from table 11 In [11], USIng a degree of freedom (N-
1) As can be seen, the qualIty of the obtaIned trend of cleanngs IS qUIte good. 
In figure 2.6b, the peak value occurs close to the sIde margin (x/Lp = 0.9). ThIS may 
be partially because the sharp edge of the electrode layer at the sIde margIn Induces a 
hIgher electncal stress. As a result, thIS region suffers more Intense partial dIscharge 
activities. ThIS is consIstent WIth a reported expenmental observatIOn [7], of whIch the 
Intense cleanng regIOn IS mainly Induced by hIgh electrical stress at the edge of the 
electrode layer. ThIS will be further studIed In Chapter 3 where the electrostatic field 
dlstnbutlOn In the film capacitor is studIed. The observed high IntensIty of cleanngs 
near the side margin may result in evaporation of or erosIOn to the electrode edge. 
ThIS would reduce the electncal field because of an enlarged sIde margIn. The lost 
area of the electrode surface through evaporatIOn or/and erosIOn would not however 
affect the connection of the remaInIng electrode to the ZInC spray (current collector), 
and therefore Its ImplIcation IS a small decrease In capacItance. On the other hand, If 
SIgnIficant cleanngs occur near the ZInC spray regIOn (xlLp = 0.1) and cause electncal 
IsolatIOn there, the remaInIng electrode to the nght of the Induced Isolation regIOn 
would be dIsconnected electncally from the remaInIng capacItor structure. ThIS would 
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lead to much greater reduction of capacitance and should be avoided in capacitance 
des igns. These scenarios are illustrated in figure 2.7. 
Current collector 
Current collector 
electrode surface 
Clearing induced 
Isolation band 
Working 
electrode surface 
(a) 
Side margin 
Eroded 
electrode area 
Clearing induced 
Isolation band Side margin 
Disconnected but otherwise 
working electrode area 
(b) 
Figure 2.7: An electrical isolation band is induced by clearing events at (a) the 
electrode edge nearest to the side margin and (b) in the middle of 
electrode. 
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We note that In figure 2.6b, the number of cleanngs In surface areas other than that 
nearest to the sIde margin IS also large. ThIs could potentIally cause rapId dechne of 
capacItance because of the above-mentIoned electncal IsolatIon away from the sIde 
margin area. To Increase the hfe expectancy of fIlm capacItors, the number of 
cleanngs In the regIOn close to the ZinC spray should be mInllrused to avoid otherwIse 
rehable metalhsatIon area being dIsconnected from the zinc spray. Experimental data 
In [6] show that the uncoupling process of distant current gates of hIgh power self-
healing capacItors IS strongly influenced by the polymer surface structures in the 
current gate regIOn. ThIs suggests that the dJstnbutlOn of cleanngs on electrode layer 
may be controlled by metalhsation changes. 
Figure 2.S shows the results for capacItor type no 2, whIch dIffers from capacItor type 
nO.l through processing modIficatIon to obtain a urufonn InterIayer pressure. ThIS can 
be vIewed as a control measure for everung out impacts of capacItors Internal 
breakdown through capacItor layers. FIgure 2 Sa show the nonnahsed mean number 
of broken fuses in dJfferent capacItor regIOns. The numbers of broken fuses In the 
outer regIOn are stIll hIgher than that In the inner and middle regions. ThIS suggests 
that though modIficatIOn to capacItor assembling processes has been Introduced to 
even out interIayer pressures, the outer regIOn stIll has a lower Inter layer pressure 
than the middle and Inner regIOns [5] Nevertheless the cleanngs on film layers In the 
mIddle regIOn have been reduced consIderably, even below that In the inner regIOn. 
The relatIvely slITular levels of cleanngs In the inner and rruddle regIOns Imply that the 
new assembhng process used for capacItor type 2 may have realised a slrrular 
Interlayer pressure for most parts of the capacItor (In the Inner and rruddle regions). 
Among other dJfferences that may be Introduced by the new assembhng process, the 
lowered cleanng curve for the middle regIOn should lead to longer capacitor hfe. ThIS 
IS In fact confinned by relevant hfe test results. Interlayer pressure IS an Important 
factor In the underlying operatIOn processes of film capaCItors. In Chapter 5, thIS WIll 
be studIed again from a theoretIcal perspectIve. 
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To highlIght clearing dlstnbutlOn for all capacitor regions without the influence of 
interlayer pressure, we use the same approach as that for figure 2.6b to normalise 
cJeanng numbers of each film layer to the maximum cJeanng number on that specific 
layer. With smular averagmg treatments, we obtam figure 2.8b for film capacitor type 
no. 2 with confidence interval (dash Ime) of the mean Ime (solid Ime) at 90% 
probability. The results show that the dlstnbutlOn of cJeanngs along the width of 
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capacitor umt IS slImlar to that of the capacitor unit type no. 1. In particular, the peak 
value always occur at the region closer to the side margin (xILp = 0.9). Furthermore 
the second maximum (around x1Lp '" 0.3), other than that nearest to the Side margin, IS 
much lower than that for the capacitor type no. 1. ThiS should help Inltlgate the 
occurrence of an electncal IsolatIOn regIOn near the ZinC spray and thus expand the 
capacitor life. In summary, figure 2 8a and 2.8b suggest the assembling process can be 
modified to redlstnbute preferentially the dlstnbution of c1eanngs, and hence to 
prolong the capacitor life. 
We now conSider the effect of changing electrode metallisatlOn to the standard 
arrangement of the capacitor type no. 1. As an additional control method, certain 
modificatIOn to the electrode metallisatlOn has been made and the resulting capacitors 
are labelled as the capacitor type no. 3 Figure 2.9a show the normalised mean number 
of broken fuse gates for each capacitor regIOn. ThiS shows that the number of 
c1eanngs Increases from the Inner to outer layers, In a slImlar way to that In figure 
26a. ThiS suggests that metallisatlon change on the capacitor type no. 3 does not 
affect the dlstnbUtiOn of broken fuses through capacitor layers in any significant way. 
It should be note that the Interlayer pressure In the capacitor type no. 3 does not differ 
significantly from that In the capacitor type no. 1. 
Figure 2.9b shows the mean normalised number of broken fuses of each film layer to 
their indiVidual maximum values, With their interval (dash line) of the mean line (solid 
line) at 90% probability. ThiS results show that the number of broken fuses Increases 
from the regIOn connected to ZinC spray (xILp = 0 1) to the region nearest to the side 
margin (xILp = 0.9). In other words, the region connected to the ZinC spray has less 
Intense breakdown activIties. Thus the speCific metallisatlOn change used can 
mampulate very effectively the distnbutlOn of broken fuses across the width of the 
film capacitor. It IS conceivable that this dlstnbutlOn pattern of broken fuses would 
Increase the life expectancy compared to the capacitor type no. 1. This suggested 
correlatIOn IS confirmed by relevant life test data, and also consistent With 
observatIOns reported In [7][12]. 
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The above companson suggests that metalhsauon pattern and capacitor assembling 
methods are Important m mfluencmg the capacitor perfonnance. These results are also 
very useful for companson with the development of viable theoretIcal model 
descnbed m Chapter 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
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2.4 Conclusions 
An accelerated hfe test apparatus has been setup for study of metalhsed film 
capacItors LIfe test results show that the hfetIme of capacItor umts can be affected 
sIgnIfIcantly by the vanatlOn m capaCItor desIgn and theIr assembhng process. To 
explore further, we have analysed breakdown damage sItes on aged capaCItor umts 
Results from breakdown damage analyses show that metalhsatlOn pattern and 
capacItor assembhng methods are Important aspects m determmmg the capacItor 
performance. These observations are genenc and they provIde an experimental basIs 
to aId the development and refmement of computational models of film capacItors. 
ThIs WIll be dIscussed further throughout Chapter 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
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Chapter 3 
Electrostatic Field Distribution in Film Capacitors 
3.1 Introduction 
One of the maIn thrusts in the research and development of metallised film capacitors 
IS to Increase energy density with increasIngly compact capacitor deSigns [1][2]. As 
higher and higher energy density IS achieved, the electrostatic field withIn film 
capacitors becomes larger and larger. IneVitable thiS leads to a sigmficantly Increased 
probablhty for Ignition of breakdowns and breakdown discharges. These breakdowns 
are usually induced at a high electnc field region and therefore an understanding of 
the locatIOn and magmtude of electrostatic field Induced by large energy denSity 
would useful and Important for capacitor designers and users. This calls for a multi-
dimenSIOnal computatIOn of electrostatic fields In fIlm capacItors. 
It IS also relevant to note that mosaIc patterns of electrode coating are used In film 
capacitors to control the extent of breakdown events and to Isolate breakdown 
damaged area from the remaining workmg capacItor structure. DIfferent mOSaIC 
patterns lead to different levels of electrostatic field on the electrode surface and so to 
dIfferent hkehhood of breakdowns at a gi ven energy density Thus computatIOn of 
electrostatic field would also proVIde useful Input to the design of mOSaIC patterning 
of electrodes. In additIOn, electrostatic field computatIOn would also allow us to 
descnbe the mosaic patterned electrodes In tenns of equivalent surface resIstors. As It 
WIll become clear in Chapter 4, thiS IS an essential baSIS for our equivalent CIrCUIt 
model of film capacitors. 
In thIS chapter, the electrostatic fields and theIr spatial dlstnbutlOn In metalhsed film 
capacitors are studied using a commerCial electromagnetic code, Opera-2D [3]. ThIS 
code uses the fimte element method to solve partial dIfferential equatIOns that descnbe 
the dlstnbution of electrostatic fIelds. Due to the two-dimenSIOn nature of the code, 
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the essentially three-dImensIOnal electrostatIc fIeld In fIlm capacItors is computed 
based on certaIn SImplIfYIng approxImatIOn. 
In sectIOn 3 2, two computatIOnal models wIll be establIshed to model the electrostatIc 
fIelds In fIlm capaCItors, namely the macroscopic and mIcroscoPIc models FIlm 
capacItors have very dIfferent geometncal dimenSIOns with a tYPIcal aspect ratIo of 
several millIon. As a result, a straIghtforward applIcatIOn of unifonn grids to Include 
every geometncal detaIl usually leads to an Insunnountable computatIOnal task. Our 
macroscopIc model is able to compute the global electrostatIc field distnbutlOn In the 
capacItor structure by Ignoring less important details and by notIng the symmetncal 
and penodic structure of film capacItors. The effects of finer features are studIed USIng 
a rrucroscoplc model for a small space or regIOn enclOSIng the fine feature of Interest. 
These models WIll be developed In sectIOn 3.3 and then employed to calculate 
electrostatIc field dlstnbution In a film capaCItor. Then In section 3.4, the microscopIc 
model wIll be used to calculate the eqUIvalent resIstance of the segmented electrode 
layer WIth three dIfferent mOSaIC electrode patterns. FInally In sectIOn 3.5, observatIon 
from numencal examples WIll be summansed to prOVIde inslghts mto theIr pOSSIble 
ImplIcatIOns to capacItor deSIgns. 
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3.2 Problem definition and its model 
A power film capacitor tYPically consists of a few thousand flattened polymer layers 
stacked together and Immersed m an impregnatIOn medIUm, all enclosed m the 
packagmg case umt [4]. To understand how high energy density may mfluence 
electrostatic field m film capacitors, we use a commercial electrostatic field code, 
Opera-2D. We consider that all metal sectIOns are prefect conductmg and the relative 
dielectric constants for the polypropylene film and SIlIcone 011 are 2.2 and 2.13 
respectively at room temperature [5]. 
The macroscopIc model mms at the global electrostatic field dlstnbutlOn in the film 
capacitor umt It models the electrostatic field through the layer geometry m a metal-
dlelectnc-metal configuratIOn through the capacitors layers Without consldenng the 
mfluence of mOSaIC pattemmg as shown in figure 3.1. An assessment of relevant 
dimenSIOns on this cross-sectIOn of film capacitors m figure 3 1 suggests that It would 
reqUired extremely large numbers of nodes to model the entire layer-structure and thiS 
goes beyond the computmg capabilIty of most electromagnetic packages includmg 
Opera-2D. Given the penodlc nature of the layer structure of ftlm capacitor, the first 
SimplIfication is to reduce the number of film layers considered to the simple four-
layer model capacitor as shown m figure 3.1. 
For each capacitor layer of one polymer film, ItS electrode coatmg and one 
impregnatIOn layer, the overall length m the vertical directIOn IS 13.2,um (= 1.2 + 
12,um). The electrode coatmg of 10nm IS the smallest structure and 10 spatial nodal 
pomts would normally be needed to resolve field dlstnbutlOn across it. Therefore the 
model film capacitor of figure 3.1 would require 13 2,um / (10nm /10) = 1.32 X 104 
pomts to resolve one capacitor layer and for the field dlstnbution across the entire 
vertical length one needs 1.32 x 104 x 4 + (2 64mm x 2) / (IOnm /10) = 5.33 x 106• If 
the same gnd were used to resolve the honzontallength of IlOmm, the reqUired nodal 
pomts would be 1.10 x 108 = 110mm / (10nm /10) m the honzontal direction. 
Consequently with a umform two-dimensIOnal gnd, a total of 5.86 x 1014 = 1 10 X 
108 X 5 33 X 106 would be needed to resolve the electrostatic field mto the smallest 
region m both the vertical and honzontal dIrectIOns. Though it IS pOSSible to reduce 
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this by usmg appropnately graded grids, the resulting computatIOnal task IS stili lIkely 
to be well beyond the nommal capabIlIty of today's power PCs. 
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Figure 3.1: A simplified macroscopIc model of film capacitors. 
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The above consIderatIOn on computmg resources has led us to a re-assessment of the 
field computatIOn problem of figure 3.1. In the vertIcal directIOn, the smallest length IS 
that of the electrode coatmg. The electrostatic field across the coatmg IS easIly 
understandable, as It IS hkely to be very small bemg m a perfect conductmg regIOn. 
The fIeld enhancement due to sharp edges of the electrode coating IS best computed in 
a much smaller regIOn, enclosing these sharp edges, than m the entire capacitor 
structure. In other words, this can be approached by a more spatially resolved 
mIcroscopIc model purposely applIed to thIs smaller regIOn. Therefore the detatled 
field rnstnbutlOn around these smallest sized regions can be Ignored as an 
approximatIOn to penmt PC-based computatIOn of the overall field m the model film 
capacItor usmg a much coarser gnd. 
Based on these consIderatIOns, we assume the thIckness of the electrode coatmg to be 
zero. As such the smallest length now becomes 1 2f..lIT1, that of the Impregnation layer. 
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Therefore the total nodes reqUIred vertIcally IS reduced to [2 64mm x 2 + (12 + 1.2) 
IlID x 4]1 (1 21lID 110) = 4.44 X 104• WIth 9.17 x 105 = 110mm 1(1 21lID 110) points 
needed for honzontal dtrection, the macroscopIc model now reqUIres 4 44 x 104 x 
9.17 X 105 = 4.07 X 1010. This IS stIll beyond the resource lmut of today's PCs 
In order to reduce the dtfference among different structural lengths, the honzontal 
dimensIOns of the model and the distance between the capacItor unit and the 
packaging case are reduced by three magmtudes. Therefore the total nodes reqUIred 
vertICally IS reduced to [2.64IlID x 2 + 13.2IlID x 4]1 (1.2IlID 110) = 484. WIth 917 = 
IIOIlID I (1.2IlID 110) pomts needed for honzontal dIrection, the macroscopIC model 
requires only 484 x 917 = 444 X 105• It IS Important to note that the calculated field 
by thIs dimensIOnal change is lIkely to overestImate the fnngmg field effect than that 
wIth the ongmal dImensions. Therefore, the model IS lIkely to overestImate the 
maxImum pOSSIble field. 
The nuCroSCOplC model IS for computation of the electrostatic fIeld dtstnbutlOn of fine 
geometncal features in film capaCItors. Its applIcatIOn to the edge regIOn of the 
electrode coatmg suggests that the largest field thus calculated IS less than that 
computed WIth the macroscopIc model. Thus the macroscopIc model IS lIkely to 
overestimate the maJ(lmum pOSSIble fIeld mduced on a vertIcal capacItor cross-
section. ThIS IS desirable, because of the need to proVIde suffICIently large margm as 
well as the need to account for any addItional field enhancement due to manufactunng 
mduced surface topology on sub-nanometer scale. To thIs end, the nuCroSCOplC model 
is not necessanly needed On the electrode surface, the electrostatic field IS m 
pnncipal zero because of the very good conductmg property of the electrode 
matenals. The mtroductlOn of mosaic pattern can however mduce surface electrostatic 
field, especIally between a normally working mOSaIC element and an Isolated one 
GIven the very fine structural dimensions, thIs needs to be calculated usmg the 
microscopIc model. 
The mosaic electrode pattern geometry and dImension are shown m figure 3.2. The 
model needs at least 10 pomts to resolve 1 Imm, the WIdth of a fuse. So It reqUIres 
12.5mm I (1.1mm I 10) = 114 pomts to resolute the WIdth of one segment. For the 
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whole area of one segment, the model needs 1142 = 1.30 X 104 points. For 15 x 15 
segments across one polymer film requires at least 2.92 x 106 points, di fficult again 
for PC based computation. Fine featu res of the mosaic electrode pattern alter electric 
fiel d distribution near it, and this can be estimated by focusing on a much smaller area 
(3 x 2 segments) wi th assigned boundary condition obtainable from the macroscopic 
computation. Thus the calculation of fi ne geometrical features is separated from the 
whole device computation in a microscopic module. 
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3.3 Electrostatic models of film capacitors 
3.3.1 The macroscopic model 
In this section, we develop a model based on a commercial electromagnetic code, 
Opera-2D, for the proposed macroscopic computation . The model is used to compute 
the electrostatic field of the simplified model film capacitor of figure 3. 1 when it is 
subjected to an external DC vol tage of SkY. The first and third electrode layers from 
the top are connected to the left-hand side zinc spray, which is grounded. The second 
and fourth electrode layers from the top are connected to the ri ght-hand side zi nc 
spray, which is connected to a hi gh voltage terminal of SkY. The metal packaging 
case unit of the model is also grounded. 
Figure 3.3a is a colour contour plot of potentia! for the simplified model fi lm capaci tor 
subjected to an external SkY DC voltage, whereas the electrostatic fi e ld is shown in 
figure 3.3b. Figure 3.3b indicates a significant enhancement of local electrostatic field 
at the region between the electrodes and the zinc sprays and the region between the 
zinc spray and the packaging case. These intensified field regions are produced by the 
dimensional c hoice of these regions. The electrostatic field across two parallel 
electrode plates is equal to the potential difference across the parallel plate di vide by 
the distance between the parallel plates [6] . Analytically the electrostatic field in the 
region between the right zinc spray and the packaging case would be approximately 
SkY / 2.641trn = 1.89 X 109y fm. It is interesting to note that the highest electrostatic 
field induced at this region is found numericall y to be about 2 x 109y fm. Therefore, 
the enhanced fringi ng fie ld effect by the altered dimensions is li kely to be 
insignificantly. As a result, the actual value of thi s highest field can be reduce by three 
magnitude, due to the change in the dimensions, to 2 x 106Yfm which is below the 
breakdown fi eld of around 3 x 106y fm in air [7]. Furthermore, thi s region is fi lled by 
si licone oi l and its breakdown field is higher than that in air. As a result, by choosing a 
sufficiently large space in these regions to below breakdown strength can relieve 
adequately relevant ageing processes. 
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(b) 
Figure 3.3: The colour contour plot of (a) potential; and (b) electrostatic field 
computed from the macroscopic model of film capacitors. 
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3.3.2 The microscopic model 
In this section, we develop a microscopic model to calculate the e lectrostatic field of 
the mosaic electrode pattern configuration of figure 3.2. To assess the field process in 
a typical film capacitor after a segment is isolated, the fuses of the isolated segment 
are assumed to have blown out and the area is filled by silicone oil. The blown 
segment is assumed to have a breakdown channel connected to the next electrode 
layer and so to have the same potential as the next electrode layer. 
Figure 3.4a is a colour contour plot of potential for the mosaic pattern of figure 3.2. 
The colour contour plot of the electrostatic field shown in figure 3.4b, and it highlights 
a significant enhancement of the local electrostatic field at the region near the fuse and 
at the edge of the blown segment. This intensified field region is produced by the 
sharp edge of the mosaic pattern. It is interesting to note that the distance between the 
blown segment and the surrounding area is 1.1mm and the their potential difference is 
SkY. This gives an analytical val ue of electrostatic fiel d at 4.5 x 106Y/m. This is very 
close to 4.8 x 106Y/m, calculated from Opera-2d. 
With increasing energy density, thi s high level of surface field inevitably leads to a 
significantly increased probabi lity for igni tion of breakdown and subsequently 
breakdown di scharges. As a result, mosaic pattern is an important capacitor design 
feature for the con trol of breakdown and for an effecti ve self-healing process. Apart 
from the benefit to evaluate the level of field intensification, the microscopic model 
can also be used to calculate the equivalent resistance of segmented electrode layer. 
This wi ll be di scussed in the next section. 
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Ca) 
(b) 
Figure 3.4: The colour contour plot of (a) potential; and (b) electrostatic field for 
the microscopic model of mosaic electrode pattern geometry 
configuration. 
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3.4 Calculation of surface resistance 
3.4.1 Problem definition and its model 
In thIs sectIOn, the lll1CroSCOPIC model of mOSaIC electrode patterns IS used to 
InvestIgate the electrostatIc field rustnbutlOn on the segmented electrode layer and 
subsequently to evaluate the resultIng surface resIstance. FIrst, we consider a non-
segmented surface and then a segmented electrode layer. Let p, Qm, denote the 
resIstivIty of the electrode matenal. Though p IS In general temperature dependent, It 
IS consIdered to be constant In all cases considered here. It is worth noting that ItS 
temperature dependence can be implement eaSIly If reqUIred. We further assume that 
the electrode matenalls IsotroPIC and the value of p IS Independent of the rurectlOn of 
the current and the electnc field. 
The resIstance, R, Q, of a pnsmatIc pIece of matenal wIth a cross sectIOn area, A, m2 
and length, I, m IS (8) 
1 R=p-. 
A 
The surface resIstance Rs of a layer wIth thickness OIS defIned as (9) 
(3 1) 
(3.2) 
Rs represents the surface resIstance of a square pIece of matenal wIth SIde-length s 
and thIckness o between opposIte contacts. Eq.(3.2) IS denved from eq (3.1) wIth A = 
s x 0 and 1 = s. It IS worth noting that Rs IS Independent of the sIze s of the square. 
WIth a potentIal dIfference, V, applIed to the two vertIcal boundary hnes of a umt cell, 
the overall current, I, A, flows honzontally as shown In fIgure 3.5. By Ohm's law (8), 
the corresponrung surface resistance can be obtaIned from the total current as follows 
R= V. 
I 
(33) 
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Opera-2d does not provIde dIrectly mformatIon of current. It does however allow 
calculatIOn of the electrostatIc field dlstnbutlOn. This IS useful as It allows the 
calculatIOn of current densIty J, Nm2, gIven by [8] 
- - 1-J =aE=-E (3.4) 
p 
where a IS the conductIvIty, J and it are the current denSIty and the electrostatIc 
field respectIvely m the same dIrectIon. By integratmg the honzontal component of 
electrostatic field along the vertical boundary of the UnIt cell, eq (3.4) becomes 
(3 5) 
where Ex and Jx are the x component of electrostatIc field and current denSIty 
respectIvely. The total current across the opposIte contacts of a UnIt cell wIth a 
potentIal difference as shown m fIgure 3.5 IS gIven by 
Figure 3.5 
(3.6) 
y 
r'\:: 
'" 
Iy 
~ 
'" "'- Ix 
x 
z 
A Unit cell with a potential different applied to Its opposite contacts 
(shadowed). 
Due to the two-dimensional nature of the code, electrostatic field dlstnbutIon m the z 
dIrectIOn in the unit cell IS assumed to be Identical and unIform, and we also assume lz 
equal to 1. As a result, eq.(3.6) becomes 
(3.7) 
SubstItutmg eq (3.5) and eq.(3.7) mto eq (3 3) gIves 
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(3 8) 
The resistance of the segmented electrode for any metaIlised polymenc capacitor can 
be obtained by usmg thIs method. 
For the numerical examples discussed here, we consider three umt cells wIth different 
mosaic electrode patterns as shown III figure 3.6a, 3.6b, and 3.6c labelled as design no. 
1, 2 and 3 respectively. These diagrams are not to scale Each of these mosrucs IS a 
umt cell on the segmented electrode. Typically there are a few million of these umt 
cells in a film capacitor For each umt cell, both of ItS vertical boundanes are 
subjected to a potential different of IV and resistivity of the background electrode 
material IS set to 1. It should also be mentIOned that the presence of msulating blocks 
has to be modelled with a high penmttlVlty matenal m the model. 
For a segmented electrode layer, let Rg , Q, represent the resistance for the umt cell. 
We also mtroduce rg as the dlmensionless resistance of the umt cell and It IS 
calculated from eq (3.8). The resIstance for the umt cell wIth mosruc patterns is given 
by 
(3 9) 
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Electrode 
~.2mm 
, 
O.6mm 
(a) 
insulation 
13.9mm 
O.2Sm 
Electrode 
/ 
O.6mm ,/ 
O.2Sm 
(b) 
O.7mm I::: '---- Electrode 13.9mm 
• ~mm • 
(c) 
Figure 3.6: Mosaic patterns for design (a) no. 1; (b) no. 2; and (c) no. 3. 
3.4.2 Results and discussions 
To relate the numerical model developed to analytical estimates, it is useful to 
calculate first the resistance of the non-segmented electrode surface unit. Surface 
resistance of a non-segmented electrode surface unit can be understood reasonably 
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well m an intUitive and stratghtforward fashion and so It provides a means to asses the 
validity of our numencal model For lz = 1m and p = 1Qm, eq.(3.1) leads to 
lx R=-
ly 
(3.10) 
FIgure 3.7a and 3.7b are a plot of colour contour of potential and electrostatic field 
respectively for the non-segmented electrode surface UnIt. The resistance calculated 
from eq.(3.10) is equal to 2 for lx and ly equal to 20 mm and lOmm respectively. ThiS 
analytical result is Identical to the results calculated from Opera-2D based on eq (3 8). 
Based on the mtegral of the x wrected electrostatic field component over the vertical 
boundary Ime, the simulated rg values for the three mosatc deSigns are shown m table 
3.l. The colour contour plots of potential and electrostatic field for each deSign are 
shown m AppendiX B. These results show that the dimensionless rg will change if the 
segment size IS changed and the fuse size IS kept constant or vice versa. As a result, 
the resistance for different mosatc patterns is different. It should be noted that large 
resistance may leads to large electnc energy diSSipatIOn on the electrode surface. 
Mosatc electrode pattern of the electrode coatmg IS one of the key system parameters 
to control the electncal response of film capacitors to external voltage stresses It IS 
Important to note that the resistance for any future deSign of mosatc electrode patterns 
can be calculated usmg thiS method Consequently, thiS method can serve as a tool to 
aid capacitor deSigns and to analyse capacitor operatIOn. 
Mosaic pattern Pattern details rg (Q) 
DeSign no. 1 Figure 3.7a 181 
DeSign no. 2 Figure 3.7b 697 
DeSign no. 3 FIgure 3 7c 2.29 
Table 3.1: Dlmensionless surface resistance for three different mosaic 
electrode patterns calculated from Opera-2D. 
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Y (mm) 
-16.0 -12.0 ·8.0 -4.0 0.0 ' .0 8.0 12,0 18.0 20 
Component; POT x (mml 
,0.0 Ot) 1.0 , 
(a) 
Y(mm) 
-16.0 · 12.0 ·8.0 -< .0 0.0 ' .0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20 
COOlpooett: EMOO XlmmJ 
,0.0 " ,0 
(b) 
Figure 3.7: The colour contour plot of (a) potential; and (b) electrostatic field for 
a non-segmented electrode surface unit. 
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We have also measured the surface resistance for a umform electrode coating (no 
mOSaIC pattern) and for electrode pattern design no. 1 by usmg a dtgltal Ohmmeter. 
The film samples are supplIed by ABB wIth structural dtmenslOns IdentIcal to those m 
fIgure 3 6a. The average resIstance values for the cell umts wIth and wIthout mOSaIC 
electrode pattern are found to be 19.16Q and 7.53Q respectIvely. The effectIve 
resIstance, Rg, for mOSaIC pattern design no. 1 IS equal to 1.81 x 7.53 = 13.62Q, as 
calculated from Opera-2d. ThIS IS less than the experimental value of 19.16Q. We 
note that the actual samples exhIbIt unumformlty and roughness along the separatIOn 
gap between two adjacent elements Thus the expenmental values are expected to be 
greater Also the electrode coating thIckness has an unmsignlficant tolerance and as 
such surface resIstance of the no mOSaIC pattern coating may vary from one sample to 
another. Given these consIderatIOns, the expenmental and numencal results are In a 
reasonable agreement 
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3.5 Conclusions 
We have developed two mutually complImentary models to study the electrostatic 
field illstnbutlOn in metalllsed film capacitors using a commercIal electromagnetIc 
code, Opera-2D. Based on the macroscopIc model for a simplIfied model film 
capacItor, the global electrostatic field distnbutlon has been calculated. It has been 
establIshed that If a suffICIent large space IS Introduced at the regIon of the greatest 
field enhancement, the local electrostatic field can be controlled to be well below the 
breakdown strength and as such the field Induced ageIng processes can be relIeved 
signIficantly. Our macroscopic fIeld model can be used to assess quantItatIvely the 
reqUIred space. 
The ITI1CroSCOPIC model has been used to calculate an intensIfied electrostatIc field 
Induced by surface mOS31C pattern. It was shown that thIS mtensified field regIOn IS 
produced by the sharp edge of the mOS31C pattern. Hence the mosaic pattern of fIlm 
capacItors IS an Important factor to affect the surface electrostatic field on the 
electrode coatIng. In addItion, the microscopIc model was used to calculate the 
eqUIvalent resIstance of the segmented electrode layer by InvestIgatmg the 
electrostatIc field dlstnbutlOn on the electrode surface. It was shown that the 
eqUIvalent surface resIstance for dIfferent mOS31C patterns is very dIfferent. 
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Chapter 4 
Electrical Responses in Numerical Computation of 
Film Capacitors 
4.1 Introduction 
In thIS chapter, an eqUIvalent CIrcUIt model is developed for metalhsed film capacItors. 
Our objectIve IS to provide a quantitatIve evaluation of capacItor performance under 
dIfferent operatIOn conditIons, and we rum to realise this with the computatIOnal 
capablhty of a power PC. GIven the complexIty of relevant phYSIcal and chelTIlcal 
processes mvolved in fIlm capacItors, It is necessary to IdentIfy and employ 
slmphfymg approxImations such that the aImed quantItatIve evaluatIon of capacItor 
performance can be performed routinely on today's power PC. 
Although metalhsed film capacitors have been studIed for the past 20 years, there IS 
very httle work reported on vIable quantItatIve models of theIr operatIon. Our 
eqUIvalent CIrcUIt model would be, If successful, a useful aId to capacitor deSIgners, 
manufacturers, and users as It would allow them to assess capacItor performance 
much more systematically, economIcally, and qUIckly. It should complement the usual 
tlme-consulTIlng accelerated hfe tests, and enable an mformed and guIded focus on 
more Important facets of capacItor performance. Through companson wIth and 
vahdatlOn by expenmental data, the development of such theoretical models could 
evolve mto an mdlspensable deSIgn tool to aId the efforts to denve and develop more 
sophIsticated and effective capacItor deSIgns. 
For metalhsed film capacItors, the mduced electnc field and Its dlstnbutIon on the 
surface of the capacItor electrode coatings mfluence very sigmficantly the onset and 
the subsequent development of surface breakdowns. The latter m turn contnbutes to 
capacItor rehablhty that can be achIeved Surface electric fIeld also leads to electric 
energy dISSIpatIOn vIa ohlTIlc losses and thIS results m temperature nse wlthm the 
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capacItor Unit. It IS known that capacItor operation at elevated temperature reduces the 
capaCItor life conSIderably [1] and therefore energy dissipatIOn IS an Important 
indIcator of achievable capaCItor lifetime. To thIS end, we will employ the eqUivalent 
CIrcUIt model to study surface electnc fIeld and energy dissIpatIOn. 
In SectIOn 4.2, the development of our eqUivalent CIrcUIt model WIll be discussed. 
Appropriate CIrcUIt equatIOns will be formulated and dIscretIsed appropnately for 
numerical computatIOn In SectIOn 4.3. WIth the numencal model Implemented In a PC 
code, it wIll be used In section 4.4 to sImulate a typIcal DC film capaCItor. Then in 
SectIOn 4 5, It WIll be employed to compute surface electnc fIeld and energy 
dissIpatIOn in a DC film capaCitor under an Impulse voltage perturbation that rmmics 
an Imposing breakdown event or power surge onginated from an externally connected 
power system. 
In section 4.6, our eqUivalent CIrcUIt model WIll be used is to compare cases with AC 
voltage stressing and those WIth Impulse stressIng. In partIcular, we focus on whether 
there eXIsts a correlation In peak electnc field and dIssIpated power in a film capaCItor 
when subjected separately to these two different voltage stresses. The eqUivalent 
CIrCUIt model WIll be used In SectIOn 4 6.1 to calculate electnc field and dissIpated 
power In a SImple model film capaCItor under an AC voltage stress. Numencal 
relatIOnshIp between the peak dissIpated power dunng the tranSIent phase and that in 
the steady state WIll be established. ThIs calculatIOn IS repeated In sectIOn 4 6.2 for the 
pulsed stress case. Then in sectIOn 4 6.3, numencal results obtaIned for AC and pulsed 
cases will be analysed and compared to examine whether or not there eXIsts any 
correlatIOn In electncal responses of film capaCitors under these two dIfferent forms of 
voltage stresses. 
In sectIOn 4.7, the numerical results WIll be used to see whether senSIble comparison 
can be made wIth data of breakdown damage SItes discussed In Chapter 2. Finally In 
sectIOn 4.8, our numencal results WIll be summansed and used to see whether they 
can prOVIded useful aId to capacitor desIgn. 
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4.2 Problem definition and its model 
A power film capacitor typically consists of a few thousand flattened polymer layers 
stacked together and immersed m an impregnatIOn medium (sIlIcon 011 or msulating 
gas) and enclosed m a packagmg case umt [2]. As shown m figure 4.1 a, each flattened 
polymer layer IS coated on one sIde wIth a thm metallIc film, which has one of its side 
edges connected to an electrode termmal and the other msulated with a side margm. 
These sIde margins are arranged to be on altematmg sides of the stacked polymer 
layers such that the metallIc coatmgs are connected alternatIvely to two external 
electrode termmals [1][3] - [5]. 
Metallic coating 
(a) 
2.5kV 
L 
(b) 
Side margin 
Polymer film 
Metal coating 
.. 
'--- QV 
Polymer film 
Figure 4.1: (a) A section of a tYPical film capacitors; and (b) a simplified slngle-
layer model film capacitor model. 
To bnng out the underlymg fundamentals of capacItor performance wIthout 
unnecessary computatIOnal complIcatIOn, we conSIder a simplIfied capaCItor 
configuratIon conslstmg of a smgle polymenc layer to allow a two-dimensIOnal 
sImulatIOn of surface events on the electrode coating. ThiS IS Illustrated in figure 4.1 b. 
The presence of the ImpregnatIOn medIUm and the case umt IS Ignored. Also neglected 
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are thermal effects. Furthermore we assume that the polymeric film IS deposited on 
both sIdes each with a thin metallic coatmg whIch IS then connected to an external 
voltage. Thus the top and bottom metallic films act as the electrodes for the smgle-
layer model film capacItor. The electrode matenals are however assumed to be 
resIstive rather than perfectly conductive. ThIs allows them to be descnbed by means 
of surface resistors m eqUIvalent lumped CIrcUIt models of film capacItors 
Patterned electrode Side margin 
2.5kV~~~ 
i _ ----- DV 
(a) 
.. .. 
2.SkV -DDDDDD·· ·OD- DV 
.. 
(b) 
Figure 4.2: (a) A simplified model film capacitor with ItS patterned electrode 
coating and Side margins; and (b) a representation of one stripe of 
ItS electrode area by means of an array of mosaic segments. 
Electrode coatings m power capacItors are usually segmented and their segmentation 
can usually be decomposed mto inter-connected square segments each havmg the 
same mOSaIC deSIgn as shown m figure 4.2a [1][5][6]. ThIs allows us to descnbe each 
one of them wIth a lumped surface reSIStor of Identical resistance. As a result, a two-
dImensIOnal network of Identical lumped resistors may be used to descnbe one 
electrode layer. Based on the above model, a honzontal stnpe of the capacItor 
electrode coating with a WIdth equal to the size of one electrode segment can be 
dIvided by an array of Identical segments as shown in fIgure 4.2b. Smce there are two 
electrode coatlOgs, each on one SIde of the polymer film, they are modelled by two 
parallel arrays of series-connected Identical resistors, each havlOg the same surface 
resIstance, Rs' as shown m figure 4.3. To account for the presence of the polymeric 
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film, a senes of shunt capacItors are also added to connect the two arrays of lumped 
resistors. 
Rend R, R, R, 
25kV I I I ~ CmT... CmT C~T CmT Rend 
i I i--OV 
Figure 4.3: An equivalent circUit model for a single layer film capacitor. 
In figure 4 3, Rend represents the resIstance from the electrode edge to the external 
voltage source, which In the case of practIcal film capacitors IS the resIstance from the 
edge of the metallic coating, through the ZinC spray, to one termInal of the voltage 
source. ResIstance of the capaCItor's external connection IS usually much lower than 
the surface resistance of the electrode. If the surface reSIstance of the first and the last 
mosaIC elements are absorbed into the two end reSIstors, respectIvely, In the lumped 
CIrCUIt of figure 4.3, Rend may be approxImated by R, It should be mentIOned that the 
eqUivalent CIrCUIt of figure 4.3 only models one stnpe of a Single-layer film capaCItor. 
Nevertheless since thIS is a one-dimenSIOnal model for the electrode surface, the 
remaining part of the Single-layer film capaCItor of area W x L may be conSIdered as 
being charged up by separate but identIcal voltage sources. Their behaVIOurs should 
therefore be at least very slnlllar to that of the Single-layer film capaCItor, espeCIally 
the electnc fIeld dIstributIOn. 
For numerical examples discussed here, the length of the capaCItor stnpe IS fIxed to 
15cm and dIVIded by m dIvisions to fonn an array of m square segments. Thus every 
lumped resistor used In figure 4.3 takes the value of the surface resistance of one 
segment. Depending on the mosaIC pattern used, the surface resistance is between 
50n and 200Q although surface resistance as high as lkQ has been conSIdered [5][6]. 
Note that large surface reSIstance may lead to large electnc energy dissipatIOn on the 
electrode coatings. Thus a small nominal surface reSIstance of R, = 50Q is assumed, 
although the effects of dIfferent surface reSIstance Will be assessed through numencal 
examples In the following sections. On the other hand, the capacitance of each shunt 
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capacitor depends on the number of segments In the length of L. AssumIng all 
Individual shunt capacitors have the same capacitance, we have 
(4.1) 
where d IS the fIlm thickness and er IS Its relative penruttlvity. For all cases studied 
here, d = lO.um and er = 2 3. Thus 
C = 4.5799 X 10 -8 
m 2 (4.2) 
m 
4.3 Formulation of equivalent circuit equations 
In thiS sectIOn, we develop dlscretlsed CircUIt equatIOns for the proposed numencal 
simulation. To thiS end, we assume that at a particular Interval of time, t = k x Lit, all 
lIne currents and capacitor voltages are known. Here Lit IS the discrete time step and k 
IS the number of time steps. Our goal is to denve equatIOns for calculatIOn of all Ime 
currents and capacitor voItages at t = (k+ 1) x Lit as a function of their values at t = k 
X Lit. Thus the proposed numencal simulation can be carried out In the time domaIn 
With a given set of Initial conditions. 
FIgure 4.4 shows the eqUIvalent cirCUIt model With lIne current and capacitor voltage. 
Vc. IS the voltage across the shunt capacitors and 1o, IUI and h are the lIne current 
across the edge, upper and lower surface resistors respectively FIrstly we apply 
Kirchoff's current law [7] to calculate voltages for all indiVidual shunt capacitors, Vc. 
(i = 1,2, ... m), for t = (k+ 1) x Lit At the left-hand end sectIOn of the lumped CIrCUIt 
in figure 4.4, KIrchhoff's current law and ItS dIscretlsatlOn are respectively 
C dVel =1 -I 
m dt 0 ul 
k+1 k Lit r k k ] 
VCI =VC1 +-L1o -lul Cm 
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where superscnpt k represents quantities at the k time steps. Sllrularly for shunt 
capacItors In the middle, we have 
dVC(n+l) 
Cm dt = Iu(n) -Iu(n+l) 
k+1 k Lit r k k ] 
VCCn+1) =VC(n+l) +CL1u(n) -Iu(n+l) 
m 
where n = 1,2, .. , (m-2), and for the nght-hand end sectIOn 
Figure 4.4: Lumped CircUit With line currents and capacitor voltages. 
At the JunctIOns connected to the external voltage source, we have 
Ik+1 _ Ik+1 + Ik+1 
o - u(n) [en) 
for n = I, 2, ... , m-I. On the other hand, Kirchoff s voltage law reqUIres 
m-I 
k+1 ~ k+1 k+1 
Vo= 2x1o X Rend + L..; Iu(n)XRu(n)+VC(m) 
n=1 
at t = (k+ 1) X Lit and therefore 
(4.4a) 
(4.4b) 
(4.5a) 
(4.Sb) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
If KIrchhoff's voltage law IS applied to each of the Individual CIrcUIt loops contaInIng 
two adjacent shunt capaCItors, we have 
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k+1 k+1 k+1 k+1 
hen) X R/(n) - lu(n) X Ru(n) = V C(n+l) - V CCn) 
and therefore 
k+! 1 r k+l k+1 k+!] 
ll(n) = --I!u(n) X Ru(n) + VC(n+!) - VC(n) 
R/(n) 
k+! 1 r k+! k+! k+! ] 
lu(n) LII(n) xR/(n) -VC(n+l) +VC(n) . 
Ru(n) 
Subsltutmg eq.(4.6) into eq.(4.11) gives 
k+! 1 r( k+l k+l \_ k+l k+l ] 
lu(n) = R L~lo -lu(n)JK/(n) -VC(n+!) +VC(n) 
u(n) 
or 
lk+! _ RI(n) [lk+l __ 1_~k+! _v:k+l)~ 
u(n) - R + R 0 R ~ C(n+!) C(n). 
I(n) u(n) /(n) 
If the above equatIOn IS substituted mto eq (4 8), we have 
Vo + LJ R +R \VC(n+l) -VC(n) -VC(m) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
m~l[ Ru(n) f. k+l k+l)~ k+l 
]k+l = n=1 I(n) u(n) 
o 1 (4.13) 
2 R 
~ RI(n) x Ru(n) 
x end + L.J 
n=1 RI(n) + Ru(n) 
In other words, the current m the external circuit t = (k+ I) x Lit IS now given as a 
functIOn of capacitor voltages at t = (k+ I) x Lit, which can be obtamed from current 
and voltage values att = k xLi t as shown m eq.(4.3b), eq (4.4b), and eq. (4.Sb). With 
I! +1 calculated from eq.(4.13), eq.(4.l2) can be used to calculatel:(:~ . In turn this 
1+1 & perrmts eq (4 6) to be used to calculate ll(n) where n = I, 2, ... m. Therelore the 
dlscretlsed CircUit equations from eq (4.3) to eq.(4 13) relate all lme currents and 
capaCitor voltages at t = (k+ I) x Lit to their values at t = k x Lit. Provided initial 
conditIOns are provided, the above formulatIOn allows a time-domain simulatIOn until 
a pre-defined termmatmg mstant. 
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4.4 Charging processes in a DC film capacitors 
CIrcUIt equations for the eqUIvalent CIrcUIt of figure 4.3 are fonnulated and further 
dlscretlsed for numerical codIng. A PC code IS then developed on a Pentmm 11 500 
MHz machIne. It IS then used to sImulate the chargIng processes of the sImplifIed 
sIngle-layer capacItor of figure 4.2 when It is subjected to an external DC voltage of 
2.SkV. DC operatIOn of film capacItors can be understood reasonably well In an 
IntUItIve and straIghtforward fashIOn and so It provIdes a means to assess the valIdIty 
of our numencal code. 
CharactenstIc time constant of the cIrcUIt, an effectIve RC, In figure 4.3 can be 
approxImately estImated by groupIng together all IndIVIdual shunt capacItors Into a 
sIngle lumped shunt capacItor, CT, and all senes resIstors Into a sIngle lumped senes 
resistor, RT' It can be shown that 
4.5799xlO-8 
m (4.14) 
RT = 2Rend +2(m-I)Rs ~2mRs' 
So wIth Rs = 50n, the tIme constant IS approximately 7:0 = RTCT = 4.581lS 
regardless the segmentatIOn number, m. Therefore we expect the chargIng process of 
the CIrcUIt In fIgure 4.3 to have a charactenstIc tIme constant around 5J1S. ThIs 
reqUIres the tIme step used in our computation to be a very small fractIon of 5J1S. 
FIgure 4.5 is a plot of capacItor voltage nonnahsed to the applied voltage, Vo = 
25kV, agaInst, x, the dIstance from the left-hand edge of the capacItor along ItS 
electrode surface, at t = 0 17:0 , It IS seen that dunng the chargIng processes capacItor 
voltage has a spatIal dlstnbutlOn and therefore there eXIsts a fimte surface electnc 
field The maximum surface electnc field occurs at the edge of capacItor electrode 
coatIng. Also If there are more mOSaIC segments over a given electrode length (and 
hence larger m), thIs surface electnc field tends to be larger. When the capacItor IS 
fully charged, capacItor voltage wIll become the SaIne across the electrode surface and 
so the surface electric fIeld wIll reduce to zero eventually. 
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Figure 4.5. Spatial dlstnbutlon of normalised capacitor voltage at t = 0.1 'ro. 
Surface electnc field at the capaCItor edge reaches Its peak at the begmning of the 
discharge processes Figure 4.6 IS a plot of the peak surface electnc field as a functIOn 
of segmentatIOn number. As It IS shown, the peak surface electnc field can reach 
283Vfcm at m = 17, well below the breakdown field of around 3kVfmm m atr [8]. 
However expenments done with contanunated glass and porcelain suggest that a 
surface electric field as low as 300V fcm can assist an imtlally small spark surface 
discharge to become an elongated surface flashover discharge and cause the msulator 
to fatl [9]. Given that the mosatc pattern and surface defects may enhance local 
surface electnc field considerably, a surface field of 283V /cm for the m = 17 case 
Impbes field assisted elongatIOn of surface discharges can be an Important Issue for 
film capacitors. On the other hand, it should be noted that capacitance reductIOn due to 
evaporatIOn of electrode coatmg could be controlled and pOSSibly mml1TI1sed 
subsequently With smaller segment area (hence larger m). Thus when segment number 
over a given film length is detennined m capacitor design, there IS a trade off between 
mmmllsatlon of surface electnc field and capacitance reductIOn. It IS also found that 
when operated m DC the peak surface electnc field reached m film capacitors is 
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independent of the surface resIstance. Thus for DC operation, surface resistance IS a 
free design parameter as far as surface electrIc field IS concerned. 
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The estabhshment of surface electnc field leads to power dIssIpation on the capacItor 
electrode. The resulting dIssIpated heat IS an Important quantity for estimating the 
extent of temperature rise within the capacItor unit. ThIs allows one to address a 
number of closely related issues, for Instance that of thermally assIsted uncoupling of 
dIstant current gates [1]. In figure 4.7, the power dIssIpated on the two electrode 
coatings is plotted as a function of time for dIfferent values of surface resIstance for m 
= 17. It is shown that Iow surface resIstance leads to a large Instantaneous dJssipatlOn 
power WIth a rapId decrease from ItS peak value. On the other hand, large surface 
resistance results In a comparatively Iow peak value of the Instantaneous power but a 
gradual reductIOn from the peak power. In other words, small surface resIstance leads 
to strong and short power dIssIpatIOn whereas large surface resIstance results In gentle 
and lengthy power dissIpatIOn. 
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Figure 4.7: Temporal evolution of power dissipated on electrode coatings for 
different values of surface resistance. 
The time-averaged Impact of the power dIssIpatIOn m figure 4.7 may be apprecIated 
by means of the eventual energy densIty. It IS found that the energy densIty IS 
independent of surface resIstance. Also as the segment number mcreases from m = 5 
to m = 17 the energy denSIty IS found to reduce monotomcally from 0 644mJfcm2 to 
o 637mJfcrn2, a reductIon of 1.1 %. ThIs implIes that for film capacItors wIth large 
segment number the mduced temperature nse IS only slIghtly less than that wIth small 
segment number. 
From numencal results shown m figure 4.5 to 4.7, surface electnc field IS found 
around 280V fcrn and the total accumulated dISSIpated energy denSIty around 
o 6mJfcrn2. It should be noted that the peak surface field only occurs at one tIme 
mstant and the energy diSSIpation process ceases about 20J-lS after chargmg. Thus for 
most cases the calculated level of surface field and dISSIpated energy should not cause 
an internal breakdown within the capacItor unit unless there are conSIderable defects 
m polymer films and theIr coatmgs or/and signIficant amount of heat is accumulated, 
or the impregnant suffers from contammatIOn. 
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4.5 Electrical responses to an impulse voltage perturbation 
It has been establIshed that for typical system parameters of film capacitors theIr 
chargmg processes when subjected to a DC voltage do not necessanly lead to 
breakdowns wIthin the capacitor unless local electnc field IS enhanced significantly 
and considerable amount of heat IS accumulated. This explams, at least m part, why 
DC capaCItors are in practIce reasonably relIable wIth long lIfetIme. However DC 
capacitors used in power system are often subject to Impulse electric stresses resulted 
from either a failure of an externally connected capacitor or sWltchmg Signals 
propagatIng In the external network. Therefore It IS Important to assess how film 
capacitors react electncally to an external pulse signal [10]. 
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Figure 4.8: EvolutIOn of capacitor voltage for m = 17, 1'= 0.1,us and Vm= 01 Vo. 
We conSider an Impulse voltage Signal supenmposed onto the nominal DC voltage 
and the total voltage applIed to the termInals of the capacitor IS given by 
2 2 Vs =Vo+Vmexp(-t 1-. ). (4.15) 
For all numencal examples discussed here, Vo = 2.5kV. FIgure 4 8 shows the 
capacitor voltage across the capacitor film as a function of tIme for V",IVo = 0.1, -. = 
o l,us, m = 17 and Rs = son. As It can be seen, there IS a spatIal vanatlOn In capacitor 
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voltage and as such there eXIsts a fimte surface electnc field The largest surface field 
IS lIkely to be around the capaCItor edge, sHmlar to the DC case as shown In fIgure 4.S. 
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Figure 4.9: Surface electric fIeld varies as a function of time for different 
impulse duratlons at V"'!vo = 0 1, m = 17, and Rs = son. 
Further numerical slmulatlOns confum that the peak surface fIeld does occur at the 
edge of the electrode fIlm. It IS also found that the peak electric field IS In lInear 
proportIOn to V",IVo for cases studIed for 0 Sf.1S < T< 2J1S. In figure 4.9, It IS shown 
that the largest peak field IS about 18V/cm for the T= O.SJ1S case at V"'!vo = 0 1 for m 
= 17. ThIS should be compared to the DC case of figure 4.5 where the peak surface 
electnc field at an applIed voltage of 2.SkV is around 280V/cm for m = 17. 
Assullling the largest peak electnc field IS In the ballpark of 180V/cm when V"'!vo IS 
Increased from 0.1 to 1, the surface electric fIeld IS hIgher In the DC case than that In 
the Impulse case for Impulse duratIOn above 0 SJ1S. 
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Figure 4.10. Peak surface field against segmentation number for different 
surface resistance for 't"= 1p, and VdVo = 0.1. 
Peak electnc field Increases as the segment number increases as shown In figure 4.10. 
This finding IS consistent to the DC case shown In figure 4 6, and so the trade off 
between the mlnmllsation of surface electnc field and capacitance reduction remains 
the same as for the DC case. Different from the DC case IS however the dependence of 
peak surface electnc field upon surface resistance. As indicated In figure 4.10, peak 
surface field IS greater for larger surface resistance and so this Will have an Impact on 
the overall capacitor deSign. Figure 4.11 IS a more detailed IllustratIOn of the effects of 
surface resistance. It is shown that the high surface electnc field at large surface 
resistance will be mcreased further as the Impulse duratIOn decreases. 
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Figure 4.11: Peak surface electnc field against surface resistance for different 
Impulse duratlons at m = 17 and V n/Vo = 0.1. 
The overall dissipated energy density IS shown in figure 4.12 as a functIOn of surface 
resistance. Interestmgly the" = IflS case results m the largest energy density even 
though the surface electnc field at ,,= IflS IS the lowest m figure 4.11. This IS because 
the total energy assocIated wIth the mitial voltage impulse IS large when the pulse 
duratIOn IS large. Consequently an Impulse voltage of long pulse duratIOn mduces low 
peak surface electnc field but results m large dissIpated energy denSIty. It IS worth 
emphasIsmg that these two aspects are related to the onset of breakdown and thermal 
effects respectively. 
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Figure 4.12: Energy denSIty as a function of surface resistance for different 
Impulse duratlons at m = 17 and V"/vo = 0.1. 
It IS also of interest to note that In figure 4.12 electnc energy density decreases as the 
surface resistance goes up. SInce energy density IS proportIOnal to surface electnc 
field squared dIVIded by surface resistance, this IS a result, mathematIcally, of the 
mcrement rate of surface field at large surface resistance bemg smaller than that of 
surface resistance Itself m figure 4.11 In terms of fundamental processes, large 
surface resistance, on one hand, leads to large surface electnc field at a given surface 
current On the other hand, It also increases the charactenstIc tIme constant of the 
capacitor and so slows down the pace at which the external Impulse voltage penetrates 
mto the capacitor system of figure 4.3 from ItS end terminals. Consequently dunng the 
Impact of the Impulse voltage, shunt capacitors across the electrode coatmgs In figure 
4 3 have more tIme to be charged to snmlar voltage from one spatIal pomt to another 
and so the resultIng surface electnc field becomes not as large. These two contrasting 
effects of surface resistance means that large surface resistance does not necessanly 
lead to greater temperature rise under Impulse stress conditIOns. Given also that the 
energy denSity and peak surface field depend on the surface resistance m an Inverse 
manner, the above ImplIes that a good balance has to be weighed carefully when 
chOOSIng the value of surface resistance. 
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The level of dissipated energy density In figure 4.12 IS small, In the regIOn of a few 
pJ/cm2, much lower than the DC case of 0 6mJ/cm2. It IS conceivable that the 
chargIng pen od In the DC case IS eqUIvalent to the pulse duration for the Impulse 
voltage case For numerical examples studied for DC capaCitors, the chargIng penod 
IS about 5ps compared to up to Ips of the pulse duratIOn In the Impulse case. More 
Importantly the capacitor voltage is charged to Vo In the DC case whereas for the 
Impulse case It IS 0.1 Vo These contnbute to the small energy density figures In figure 
4.12. For large V"!vo values, figure 4.13 shows conSiderably Increased energy density 
to 0.14mJ/cm2 at V"!vo = 0 5 
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4.6 Correlation in electrical responses to AC and pulsed 
voltage stresses 
4.6.1 Electrical responses to AC voltage 
Suppose that at t = 0 the eqUIvalent CIrcUIt III figure 4 3 for the slllgle layer capacItor 
of figure 4.2a IS sWItched on to an external AC voltage source of 
(4.16) 
where ill IS the angular frequency. For numencal examples conSIdered here, peak 
voltage, VO' IS fixed at 1 25k V and the number of electrode segments IS fixed at 17. As 
the film capacItor IS SWItched onto the AC voltage source, current starts to flow along 
the two arrays of surface resIstors and thIs Illduces surface electric fIeld on the 
capacItor electrodes. 
To account for AC voltage stresses, CIrcUIt equatIOns are re-developed for the film 
capacItor of figure 4.2 and theIr subsequent dlscretlsatlOn III sectIOn 4 3 has been used 
to develop a computer code to sImulate metalhsed film capacitors. USlllg thIs 
computer code, electncal responses of the fIlm capacitor III fIgure 4.2 to an external 
AC voltage are numencally sImulated FJgure 4.14 shows surface electnc fIeld 
Illduced across the length of the top capacItor electrode for the first four cycles of an 
external AC voltage signal at 200kHz The alternatlllg nature of surface electnc field 
IS eVIdent, reflectlllg that of the apphed AC voltage. Furthennore It IS clear that 
surface field at one film edge (the left-hand SIde edge III figure 4.2) IS greater. As the 
current flows on the top electrode coatlllg from the left-hand edge of the capacItor (x = 
0), part of It will dlstnbutlvely leak to shunt capacItors and so ItS value decreases 
towards the nght hand edge of the electrode coatlllg (x = L). ThIS explallls the smaller 
surface electnc field at x = L. It should be mentIOned that the spatial dlstnbution of 
surface electric field on the bottom electrode IS reverses to that III figure 4.14. 
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Figure 4.14: Spatlo-temporal distribution of surface electric field for the first four 
cycles of an externally applied AC voltage at 200kHz. 
The peak value of surface electnc field IS found to be dependent on sIgnal frequency 
FIgure 4.15 shows the peak surface electnc fIeld as a functIOn of sIgnal frequency, and 
It is seen that It Increases as the sIgnal frequency Increases. At hIgher frequencIes, 
indIVIdual shunt capacitors In figure 4.3 are charged up faster and their Induced 
capacItor current is therefore greater. ThIS leads to a more SIgnifIcant contnbutlOn to 
the current flOWing through surface resIstors and so greater surface electnc fIeld. At 
500kHz, the hIghest frequency shown In figure 4.15, the surface electnc field IS 
approxImately 120V fcrn. ThIS level of surface electric field should not normally, at 
room temperature, tngger drastic and rapId ageing events, such as flashover, on 
electrode surfaces since It IS well below the breakdown field In aIr. 
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Figure 4.15: Peak surface electric field as a function of frequency induced by an 
AC electrical stress. 
In addJtlOn to surface electnc field, current flowing on the electrode surface results In 
power dissipatIOn and the latter contnbutes to an accumulattve heat generatton within 
film capacitors. The resulting temperature nse within a capacitor umt can slgmflcantly 
accelerate agemg processes of ItS polymer film, electrode coating, and Impregnating 
medIUm. The elevated capacitor temperature may also Induce surface discharges at a 
surface electnc field of 120V fern even though such level of surface field IS not 
problemattc at room temperature Dissipated power IS therefore a useful indicator of 
the hkely speed of ageing processes of film capacitors and hence their hfettme 
In figure 4.16, the Instantaneous diSSipated power, normahsed to the peak steady-state 
dJsslpated power, IS plotted against ttme from sWitching of the cirCUIt at four dJfferent 
frequencies, namely 5kHz, 10kHz, 50kHz, and 100kHz. It is eVident that there IS a 
transient phase before the steady state IS reached and the duratIOn of the transient 
phase Increases as frequency Increases. This IS reasonable because at high frequencies 
It IS less possible to fully charge a capacitor dunng the first penod of the apphed 
signal and as such it Will take longer for the capacitor to reach ItS steady state. It can 
be shown that the eqUIvalent cirCUIt In figure 4.3 may be descnbed approximately by a 
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simple lumped RC CircUIt from eq (414). Thus the lime constant of the Circuit In 
figure 4.3 may be assumed to be in the regIOn of To = RrxCr= 4.58.us. It IS known 
that over 5To a lumped DC capacitor wIll be charged from initially uncharged to over 
99% of ItS eventual voltage. Thus for a capacitor to be charged sufficiently fully 
around the lTIld-polnt on the ramp-up of the first half cycle of an applIed AC voltage 
signal, the signal penod needs to be larger than 8 x 5T = 40To In other words, the 
signal frequency needs to be much less than 1!40To = 5046kHz for the capacitor to 
reach steady state in the first half cycle and this IS consistent with the findings In 
figure 4.16. 
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Figure 4 16: Temporal evolution of the normalised diSSipated power at different 
frequencies of an AC voltage stress 
It IS interesting to note that the first peak of dissipated power IS always lower than the 
peak diSSipated power In the steady state. When the film capacitor of figure 4.2 IS 
sWitched onto the external voltage source, current wIll flow through the surface 
resistors and individual shunt capacitors Will also be gradually charged up. The 
charging of shunt capacitors Induces Imllally an additIOnal but transient current 
component to oppose the Inlllal current flow on electrode surface. Consequently the 
Instantaneous power diSSipated on electrode coatings IS reduced. However as the 
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current mduced by the mltIal capacItor chargmg is a transient component, Its 
contnbutlOn IS dlmmlshmg WIth the steady state being gradually reached. Hence the 
dIssipated power at the steady state becomes larger and thIs explains the lower first 
peak of dIssIpated power m figure 4.16. 
As the signal frequency mcreases, the capacitor chargmg process persIsts beyond the 
fIrst sIgnal cycle after whIch the apphed voltage alternates ItS polanty. As a result, 
both the externally induced current component and the capacItor mduced current 
component evolve mto the same pnonty in the second half cycle of the apphed 
voltage sIgnal, and theIr combmatlOn then leads to the second peak of the dISSIpated 
power bemg greater than ItS steady-state value. ThIS IS true for the 100kHz and 
500kHz cases m fIgure 4 16. In subsequent half cycles of the applied voltage, the peak 
diSSIpated power becomes closer and closer to Its steady-state value untIl the steady-
state is reached. Therefore the first two peaks of the dJsslpated power are ItS lower and 
upper bounds for the entIre duratIon of the apphcatlOn of the external electncal stress. 
ThIS IS an Important observation smce it perrruts us to use the values of the first two 
peak diSSIpated powers to defme the limIts of power dISSIpation and hence the range 
of dISSIpated power at whIch an AC capacItor IS hkely to be mduced. 
FIgure 4.17 shows the absolute dISSIpated power density, at ItS first peak (the 
mmlmum peak), second peak (the maxImum peak), and steady state peak, as a 
functIOn of frequency. It IS shown that the three values of the peak dJsslpated power 
tend to be sImIlar to each other at low frequencIes (below 10kHz) but different from 
one another at hIgh frequencIes (above 50kHz). TheIr dIfference at frequencIes above 
50kHz IS a result of a more persIstent transIent phase at high frequencIes observed in 
fIgure 4.16 Numencal relatIOnshIp among the three peak power values IS however 
fIxed at any gIven frequency for a gIven ftlm capacItor confIguratIon, as repeated 
numencal computatIOn at Vo = 2.5kV found an IdentIcal normalised relatIOnship. 
Therefore for a speCIfic capacItor deSIgn wIth gIven segmentatIOn and surface 
resIstance, their power dISSIpatIOn at dJfferent frequencIes can be uniquely correlated 
and thIS correlation may then be translated mto a umque correlatIon m the temperature 
rise at dIfferent frequencIes. In practice, thIS correlatIOn m estImated temperature 
allows the life tests obtamed for one frequency to be extrapolated to predIct the hkely 
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outcome of bfe tests at a different frequency. SimIlar extrapolation may also be 
attempted to predIct capacitor performance when stressed at an AC voltage of 
dIfferent magmtude It should be noted that capacitor ageIng IS tYPically complex 
InvolVIng Interacting phenomena and as such simple extrapolatIOn must be performed 
With caution. However these extrapolations should be reasonably accurate when used 
to elImInate capacitor deSigns deemed. by the aforementIOned correlatIOn. to result In 
too high temperature nse at a Signal frequency of interest. 
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Figure 4.17: Peak diSSipated power denSities dUring the transient phase and at 
the steady state Induced by an AC voltage stress. 
Apart from the benefit of USIng the calculated dISSipated power to evaluate the level of 
resultIng temperature nse WithIn a film capacitor [1][11]. ItS frequency dependence 
and Its numencal range shown In figure 4.17 can be used to compare to that Induced 
under pulsed electncal stress. This will be dIscussed In the next sub-sectIOn. 
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4.6.2 Electrical responses to pulse voltage 
As a genenc example of pulse voltage stresses applied to film capacitors, the 
followmg Gaussian voltage signal IS used to stress the film capacItor m figure 4 2a 
2 
V = V e -(tl1:) 
p (4.17) 
where the applied pulse voltage lasts from t = -3no t = 3 ,"for all numencal examples. 
To correlate the above pulsed SIgnal to the AC signal m eq (4.16), we need to set Vp = 
Vo = 1.25k V and relate the pulse wIdth to the sIgnal frequency of the AC sIgnal. To 
thts end, we consider the time dunng whIch both pulsed and AC voltages remam 
equal or above Vp / J2 (the half-power pomt). If we let '"I and '"2 to be the time for the 
pulsed and AC sIgnal, respectively, to drop from the correspondmg peak value to theIr 
half-power pomt, it can be shown easily that '"I = 1.1774," and '"2 = 0.25 / f Thus '"I = 
'"2 requires 
'" = 0.2123/ f (4.18) 
ThIs relatIOn correlates a pulsed voltage to ItS corresponding AC sIgnal. 
Electncal responses of the film capacitor m figure 42 to a pulsed voltage stress 
exhibIt typIcally a temporal charactenstlc conslstmg of a chargmg event and a 
dischargmg event. The latter occurs when the applied voltage stress tails off and the 
charged shunt capacItors start to discharge to the surface resIstors. Thus the chargmg 
event depends on charactenstlcs of both the applied voltage stress and the film 
capacItor system, while the dIschargmg event IS dorrunated by charactenstlcs of the 
fIlm capacItor. FIgure 4 18 IS an Illustration of the spatlO-temporal dlstnbutlOn of 
surface electnc field along the top electrode surface of the smgle-layer fIlm capacItor 
when the pulse Width IS eqUivalent to 200kHz. SimIlar to the case of the AC voltage 
stress discussed m the prevIOus sectIOn, the surface electnc field mduced by a pulsed 
Signal IS at Its highest at the left-hand edge of the top electrode coatmg Its reductIOn 
from the left-hand edge of the capacItor film to the nght-hand edge also follows an 
approxImately linear fashIOn. 
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Figure 4.18: Spatio-temporal dlstrlbullOn of surface electric field Induced by a 
pulsed voltage stress haVing an eqUivalent frequency of 200kHz. 
The peak electnc field induced on electrode surface depends on the pulse Width In a 
very similar manner to that observed for the AC case In figure 4.15 For short pulse 
Width, shunt capacitors In figure 4.3 are charged up much faster and as such their 
Induced current makes greater contnbutIon to the surface current on electrode 
coatings. In other words, surface electnc field should be greater at short pulse Width. 
Figure 4.19 IS a plot of the peak surface electnc field reached as a functIon of the 
eqUl valent frequency calculated from the pulse Width, T, In eq (4 18). ThiS fleld-
frequency dependence follows a very sInular trend to that observed for the AC case In 
figure 4.15. The absolute value of the surface electric field In the pulsed stress case IS 
however lower than that In the AC stress case even though they are Within the same 
order of magnItude. One pOSSible cause responsible for the lower surface field reached 
In the pulsed case IS perhaps the gentle ramp-up phase of the pulsed Signal giVing the 
fIlm capacitor much longer tIme InIlIally to react. It IS conceivable that the relalIve 
strength of surface field for the pulsed and AC cases can reverse If the pulse voltage 
has a much shorter nse time than that of the Gauss13n Signal In eq.(4.17). 
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Figure 4.19: Peak surface electriC field induced by a pulse voltage stress against 
the eqUivalent frequency. 
SimIlar to surface electnc field, power dissipatIOn on the electrode coatings also 
exhibits both the charging and the discharging events Figure 4.20 shows the 
normalised dissipated power against the normalised tIme for four different eqUivalent 
frequencies, 10kHz, 50kHz, 100kHz, and 500kHz. In the umt of the corresponding 
period of the eqUivalent frequency, the charging event at short pulse Widths (high 
eqUivalent frequencies) appears to be slower as the dissipated power reaches ItS peak 
at a later time. ThiS IS consistent With that observed for the AC case In figure 4.16 As 
a suffiCiently narrow pulse Signal may not allow a capacitor to be fully charged, the 
capacitor voltage can exhibit a lower rate to climb to Its peak value. To support such 
an explanatIOn, we note that for the capacitor to be sufficiently charged up during the 
ramp-up of the pulse Signal, the pulse Width should be much greater than 5 '!". From the 
diSCUSSIOn for the AC case, the tIme constant of the film capacitor In figure 4.2 IS 
likely to be in the regIOn of 4.58,us and thiS reqUires the eqUivalent frequency of the 
pulse Signal to be much less than 115 '!" = 437kHz ThiS IS reasonably consistent to that 
observed In figure 4.20, where the delay In reaching the peak power from 100kHz to 
500kHz IS greater than that from 10kHz to 50kHz 
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Figure 4.20: Temporal evolution of the normalised dissipated power Induced by 
a pulsed voltage stress at four different eqUivalent frequencies. 
The second hump In figure 4 20 represents the power dissipatIOn dunng the 
dischargIng process and It IS seen to be of small peak value and wide duratIon when 
the pulse duratIOn IS short (high eqUivalent frequency). SInce the dIschargIng event IS 
largely determIned by the charactenstIcs of the film capacitor Itself, the duratIon of the 
second hump In figure 4.20 IS IndIcative of the tIme constant of the capacitor CircUit In 
figure 4.3. NormalIsed to short pulse Width, the time constant of the fIlm capacitor 
gives an impression of a Wider duratIOn of the second hump In figure 4.20. On the 
other hand, the smaller magmtude of the second hump at high eqUivalent frequencies 
In figure 4.20 does not necessarily mean a less Intense dIscharge event SInce diSSipated 
power In figure 4.20 IS normalIsed. It Will be shown below that the peak dISSipated 
power at high eqUivalent frequencies IS larger. FInally integration of the second hump 
IS found numencally to be the same as that of the first hump for all cases, confinrung 
the conservatIOn of energy. 
Figure 4.21 shows the dependence of the peak dISSipated power denSity upon the 
eqUivalent frequency. The monotonic dependence of the maximum peak power on 
frequency IS very simIlar to the AC case albeit the absolute value of the peak power In 
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the pulsed case IS smaller ThIs suggests that both the chargmg process m the pulse 
case and the entIre process of the AC case IS mfluenced very strongly be the 
charactenstIcs of the apphed voltage. Therefore the rapId changing nature of high 
frequency signals results m, consIstently a larger surface current and hence higher 
power dIssipatIOn. The nummum peak power in figure 4.21 demonstrates, on the other 
hand, a reversed dependence on frequency when the equivalent frequency becomes 
greater than 200kHz. We note that from earher discussion wIth fIgure 420 the 
capacitor may not be fully charged during the ramp-up of the pulsed voltage stress If 
ItS eqUIvalent frequency is much greater than 43.7kHz. It IS therefore conceivable that 
forf> 43.7kHz the film capacitor IS reasonably away from being fully charged and so 
its dlschargmg involves less electrical energy ThIs IS beheved to be responsIble for 
the reversed dependence of power dIssIpatIOn on eqUIvalent frequency for f ;::: 
200kHz. 
MaXimum 
MinImum 
Figure 4.21: Peak diSSipated power dUring the charging and discharging 
processes against the equivalent frequency. 
In terms of the absolute value of the diSSIpated power, the pulsed case leads to less 
power dissIpatIOn than the AC case as shown m fIgures 4.17 and 4 21 though they are 
m the same order of magmtude. Slnular to the explanatIOn given to the surface fIeld, 
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the above observatIOn may be a result of the slow ramp-up nature of the pulsed signal 
Also sllrular to the AC case, there IS a unIque relatIOnshIp of power dIssIpatIOn at 
dIfferent eqUivalent frequencies of the pulsed voltage stress, mdependent of the peak 
value of the applIed voltage. ThIs may be used to perform careful extrapolatIOn to 
elImmate capacItor desIgns deemed to cause too large heat generatIon at a pulse width 
ofmterest 
4.6.3 Comparison between AC and pulsed voltage cases 
Electncal responses of the smgle-layer film capacitor to AC and pulsed voltage 
stresses are compared m terms of the peak surface electnc field and the maximum 
peak dISSipated power. The nunImum and the steady state values of the peak power 
are not considered here, as they do not represent the worst scenano of lIfe tests and so 
are not appropriate as an indicator of the probable extent of relevant agemg processes. 
As shown m fIgure 4.15 and 4.19, peak surface electric field depends on the signal 
frequency m a very slnular manner for both the AC and pulsed cases. This slnularity 
IS also observed for the frequency dependence of the dISSipated power Illustrated m 
figure 4.17 and 4.21. These observatIons hIghlIght a close correlatIOn m frequency 
dependence for the AC and pulsed cases, and thiS makes It possible to predtct 
electncal responses of a film capacitor to an AC voltage stress from that to a pulsed 
voltage stress, and vice versa. To assess the possIbIlIty of a quantItatIve correlatIon, 
we note that the absolute values of both the surface electnc field and the dISSIpated 
power m the pulsed case IS always less than theIr counterpart m the AC case. FIgure 
4.22 shows the value of a pulsed stress mduced response (surface field and dISSIpated 
power) m the UnIt of Ils correspondmg AC stress mduced response. It IS mterestmg to 
note that for frequencIes below 10kHz both relatIve surface field and relative 
dissipated power are approximately constant at 0.63 and 0.4 respectively. Therefore 
for these low frequencies we can predIct straIghtforwardly that the peak surface field 
and the maximum peak diSSipated power reached m a pulsed voltage stress are 63% 
and 40%, respectIvely, of that mduced by a correspondmg AC voltage stress of the 
same magnItude. On the other hand, It IS also possible to achieve sImultaneously the 
same peak surface electnc fIeld and the same maximum peak diSSIpated power for the 
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AC and pulsed cases If the voltage magnitude of the pulsed stress IS made 
approximately 58% greater than that of the AC stress. This was confirmed by 
numencal examples 
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Figure 4.22: Peak dissipated power and peak surface electric field calculated for 
the pulsed case divided by their corresponding values for the AC 
case, respectively. 
At higher frequencies especially above 100kHz, the frequency dependence of surface 
electric field and dissipated power becomes more sensItIve and as such can no longer 
be approximated by a constant. This sensitive frequency dependence IS caused by the 
film capacitor not beIng fully charged WithIn the first half cycle of the AC signal or 
the pulse duratIOn m the pulsed case. The proportIonalIty between the pulsed and AC 
quantItIes becomes frequency dependent and the numencal correlatIOn between them 
needs to be assessed at each of these four frequencies of interest. However the less 
strrughtforward relatIOnship stIlI represents a close and quantItatIve correlation In 
electncal responses between the AC and the pulsed cases. 
It IS also worth mentIOnIng that both the peak surface electric field and the maximum 
peak diSSipated power are Instantaneous quantItIes measured at speCific mstants of 
tIme. The peak surface field occurs at one particular pomt on the electrode surface, 
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whereas the dissipated power IS averaged across the entire electrode coating area. 
Therefore they should not in pnnclple quantitatively related. However If the peak 
surface electnc field In figure 4.22 is squared, the new curve demonstrates an 
excellent agreement with the dissipated power curve for frequencies below 100kHz, 
reflectIng the Simple relatIOnship of P 0<: Ji2 However for frequencies above 100kHz, 
this agreement IS no longer valid highlightIng agaIn the impact of the capacitor not 
being fully charged dunng the first half cycle. 
Numencally established correlatIOn In electncal responses shown In figure 4 22 IS 
Independent of the voltage magnItude of the applied electncal stresses. Thus as long 
as the frequency of an AC stress IS related to the pulse Width of ItS correspondIng 
pulsed stress, the simple proportIOnality exhibited In figure 4.22 may be used to 
extrapolate the electncal responses at different stress levels. However If a 
charactenstlc of the film capacitor, such as surface resistance and segment number, 
changes, results In figure 4.22 should not in pnnclple be applIcable any more 
It IS worth mentIOnIng that electrode segmentatIOn pattern IS an Importance deSign 
parameter to Improve energy density of film capacitors. SInce different electrode 
patterns result In different values of surface reSistance, It IS useful for capacitor 
deSigners to know the Implication of different segmentation patterns on peak surface 
electnc field and maximum peak diSSipated power. To thiS end, we consider a second 
SIngle-layer film capacitor With Rs = lOOn and the correlation between the AC and 
pulsed stress is agaIn investigated. The results are summansed In figure 4 23 together 
With the correlatIOn curves for Rs = son. SignIficantly the correlatIOn at low 
frequencies remaInS more or less unchanged when the surface resistance IS increased 
from son to lOon. The more frequency dependent correlatIOn In the Rs = lOOn case 
starts however at a lower frequency around 5kHz, a result of the Increased time 
constant for the new film capacitor. It IS therefore eVident that proVided the maximum 
frequency for the simple proportIOnal relationship is identified for a film capacitor 
configuratIOn of interest the numencally established correlatIOn in figure 4.22 can be 
used to assess a Wide range of film capacitors for their electncal responses to AC and 
pulsed responses. 
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Figure 4.23: Comparison of the peak dissipated power and peak surface electric 
field calculated for R, = SOQ and R, = 100Q 
If the numencally established correlatIOn in electrical responses can be related to a 
correlation in life tests results under AC and pulsed conditions, through systematic 
and specifically deSigned life tests, considerable reductIOn In development can be 
convincingly Justified and achieved. This IS however outside the scope of this study. 
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4.7 Comparison with breakdown damage analysis 
For all aged capacitors used m our breakdown damage analyses, the mechamcal and 
environmental agemg stresses are sllnilar and close to the normal operatIOn 
conditions. Therefore the electncal field and dissipated energy mduced heat 
generatIOns are predominately responsible for the acceleratIOn of capacitor agemg. 
ThiS suggests a companson between breakdown damage analyses and our numencal 
computation of the electncal responses of film capacitors. 
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Figure 4.24: Normalised quantity of broken fuse, electric field and energy denSity 
for capacitor type number 1. 
FIgure 4.24 shows the normalised quantity of broken fuses, surface electnc field and 
diSSipated energy density for the standard metallisatlon film capacitor defined in 
Chapter 2. The broken fuse curve IS obtamed from the expenmental results for 
capacitor type no. 1, and it corresponds to the mean normalised number of cIeanng of 
each film layers as shown In figure 2.6b In Chapter 2. The surface electnc field and 
diSSipated energy denSity curves are the numencal results calculated from our one-
dimensIOnal capacitor model based on the parameters of capacitor type no 1. The 
results show the heat generated IS lowest near the Side margin area (x / Le = 1), 
though the temperature nse may not be the smallest there. ThiS IS because the Side 
margin area IS very resistant to heat conductIOn away from the electrode surface, and 
so the heat generatIOn there needs to transverse to the electrode towards the ZinC spray 
to diSSipate. In the absence of a thermal model to account for thiS, we assume that 
there eXits a transfer functIOn to convert heat generated Instantaneously to 
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accumulated temperature nse. If we further assume that the temperature nse IS solely 
responsIble for the broken fuses with a linear relationshIp, the assumed transfer 
functIOn can be obtaIned numerically by dlYlng the broken fuse data by the numencal 
energy denSity data. 
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Figure 4.25· Normalised quantity of broken fuse, energy denSity and 
extrapolated temperature for capacitor type no. 3. 
The assumed transfer function IS likely to be a functIOn of the properties of the 
electrode matenal (thermal conductivity) and the electrode width (heat dISSipatIOn 
pathway), and so should be approxImately the same for fIlm capacItor with different 
metalhsatlon processes If the above were true, multtplying the numencal results of 
energy denSIty distnbutlOn by the above transfer functIOn should lead to denSity 
dlstnbutlOn of broken fuses obtaIned from other aged capacitors. FIgure 4.25 shows 
the normalised quanttty of broken fuses, computed energy denSity and extrapolated 
temperature for the capacItor type no. 3 of Chapter 2. The measured broken fuses 
curve is from the results of the breakdown damage analYSIS for capacitor the type no. 
3. The computed energy denSIty curve IS obtaIned from the numencal results from our 
one-dimenSIOnal capacitor model. The extrapolated temperature curve IS calculated 
from multIplYIng the numerical results of energy density for the capacitor type no. 3 
With the transfer functIOn estimated for the capacItor type no. 1. These results suggest 
that the expenmental results respond to the extrapolated temperature calculated from 
our numencal SImulation. ThiS reasonable correlatIOn highlights the need to address 
the heat transfer processes III fIlm capacitors to assess further our assumptIOns This 
WIll be discussed III detrul III Chapter 6. 
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4.8 Conclusions 
An eqUIvalent circuit model has been developed for metallIsed film capacitors used In 
power systems. Based on a Simplified film capacitor model, surface electnc field and 
associated diSSipated power have been calculated for DC film capacitors with and 
without an external impulse voltage. It has been established that segmentation number 
and surface resistance influence the level of surface electnc field and dissipated 
power. It has also been shown that pulse duration of the impulse voltage can also 
affect Significantly the surface electric field and diSSipated energy denSity. 
In addition, the eqUIvalent CirCUIt model was used to study numencally for the 
electncal responses of film capacitors to an external voltage stress of either AC or 
pulsed waveforms. In particular, key charactenstIcs of the externally applIed stresses, 
such as the SIgnal frequency In the AC case and the pulse width IS the pulsed case, 
were Investigated In detaIls for theIr effects on the surface electnc field and power 
dISSIpatIOn induced Within the film capacitor. 
Although the eqUIvalent CIrCUIt of the film capacItor IS a dlstnbuted RC network WIth 
up to 17 segments, ItS computed surface electric field and dISSipated power were 
found to depend on the sIgnal frequency (or pulse WIdth) In a simple manner. It was 
shown that thiS frequency relatIOnship was specific to the charactenstlcs of the film 
capacItor and Independent of the magmtude of the applied voltage stress. Thus there is 
a correlation In surface electnc field and dISSIpated power Induced at dIfferent SIgnal 
frequencIes (or pulse duratlOns). Furthermore an addItIOnal correlation was established 
for surface field and diSSipated power Induced by an AC Signal and that by a pulsed 
signal, prOVIded that the frequency of the AC sIgnal IS related to the pulse WIdth of the 
pulsed signal In a predefined manner. 
These correlated relationshIps are Simple and straIghtforward. They should be useful 
for the assessment of capacitor deSIgns by companng the surface field and dISSIpated 
power Induced In a new capacitor to that Induced In a reference capaCitor, both 
estimated numencally. If numencal assessment of a new capacItor deSIgn predIcts a 
much greater surface electnc field and/or dissipated power than that In a reference 
capaCItor, It should perhaps be removed from subsequent life tests. In the case that 
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much lower surface electnc field and dissipated power are predicted for a capacitor 
design, further hfe tests are then JustIfied. Similarly when confirmed through a 
systematic and specifically designed life tests, these numencally established 
correlatIOns can potenually be used to Justify extrapolatIOn and predictIOn of the 
results of one type of lIfe tests (for instance pulsed stress) from those obtained 
expenmentally m the other type of lIfe tests. As a result, these numencally establIshed 
correlations are lIkely to lead to considerable reductIOn m the development time of 
polymer film capacitors. Hence the numencal code developed and ItS underlymg 
methodology can serve as a complImentary tool to the present practice of capacitor 
deSigns and performance evaluatIOn. These new fundmgs have been discussed and 
published m [12]- [14]. 
The expenmental results from the breakdown drunage analYSIS for aged capacitor 
produce a reasonable correlatIOn to the results of our eqUivalent CirCUit model by 
assuming a transfer functIOn to convert heat generated instantaneously to the mduced 
temperature nse. ThiS assumptIOn needs to be Justified by VIable thermal modellIng of 
film capacitors. These Issues Will be considered m Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 5 
Surface Discharge Plasmas in Film Capacitors 
5.1 Introduction 
Dnven by the need to Increase energy densIty, the electnc field In film capacItors has been 
elevated closer and closer to the mtnnslc breakdown strength of the capacItors' 
constJtutmg matenals Inevitably this leads to a signIficantly Increased probabIlIty for 
IgmtIOn of breakdowns and breakdown dIscharges. There IS therefore an Important need 
to capture a thorough understandIng of breakdown phenomena wIthin film capacItors A 
more pressmg Issue for practJcal film capacItors however IS to answer whether hIgh field 
Induced breakdowns may ImplIcate slgmficantly capacItor performance of eXIstmg and 
future deSIgns, and If so how key system parameters can be adjusted to mitJgate such 
adverse Impact. One key challenge to the understandIng of breakdown phenomena In film 
capacItors IS the dIfficulty to perform in-situ dIagnostJcs on tIghtly packed film capacItors, 
whIch are themselves packaged mto sealed UnIts. External measurements can at best 
mdIcate deVIce-specIfic impact of capacItor breakdowns and theIr dIscharge plasmas, but 
are not effectJve to capture the underlYIng phySICS that can be applIed elsewhere more 
genencally. As a result, the Impact of breakdown dIscharges on capacitor performance IS 
usually assessed empmcally through a large number of accelerated lIfe tests and 
subsequent VISUal breakdown damage analyses on aged film capacItors. ThIs IS an 
expensIve and time-consumIng approach, but can be greatly ruded If a vIable theoretical 
model IS developed GIven that the slgmficant advance of the film capaCItor technology 
over the past 20 years has been largely based on an extensIve explOItatIOn of WIde ranging 
expenmental technIques, VIable theoretIcal models are by companson more lIkely to bnng 
the next breakthrough In the metallIsed film capacItor technology 
There are at least two dIfferent types of breakdown dIscharges In film capaCItors, namely 
flashover arcs on the electrode surface and puncture plasmas through multJple film layers. 
WhIle there are very few theoretJcal treatments of breakdown dIscharges In film 
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capacItors, puncture discharges and theIr effects have been attempted WIth a plasma 
dynamIC model reported m a senes of papers by a group at SIemens [1]. In contrast, 
surface breakdowns and theIr impact on capacitor performance have received much less 
attentIOn It has been known that once Igruted surface discharges can be sustamed at an 
electnc field several magrutudes below the breakdown strength of the msulatmg medium 
used [2]. Therefore at relatively low surface electnc field, surface plasmas may elongate 
on the electrode surface and can potentially develop mto catastrophic flashover arcs to faIl 
film capacitors. It IS therefore important to assess whether surface discharges mduced m 
film capacitors may affect slgruficantly capacitor performance. 
A thorough knowledge of surface discharges reqUires an understandmg of their 
IgmtlOn and that of theIr subsequent evolutIOn. It IS known that surface discharges m 
film capacitors are usually tnggered by localised surface field mtenslficatlon, which 
are often caused by surface defects resulted from various manufactunng processes. 
IgmtlOn of these surface discharges and their spatial dlstnbutlOn are therefore hkely to 
be statiStical, reflecting an mevltable statistical fluctuatIOn m the quahty of the 
polymenc film and ItS electrode coatmg. It should be noted however that an 
understandmg of such a statistical nature of surface discharges does not necessanly 
mdlcate theIr eventual Impact on the capacItor performance. ThiS IS because Without 
appreciable surface electnc field, these imtlal surface discharges are too short-lived to 
have any significant Impact. On the other hand, the presence of a Sizeable surface 
electric field can dnve an Imtlally small surface discharge to undergo conSiderable 
elongatIOn on the electrode surface. With a suffiCient amount of electnc energy fed 
mto the surface plasma, the elongatmg plasma can potentially evolve mto a 
catastrophiC flashover arc to fail the capacitor. Thus to answer whether surface breakdowns 
may affect sigruficantly the reliablhty and hfetime of a film capaCitor, It IS much more 
Important and relevant to understand whether and how a surface plasma may elongate 
rather than whether and how it IS Igruted m the first place. 
In thiS chapter, we study propagation of surface breakdown plasmas on the capacitor 
electrode, assuming that they have already been Ignited, with our emphaSIS on the 
condition under winch they may undergo an unrestncted elongation Firstly an equivalent 
CIrCUIt model IS developed m sectIOn 52 to study propagatIOn and elongation of surface 
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plasmas that are In a thermal eqUlhbnum with theIr surrounding capacItor structure. A 
field grachent mecharusm IS then used to explain the conchtIOn for plasma elongatIOn. 
Then In sectIOn 5.3, plasma propagatIon IS re-stuched under thermally non-eqUlhbnwn 
conchtIOns and a temperature grachent mecharusm IS proposed to assess whether sustained 
plasma elongatIOn may be pOSSIble. Numencal examples are used In both sectIon 5.2 and 
sectIon 5.3 to proVIde a quantItatIve IllustratIOn of the most hkely Impact of surface 
chscharge plasmas and theIr pOSSIble elongatIon upon performance of metalhsed film 
capacItors. The study of the dynaJIl1c of plasma propagatIon processes over a WIder 
parametnc range under thermally non-eqUlhbrium conchtIons IS re-stuched In sectIon 5.4. 
Finally In sectIon 5 5, conclusIOns drawn In thIS study are summansed. 
5.2 Plasma elongation under the thermal equilibrium 
condition 
5.2.1 Problem definition and its model 
For practIcal film capaCItors, there are ineVItably defects on the electrode surface resulted 
from manufactunng processes of the polymenc film, Its metalhsatIon, and ItS eventual 
packagIng into the capacItor casing These surface defects enhance surface electnc field 
locally, and as such increase slgIUficantly the hkehhood to IgnIte localIsed surface 
breakdowns. Once a breakdown chscharge IS IgIUted from a surface defect SIte, It may 
propagate on electrode surface of a film capacItor. Suppose the chscharge plasma IS 
suffiCIently cold to be In a thermal eqUlhbnum WIth ItS surrounchng capacItor structure, ItS 
propagatIon on the electrode surface WIll be predominately controlled electncally through 
the surface electnc field. As a result, plasma propagatIon on the electrode surface can, 
under the thermal eqUlhbnum conchtlOn, be descnbed by electncal charactensatIOn only. 
The plasma supportIng electnc energy IS hkely to be fed vIa the ongInal defect SIte, at 
least InItIally, and for the slmphclty of our chscusslOn we assume that the surface 
chscharge has a statIonary root at the defect sIte and ItS other root moves on the electrode 
surface Under the Influence of the surface electnc field, the current leaVing the moving 
root of the plasma may flow along two poSSIble routes on the segmented electrode 
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surface. As Illustrated III figure 5.1, the first route IS through successive electrode 
segments Imked to each other by unbroken fuses whereas the second is through 
unconnected electrode segments With either separation gaps or broken fuses between 
them. If we model electrode segments with surface resistors and separatIOn gaps (or 
broken fuses) With surface capacitors, the discharge current may be considered to flow 
through a senes of resistors and capacitors along the current path unoccupied by the 
plasma In other words, the current route of the non-plasma sectiOn may be descnbed by 
means of an eqwvalent Clrcwt conslstmg of surface resistors and surface capacitors 
connected in senes no matter whether the plasma dnvmg current takes the first or the 
second route. 
As a one-dImensIOnal approximatIOn, the surface discharge IS assumed to be a 
umfonn cyhndncal column havmg a length of Lp and a cross sectiOnal area of Ap. We 
further assume that It can be modelled approximately by a resistor wIth reslstlVlty Pp 
and resIstance of 
(5.1) 
where rp IS the plasma resistance per umt length. The presence of the surface plasma 
alters the eqUIvalent Impedance of the electrode surface along the current route by 
effectively addmg a parallel resistor Rp to the surface Impedance, zslLp' of the 
electrode area underneath the surface plasma of whIch Zsl is the umt length 
impedance. The current path can then be descnbed approxImately by the eqwvalent 
CirCUIt in figure 5.lb, where L IS the overall length of the current route and Zs2 is the 
umt length Impedance of the electrode surface area not covered by the surface plasma 
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Rgure 5.1: 
First current route 
End spray Electrode segment 
Surface plasma 
Second current route 
(a) 
(b) 
Fuse 
io 
(a) A surface discharges and rts current routes on the electrode surface 
and (b) Its eqUivalent CircUit. 
If rp > Izsd, a small fractIOn of the total surface current, io, flows through the surface 
plasma and so the plasma propagatIOn IS dnven by only a small part of the total energy 
of the surface field. ThIs plasma dnvmg electnc energy reduces further, as the plasma 
elongates to become longer and more resIstIve (see eq (5.1». Thus even for the cases 
where the surface plasma does elongate InItIally, It IS unlIkely for the plasma to draw 
sufficIent electric energy subsequently to evolve mto a catastrophIc flashover arc. It IS 
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therefore reasonable to assume that rp > IZsd IS the conditIOn under which the surface 
discharge can at most develop Into a short-lived and Inslgmflcantly elongated plasma 
before It extmgUlshes. If rp < IZsd on the other hand, the plasma can draw Sizeable 
current and so gain sufficient amount of electnc energy for ItS subsequent propagatIOn 
away from ItS statIOnary root. If we further assume that rp «IZsll, the plasma can then 
draw most of the electric energy supplied to undergo a sigmficant elongatIOn. This 
suggests that rp «lzslllS the condition under which a surface discharge has a high 
probability to undergo considerable elongation. 
Under the conditIOn of rp «Izsd, zslLp may be ignored In the equivalent circuit of 
figure 5 lb and thiS corresponds to the most severe Situation where the plasma IS 
dnven by the maximum possible electnc energy of the surface field The plasma 
column IS now connected in senes directly to zdL-Lp), the surface Impedance along 
the current path not covered by the plasma The eqUivalent CirCUit In figure 5.1 therefore 
reduces to that in figure 5.2. It IS worth mentioning that the eqUivalent cirCUit In figure 5.2 
IS sllrular to that proposed recently for outdoor Insulators [3], albeit the difference m the 
context of application areas and In the phYSical mearung of indiVidual circUlt components. 
Rs I, 
Cs ic 
Vs 
Figure 5 2' A Simplified equivalent CirCUit model of surface discharge plasmas. 
There are two components m the surface Impedance of the non-plasma sectIOn, namely a 
lumped surface resistor, Rs, representmg the total resistance of electrode segments, and a 
lumped surface capaCitor, Cs, representing the total capacitance of separation gaps, both 
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over the length of (L-Lp). Let Ps be the reSiStIVity of electrode matenal, rs ItS unit 
length resistance, er the relatIve permittivity of the gap matenal, and As the cross 
sectIOnal area of the gap, we have 
Rs = Ps(L-Lp)/ As = rs(L-Lp) 
Cs = eoerAs / g 
(52a) 
(5.2b) 
where g IS the accumulated spacing between all adjacent electrode segments along the 
non-plasma current route. The total impedance of the eqUivalent circUit IS therefore 
ZT=Rp+Rs/(l+jWRsCs ) (5.3) 
with ItS square modulus as a functIon of Lp given by 
(5.4) 
Here 
(5.5a) 
(5.5b) 
If rp < Izd, the electnc field along the surface plasma IS lower than that along the non-
plasma sectIOn. Under this condition, free electrons m the plasma column are dragged 
outwards by the greater electnc field outSide the plasma and so the plasma column 
may extend mto the InitIally non-plasma regIOn of higher electnc field [2]. If rp > Izd, 
the electnc field outSide the plasma column IS smaller than that along the plasma and 
so It cannot dnve the surface discharge to elongate. Thus under the thermal 
eqUlhbnum conditIOn, the necessary conilltIon for plasma elongation IS rp < Izd. As 
the plasma column elongates when rp < IZs21, It gradually takes up the space of the 
non-plasma sectIOn of higher resistance and reduces the overall Impedance of the 
current route, or 
dlZT 1<0 
dLp 
From eq (5 4), the denvatIve of Izl with respect to Lp IS 
lOO 
(5.6) 
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dlZr 12 Ps [Ps pp] Ts ( ~ 
---'-----'---'- = 2vL - 2- - - - L = 2vL - 2- T - T dL P aAAA P aSP P s s P 
so the plasma propagatIOn conditIOn of eq.(5.6) becomes 
Lp < Ts (T _ T ). 
L av ~s P 
Note that the umt length Impedance of the non-plasma sectIOn satisfies 
Iz 1= IZs21 s2 L-L 
P 
thus Tp < Izd imphes 
Tp < Ts /.,Jci . 
Smce a > I, eq (5.9) suggests that 
Ts > .,JciTp > Tp 
and so the nght hand Side of eq (5.8) IS always positive. 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
(59) 
(5.10) 
The maximum plasma length IS L when the surface discharge develops mto a full-
scale flashover arc across the entire Width of the capacitor film. So 0:0; LpIL :0; 1. If m 
(58) 
TS (T - T );::: 1 av~s p (5.11) 
then the plasma propagatIOn condition of (5.8) IS always satisfied. It IS therefore 
possible for the plasma to develop into a full-scale flashover. With eq (5.5), (5.11) 
becomes 
(5.12) 
Because a > I, inequabty (5.12) represents a stronger condition for plasma elongatIOn 
than the conditIOn of eq (5.9). ThiS IS the parametnc conditIOn under which a surface 
plasma can m pnnclple elongate and develop mto a full-scale flashover arc. It should 
be noted however that the plasma resistance changes as It elongates and so a 
contmuatlOn of plasma elongatIOn requues contmued satisfactIOn of the above 
conditIOn. When the above conditIOn becomes mvahd at one pomt of plasma 
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propagation, the plasma ceases to elongate and IS lIkely to extInguish at thIs POInt. On 
the other hand, If 
!L& -r )<1 
av S p (5.13) 
then Lp WIll always be less than L. ThIs suggests that the dIscharge may elongate to a 
POInt wIthIn the bounds of the electrode film, at whIch It WIll extingUIsh. WIth the aid 
of (5.9), conditIOn (5.13) leads to 
(5.14) 
InequalIty (5.14) speCIfies the condItion under whIch the surface plasma may 
propagate but WIll extIngUIsh before It reaches the electrode boundary. It IS of Interest 
to note that plasma elongatIOn condItIons (5.12) and (5.14) are essentially related to 
the gradIent of the surface electnc field at the plasma-surface Interface rather than 
theIr absolute value. ThIS ImplIes that a surface dIscharge and even ItS elongatIon may 
be maintaIned by a small surface e1ectnc fIeld, much less than that needed to Igmte 
dIscharge plasmas, as observed In practIce for outdoor Insulators [2][3]. 
5.2.2 Impact of surface discharges 
To assess ImplicatIOns of plasma elongatIon condItIOns In (5.12) and (5.14) to 
practIcal film capaCItors, we conSIder dry capacItors (air Insulated) at room 
temperature. For alumInIUm coated electrode wIth the metallisatlOn pattern In figure 
5.1, rs IS usually between 50 - 200Q/cm [4]. Suppose electrode segments are 1cm2 
squares wIth separatIOn gap of 1mm wide and coatIng thIckness of lOnm, the value of 
CS IS in the range of 8 85 X 10-19 to 2.28 X 1O-14p as detaIled In the AppendIX C If 
there IS only one surface gap along the non-plasma current route. For a capacItor film 
of 15cm wIde, thIs suggests that RsCs IS typIcally In the range of 4.43 X 10-16 to 4.56 X 
10-11 s. ThIs reqUIres the source frequency to be around 3 49GHz to 359THz for 
wRsCs to be comparable to umty. As the majonty of transient SIgnalS encountered In 
many technologIcal applIcatIOns are at frequencIes well below 1 GHz (1TI1crowave 
frequencIes), the effect of surface capacitance IS therefore neglIgtble and so a "" 1. 
ThIs merges condItions (5.12) and (5.14) together to give rp < r" suggestIng that the 
plasma resIstance needs to be less than the surface resIstance In order for it to 
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elongate. Once rp < rs IS satisfIed, It IS m pnnclple possIble for an Imttally small 
surface plasma to develop into a full-scale flashover arc across the enttre width of the 
capacItor film and as such potenttally lead the fIlm capacItor to fat!' However it IS 
important to note that (5.12) and (5.14) are necessary but not suffiCIent condlttons for 
plasma elongation For mstance If the surface electnc fIeld IS too weak to supply 
adequate energy for plasma propagatIOn, plasma elongatIOn, if any, IS unhkely to be 
sustatnable even when rp < rs IS satisfied. 
As an IllustratIOn of the hkely Impact of surface dIscharges, we consIder air plasmas 
for the case of dry capacItors and we employ the followmg sImple formula of atr 
plasma conductIVIty m a·lcrn·1 [5] 
(Jp =1.5xlO-5T 1.5 
and so the umt length plasma resIstance IS gIven by 
1 1 8.5xl04 
r = 
P (J 7!d 2 /4 T1.5 d2 P P P 
(5.15) 
where dp IS the dIameter of the plasma column m centtmetre and T IS Its temperature 
m Kelvm. At room temperature, T", 300K and for rs = 200Q/crn, eq.(5.15) leads to 
8.5x104 0.082 (5.16) 
For the plasma to be more resisttve than the surface resistance so as to prevent any 
possIble subsequent elongatIOn, the Imtial dIscharge needs to have a dtameter less than 
3mm. In other words, plasma elongatIOn IS possIble only when the dIameter of the 
mlttal dIscharge IS greater than 3mm. It should be noted that the spacmg between two 
adjacent capacItor film layers (the capacItor wmdmg gap) is usually much less than 
3mm, typIcally m the regIOn around 2~rn, for most modem film capacItors. An Ifllttal 
dIscharge havtng a dIameter greater than 3mm would have to have punctured through 
more than 136 film layers (usually each at 20~rn thIck) that sandWIch around the 
surface plasma ThIS represents a very considerable surface breakdown, a rare event 
even towards the very end of a fIlm capacItor's hfe expectancy. In other words for 
practical film capacItors of good design, surface dIscharges with an tnlt1al dIameter 
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comparable to 3mm are very unhkely. ThIs IS also consIstent wIth our expenence 
gamed from analysmg breakdown damages of stnped down film capacItors after they 
have been life tested at elevated voltage stressmg m Chapter 2. 
For more realIstIc surface discharges havmg an mltIal dIameter less than the capacItor 
wmdmg gap, say 2~m, their resIstance IS always greater than the surface resIstance 
even at an elevated temperature of 500K and an mcreased surface resistance of 1kQ, 
accordmg to eq.(5 16). Consequently under the thennal eqUllIbnum condItion, surface 
dIscharges are unlIkely to be less resIstIve than the electrode surface and as such theIr 
elongatIOn on the electrode surface IS not electrically encouraged. Hence m general 
after surface plasmas are generated by locally enhanced surface electnc field, they are 
most lIkely to shnnk m sIze gradually and eventually extingUIsh whIle depositing theIr 
energy thennally to the surrounding capacItor structure. The mam effects of surface 
plasmas are therefore to contnbute to a pOSSIble long-tenn temperature rise of the film 
capacItor through accumulated energy release of collapsed plasmas, and perhaps to 
rrucroscoplc topologIcal changes of the metallIsatlOn pattern resulted dunng plasma 
ignition. In general, these effects are unhkely to affect capacItor perfonnance m any 
SIgnIficant manner. 
It should be noted however that many rrucro-dtscharges on electrode surface m 
practical film capacItors have an Imtial temperature much hIgher than the ambIent 
temperature of the capacItor structure The hIgh temperature of surface plasmas can be 
an addItIonal source of energy for pOSSIble plasma elongation, and as such our above 
dtscusslOn based on the thennal equilibrium may not necessanly mclude other vIable 
mechamsms for plasma propagatIon. To this end, the plasma elongatIon Issue needs to 
be addressed wIthout the thennal eqUllIbnum assumptIon ThIS WIll be dtscussed m 
detaIl in the followmg sectIOn 
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5.3 Plasma elongation under thermally non-equilibrium 
condition 
5.3.1 Problem definition and its model 
InequahtIes (5.12) and (5.14) summanse elongatIOn condition for surface discharge 
plasmas and their possible evolution mto flashover arcs under the thermal eqUlhbnum 
conditIon. It is known however that breakdown discharges m film capacitors can be 
much hotter than the plasma contammg capacitor structure. Furthermore the plasma 
temperature also changes, as the surface plasma propagates on the electrode surface 
and mteracts thermally with Its surroundmg structure. Hence It IS almost inevitable 
that there IS m general a temperature gradient between the plasma column and ItS 
surroundmg space, especially during plasma ignitIOn. This hlghhghts the need to take 
mto account of thermal effects m our analysIs of plasma propagatIOn and ItS Impact on 
capacitor performance. In this section, we study possible heat-conductIon mduced 
mechamsms for plasma elongatIon. 
Surface discharge plasmas are usually Ignited by surface electnc field and 
subsequently sustamed through the surface current. Without heat exchange with Its 
surroundmg space, the plasma IS heated up through ItS own ohlTIlc losses, i/ Rp, and as 
such ItS temperature nses. However as It mteracts thermally with the capacitor 
structure, ItS temperature reduces m the form of heat dissipatIOn and radiation mto the 
surroundmg capacitor space Therefore there are two competmg processes for plasma 
temperature to change. If the net temperature change IS negatIve, the plasma becomes 
mcreasmgly resistIve and as such mcreasmgIy unlIkely to elongate. On the other hand if 
the plasma undergoes a pOSItive net temperature change, It becomes mcreasmgly 
hotter and as such less resistive accordmg to eq.(5.15). In general this does not 
necessanly lead to plasma elongatIon. However when the plasma resistance reduces to 
below the surface resistance of ItS sUIToundmg electrode area, the discharge plasma 
begins to elongate dnven by the greater electnc field outside ItS column as suggested 
m (5.12) and (5.14). For cases where the plasma resistance remams larger than the 
electrode surface resistance throughout the tlmescale of interest, It IS pOSSible for the 
plasma front (Its movmg root) to sufficIently heat up the msulatmg air nearby for the 
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latter to IOmse This air IOmsatlOn results In a second discharge plasma, which merges 
with the imtlal plasma to become a new plasma column of greater length. In other 
words, thiS IOmsatlOn mechamsm can lead to an effectlve plasma elongatIOn. FInally 
when there is no net temperature change, the plasma resistance remains unchanged and 
thiS represents the cntlcal condltlon under which plasma elongatlon is not thermally 
encouraged. 
In general heat conduction In the plasma-capacitor system IS governed by [6] 
(517) 
m the one-dimensIOnal hffi1t. Here Pm IS the denSity, cp the speCific heat, k thermal 
conductIVIty, x the distance along the current route from a predefined ongm point, and 
q* the mtemally generated heat per umt volume FIrstly we apply the above equation to the 
plasma column As an approXlmal.1On, radlatlon loss of the plasma IS assumed to be 
neghglble and so q* = i/RplApLp IS the Internal heat source for the plasma column. 
Furthermore we assume that the aT/at term on the left-hand Side of the equatlon IS 
predoffi1nately controlled by q* and so the spatlal vanatlon of temperature along the 
plasma IS neglected Since surface plasmas are often spark discharges of short length 
lrutlally, tins IS a reasonable approXlmatlon. Thus for the plasma column 
(5.18) 
The current flOWIng through the plasma, lp, is related to the external voltage Vo Via the 
CirCUit Impedance of eq.(5.3) As It has been estabhshed m the prevIOus sectIOn, a = 1 
for frequencies well below 1 GHz and so ZT = Rp + Rs Consequently 
E2 r (T) 
g I (T) = 0 .------'p'-----l::" 
Pmp(T)cp(T)Ap h +(rp(T)-rs)(LpIL)f (5.19) 
where Eo = V,/L IS the average surface electnc field. 
For the current path along the non-plasma electrode surface, ItS temperature rise IS 
largely Induced by heat conductIOn from the plasma column whilst Its own ohffi1c 
heating should be by companson neghglbly small. In other words, the non-plasma 
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sectIOn of the current path acts as a heat SInk for the plasma column. Thus for the non-
plasma sectIOn eq.(S.17) becomes 
aTs _ a2Ts 
PmsCps-a -ks --2-· t ax 
(5.20) 
Suppose the non-plasma sectIOn of length Xo has one end, at x = xo' attached to the 
plasma column of temperature Tp and Its other end, at x = 0, maIntaIned at the 
ambIent temperature, Tomb, of the capacitor structure. Eq (5 20) can be solved 
analytIcally [5] and one solutIOn IS 
T ( ) - T (.T () T ) . [ TTX ] -en 12xo)2ast s x,t - amb +\ p t - amb sm - e 
2xo 
(5.21) 
where as = ks Ipm,cps IS the thermal illffuSIVlty of the electrode matenal. At the 
plasma Interface WIth the non-plasma sectIOn, the temperature IS reduced accordIng to 
(5.22) 
where Tpo is the plasma temperature t = 0 and also the temperature of the non-plasma 
seCtIOn at ItS Interface wIth the plasma and at t = O. 
For many film capacItors used in power systems and other technologIcal applIcatIOns, 
theIr electrode matenal IS either alunumum or ItS alloy. At room temperature, as = 
0.06 - 008 m2/s for pure alumInIUm and some of ItS alloy forms [6]. If we choose Xo 
to be approxImately the half WIdth of the capacItor electrode, say, 8cm (ImplYIng very 
slgmficantly elongated plasma of 7cm long on a IScm Wide capaCItor film), then 
(nI2xo)2ast '" 30t. As a single gas dIscharge event usually lasts well WIthin the 
nullI-second range In film capaCItors, the above term is very small and so 
Ts (xo ' t) - T po '" -[T po - Tamb ] (n I 2xo)2 a st. (5.23) 
It should be noted that for dIscharge plasmas of much shorter inillallength, Xo is larger 
2 than 8cm and as such (n I 2xo) a st IS even smaller. 
When the temperature reduction of the plasma column due to heat conductIOn through 
ItS movIng root (eq.(S.23» is the same as ItS temperature nse characterised In 
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eq (5.18), the plasma Will maintain Its Imtial temperature Under this condll1on, It IS 
unlikely for the plasma to become less resistive accordmg to eq.(S.IS) and as such It 
Will not elongate unless dragged by a greater electnc field outside the plasma column. 
In other words a surface plasma is unlikely to undergo a thermally dnven elongatIOn 
when ItS temperature nse due to ohmic heating reduces to the same as ItS temperature 
drop due to heat conduction To this end, we Introduce the ratio of temperature change 
(524) 
such thatJ(1) = 1 represents the above-mentioned cntical conrutlOn. Note thatxo = L 
- Lp and so eq.(S.24) reduces to 
(I-L / L~ 
J(T) = P e(T) [1+ b / rs -1)Lp /Lf (5.25) 
where 
(526) 
The above equatIOn IS a measure of the relative temperature increase of the plasma 
column in the one-rumenslOnal lumt, m which the plasma column IS assumed to have the 
same cross sectional area as the film capacitor. As the Imlial surface spark ruscharge IS 
usually short and filamentary, tins IS an overestimate of the thermal Impact of the plasma 
To account for tlus, the plasma temperature nse of eq (5.18) IS reduced by the ratio of the 
cross secl10nal area of the plasma column, Ap' and that of a film capaCitor, de X Lw, With 
de being the thickness of the plasma contaming capacitor pack and Lw its length. 
Furthermore as lateral heat conductIOn of the plasma is also pOSSible cross the plasma 
column, an additional coeffiCient of dpLpl deL should be mtroduced Assurmng Lw = 
L for a square capacitor pack, eq.(S.26) becomes 
(527) 
If f(1) > I, the temperature nse of the plasma column cannot be compensated by the 
temperature reduction due to ItS heat conduction to the non-plasma regIOn. As a result 
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the plasma becomes hotter and less resistive. This can lead to ItS elongation into ItS 
surroundmg space when It becomes less resistIve than the electrode surface. If fiT) < 
1, the temperature nse of the plasma column IS well offset by the temperature 
reductIOn of the non-plasma area and as such the plasma becomes progressively colder 
and eventually extmgUlshed. 
5.3.2 Impact of surface discharges 
To Illustrate whether a surface plasma may elongate under thermally non-eqUlhbrium 
conditions, we conSider a film capacitor with rs = 200Q/cm and Tamb = 298K For 
practIcal multiple layer film capaCitors, de = 2 - 5 cm and so we choose de = 2 5cm 
for all cases discussed here. We now assume that the surface discharge IS an air 
plasma with a diameter of dp = 2j.tm and employ eq.(5.27) to Identify the parmnetnc 
comhtion under which the air plasma may undergo a net temperature nse. SpeCific 
heat of the air plasma IS obtamed from [7] and plotted III figure 5.3 as a function of 
temperature at one atmosphenc pressure. Similarly electncal conductivity of the air 
plasma and ItS density are plotted against temperature m figure 5 4 and figure 5.5 
based on data III [8] and [9] respectIvely. For the electrode surface, thermal diffusIVIty 
of alumimum IS shown m figure 5.6 [10] It IS Important to mentIon that we choose 
dehberately very high temperature for surface plasmas m an attempt to assess the 
worst scenano III which the film capacitor IS Impacted on by the most severe and 
hottest pOSSible plasmas However one imphcatlOn IS that the use of data shown III 
figure 5.3 - 5.6 and eq. (5 27) does not perrmt a detailed descnptlOn of the dynamics 
of more realistic but much mtlder surface plasmas over a more probable temperature 
range below 5000K. Nevertheless these less severe plasmas should have a much lesser 
Impact on capacitor performance. Given that our pnme objective IS to understand 
whether surface discharges may affect Significantly capacitor performance under any 
pOSSible Circumstances, It IS more profitable to assess the worst scenano caused by the 
most severe plasmas first before the detailed dynamiC features of much mtlder and 
reahstIc surface plasmas are unravelled. 
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Surface electnc field may be estImated based on an eqUIvalent CircUIt model 
developed recently for film capacitors In Chapter 4. It has been shown that for AC 
capacitors at 15kHz or below, the rms value of surface electnc field IS at most 
20V fcm. Htgher surface electnc field can be achieved at higher frequencies, but the 
very short penod of these high frequency signals IS such that they may not be able to 
support a surface discharge throughout the entIre duratIOn of Its development. In other 
words, surface discharges are hkely to expenence an effective electnc field that IS 
much less than predicted for frequencies much greater than 15kHz. To this end, we 
assume that the surface electnc field IS a constant at 20V fcm. 
Based on the parameters chosen above and eqs. (5.25) and (5 27), the normahsed 
temperature nse of the plasma column IS plotted In figure 5.7 as a functIon of ItS ImtIal 
temperature using data in figure 5.3 to figure 5.6. Suppose a surface dtscharge IS Imtially 
o 004SL long (0.675mm on a 15cm wide capacitor film) at about 5700K, correspondtng 
to a plasma operatIOn pomt at pomt A on the top curve In figure 5.7. Smce there is a 
poslttve net temperature nse at pomt A, the plasma temperature goes up subsequently and 
Its operatton pomt moves along the top curve towards nght to a higher temperature regIOn 
m figure 5.7. As the plasma becomes hotter and hotter, It may start to elongate through 
either an electnc field gradtent at its boundary With the non-plasma sectton or an 
amalgamatton with an addtttonallOmsed atr mduced around ItS movmg root In figure 5 7, 
trus corresponds to the plasma operatton pomt moves to a lower curve haVIng a greater 
Lp/L ratto (thus longer plasma length), for Instance the Lp/L = 0007 curve. In practIce, 
tlus process consumes a Sizeable amount of plasma energy pnor to ItS elongatIOn and so 
Imposes a restnctton on the extent of future plasma elongatton. If the new operattng pomt 
of the dtscharge plasma sttll has a poslttve net temperature nse, the plasma temperature 
contmues to increase unttl further elongatton processes move the plasma to an operatIon 
pomt With a zero net temperature nse such as pomt B in figure 5.7. With a surface electnc 
field at 20V /cm, the plasma column at point B In figure 5 7 would be matntatned around 
6640K and 0OO95L (1.425mm on a 15cm Wide capacitor film). In practIce, a constant 
surface field can very rarely be matntatned forever. When and as the surface field reduces, 
the plasma Will be gradually absorbed thermally mto ItS surrounding structure and 
eventually extIngUIshed. 
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temperature at different Initial plasma length. 
For surface c:hscharges With a c:hfferent lrutJal length from O.0045L, they are hkely to 
undergo a surular process to the A -7 B route m figure 5 7 provided they expenence 
lrutially a net temperatJue nse Specifically discharge plasma IS likely to undergo either a 
field gradient mduced elongatIOn (conditIOn (5.12) and (5.14» or gas 10nisatJon mduced 
e1ongatJon such that It settles to an eqUlhbnum point hke pomt B m figure 5.7 before 
bemg absorbed thermally It IS worth notJng that all curves in figure 5.7 show an upturn m 
net temperature nse above around 6200K. For cases where the c:hscharge plasma does not 
elongate m the tJmescale of mterest, thiS does not mean an unrestncted temperature nse 
for the plasma. In practJce, the surface e1ectnc field reduces from ItS nonnnal peak value, 
at least penodically as m AC applicatJons, and as such the electnc energy reqUired to 
drive up the plasma temperature WithdraWS and the hot plasma starts to be absorbed 
thermally by ItS surrounding structure. Smce gas discharge events last well wlthm one 
nnlhsecond, It IS highly probable that the c:hscharge plasma Will extJngmsh before the 
withdrawn electnc energy is re-fed mto the discharge regIOn 
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For surface plasmas with a negative net temperature nse mitially, such as those on 
4/L = 00145 curve at temperature below 7000K m figure 5.7, they become 
mcreasmgly colder and less resistive. Thus It IS unlikely for them to elongate 
subsequently. Instead they shnnk in size gradually and extmgUlsh eventually. From the 
above discussIOn of figure 5.7, It appears that there are always mechanisms for surface 
discharges of varymg initial conditions to extmgUlsh at an eventual length much smaller 
than the width of the capacitor film. Hence surface breakdowns and their discharge 
plasmas are not very lIkely to evolve mto slgruficant flashover arcs for the system 
parameters used m figure 5.7. At a greater surface e1ectnc field or a larger plasma 
diameter however, the length at which the plasma extmgUlshes is found numencally to be 
at a larger proportIOn of the capacitor film Width. Therefore there is a theoretical 
pOSSibilIty for a surface discharge to have a momentary tendency to evolve into a 
slgruficant flashover arc. However as already illustrated, discharge plasmas are not lIkely 
to be supported permanently at a constant peak surface field and a penodic reduction m 
the latter reduces conSiderably the Impact of pOSSible plasma elongation. As the capacitor 
wmding gap IS around 2J..1.m, surface plasmas With a diameter much greater than 2J..1.ffi are 
also unlikely. Equally Important IS the fact that we deliberately choose a temperature 
range that IS well above what can be normally expected for surface discharges m film 
capacitors m an attempt to assess the maxlmmn pOSSible Impact of surface discharges and 
their elongation. Therefore the plasma elongation illustrated by figure 5.7 is a 
conSiderable overestimate and as such the general conclUSIOn of mSlgruficant effects of 
surface discharges on capacitor performance should remam valid even at a greater surface 
electnc field. 
It IS also of mterest to note that the plasma resistance used m figure 5 7 IS much higher 
than surface resistance as shown m figure 5 8. It IS clear that for the example discussed m 
figure 5.7 plasma elongation due to electnc field gradient IS not pOSSible. Instead plasma 
elongation mdicated in figure 5.7 IS entirely due to heat conduction of the plasma column. 
In this case the Significant temperature gradient between the plasma column and Its 
surrounding space results In an overwhehning heat conduction effect on plasma 
propagation and the electnc field based argument of (5 6) becomes Irrelevant. For surface 
discharges m general, there are genencally two mechamsms for plasma elongation, 
namely electnc field gradient and temperature gradient. For practical film capacitors, 
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these two mecharnsms may eXIst sImultaneously and the detaIled processes of plasma 
propagatIon are lIkely more complIcated than descnbed In the formulatlOn developed In 
thIS study. However these detaIled features are of secondary Importance, as designers and 
users of film capacItors are predomInately concerned WIth whether surface plasmas may 
reduce slgrnficantly capacItor lIfe and relIabIlIty. From our phYSIcal model that 
delIberately exaggerates the Impact of these surface plasmas, It seems that surface plasmas 
should not affect capacitor performance slgrnficantly. Thus even when more sophIsticated 
plasma models are developed In future to unravel detaIled dynarrnc features of surface 
dIscharges; they are unlIkely to change the general concluslOn that surface plasmas have 
inSIgnificant impact on capacItor performance. 
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Normalised plasma resistance as a function of plasma temperature. 
It should be noted that the detaIled dynamic features of plasma propagation mIght 
provide important InSIght Into theIr Impact on capacItor performance. They are useful 
to understand how the key system parameters can be adjusted to rrnrnmlse plasma 
elongatlOn. This WIll dIscussed In the follOWIng section. 
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5.4 Propagation modes 
In this sectIon, we study the propagatIOn modes of surface discharge on the electrode 
surface usmg the model under thermally non-eqUlhbnum conditIons in section 5 3. 
For companson, the surface discharge propagatIOn processes studied for typical 
practIcal film capacitor parameters m sectIOn 5.3 wIll be used as a reference. The 
normahsed temperature nse of the plasma column plotted m figure 5.7 is reproduced 
and explored over a wider range of plasma column as shown in figure 59. Suppose a 
surface dIscharge IS ImtIally 1O.8L long (1.5nm on a 15cm wide capacitor film) at about 
5000K, correspondIng to a plasma operatIon pomt at pomt A m figure 5 9. As there IS a 
pOSitive net temperature rise at pomt A, the plasma temperature goes up subsequently and 
ItS operatIOn pomt moves along the curve towards nght to a higher temperature region in 
figure 5.9. As the plasma becomes hotter and hotter, it may start to elongate through either 
an electnc field gradient at ItS boundary With the non-plasma sectIon or an amalgamatIon 
With an addItIonal !Om sed air induced around ItS moving root. In figure 5.9, thiS 
corresponds to a relocatIon of the plasma operatIOn point to a dIfferent curve of a greater 
LplL ratIO (thus longer plasma length), for mstance the LplL = 1 x 10.7 curve. If the new 
operatmg point of the dIscharge plasma still has a positive net temperature nse, the plasma 
temperature contmues to increase until further elongation processes move the plasma to 
an operation pomt With a zero net temperature nse such as point C m figure 5.9. With a 
surface electnc field at 20V /cm, the plasma column at pomt C m figure 5.9 would be 
mamtamed around 6750K and O.OIL (1.5mm on a 15cm Wide capacitor film). In 
practice, a constant surface field can very rarely be maintained forever. When and as the 
surface field reduces, the plasma Will be gradually absorbed thermally mto ItS surroundIng 
structure and eventually extinguished. 
For surface discharges With different Imtlal lengths from 10.8 L, they are hkely to 
undergo a silTIllar process to the A ~ B ~ C route In figure 5 9 provided they 
expenence mltially a net temperature nse Specifically discharge plasma IS hkely to 
undergo either a field gradIent Induced elongatIOn or a gas IOmsation induced 
elongatIon such that It settles to an eqUlhbnum point like point C m figure 5.9 before 
bemg absorbed thermally. For the cases where the positive net temperature nse 
Increases as LpIL increases, we Identify thiS propagatIOn mode as the elongatIOn 
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mode. The surface dIscharge processes for the A ~ B route in figure 5.9 are 
charactenstic of an elongation mode. If the surface dIscharge propagatton processes 
sttll on the elongatIOn mode after point B, there IS a posslblltty for the surface 
dIscharge to evolve into a slgmflcant flashover arc. 
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temperature at wider initial plasma lengths. 
For cases where the poslttve net temperature rise decreases as the L,IL ratio mcreases, we 
refer to trus propagatton mode as the extmctton mode. The surface dIscharge processes for 
the B ~ C route m figure 5.9 represent an extmctton mode. If the surface dIscharge 
propagatton IS m the exttnctton mode and moves to an operatIOn pomt WIth a zero net 
temperature nse, such as pomt C m figure 5.9, and at L,IL <1, It IS highly probable that 
the dIscharge plasma wIll extmgUlsh. 
For surface plasmas wIth a negattve net temperature nse imttally, such as those on 
LJL> 0.01 or LJL < lO-8 curves m figure 5 9, they become mcreasmgly colder and 
more reslsttve. Thus it IS unltkely for them to elongate subsequently. Instead they 
shnnk m sIze gradually and extmgUlsh eventually. From the above dISCUSSIOn of figure 
59, It appears that there are always mechamsms for surface dIscharges of varymg ImtJal 
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condttIons to extmgwsh at an eventual length much smaller than the width of the 
capacitor film. Hence surface breakdowns and their dtscharge plasmas are not very likely 
to evolve mto slgmficant flashover arcs for the system parameters used m figure 5 9. 
At a greater surface electnc field, for mstance 200V /cm, one magnitude greater than that 
used m figure 59, the normalised temperature nse of the plasma column IS plotted m 
figure 5.10. The other parameters are Identical to those used m figure 5.9 Companng with 
figure 5.9, the surface dtscharges m figure 5.10 are likely to undergo a sinnlar process to 
the A --7 B --7 C route m figure 5.9, apart from the magnitude of the temperature nse m 
figure 5.10 IS increased by two magnitudes with respect to the magmtude m figure 5.9. 
Eq. (526) suggests that the normalised temperature nse IS linearly proportional to the 
square of Eo. It IS intereSting to note that the plasma column at the operation point C 
(0.14/L) stilI has a pOSItive net temperature rise. Hence at 200V fcrn, the surface 
dtscharges have a much greater tendency to evolve mto a Significant flashover arc. 
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temperature With Eo Increased by one magnitude. 
Equally Important IS the effect of the plasma dtameter on plasma propagation processes. 
To Illustrate thiS, we choose a plasma diameter one magnitude greater than that used m 
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figure 5.9. The nonnalIsed temperature nse of the plasma column IS re-calculated and 
plotted In figure 5.11. The other parameters are Identical to those used In figure 5.9. 
Companng figure 5 11 With figure 5.9, the elongation mode (A -+ B route In figure 5.11) 
covers a greater range of the plasma length With the shortest IrutIal length at 10.7 L. 
Towards pomt C in figure 5.11 (lO-IL), the surface plasma stIll has a posItIve temperature 
rise. Therefore at a greater plasma dtameter, the surface dtscharge has a greater tendency 
to evolve mto a significant flashover arc. 
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At a stronger surface electnc field or a larger plasma dtameter, the surface dtscharge 
propagatIOn processes are dtfferent from that of the reference dtscharge propagatIOn m 
figure 5 9 With a much greater tendency to evolve into a significant flashover arc. The 
numencal examples show that for surface dtscharge to extinguish at a shorter length 
Without evolVIng mto flashover arcs, both surface propagatIon process modes need to be 
short. If the mitIal dtscharge starts at the elongatIon mode, the dtscharge propagatIon 
needs to progress towards the extInctIon mode before the dtscharge column extends to a 
significant fractIon of the Width of the capacitor film. It IS also mterestIng to note that the 
plasma dtameter used in figure 5.11 IS much lugher than what IS typical for film 
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capacItors. However the surface electric field used In figure 5.10 IS possIble in new film 
capacItors of hIgher energy denSIty WIth Increasingly compact deSIgns. 
5.5 Conclusions 
We have developed two simplIfied analytIcal formulatIOns to study propagatIon and 
elongatIon of surface breakdown plasmas in metallIsed film capacItors under thermal 
eqUlhbnum condItIons and thermally non-eqUllIbnum condItions, respectIvely A surface 
field gradIent mecharnsm was used to characterise propagatIon of cold surface plasmas 
whereas a temperature gradIent mechanIsm was proposed to capture the essential features 
of hot surface plasmas when propagatIng and elongatIng on electrode surface. Numencal 
examples were then used to assess the worst scenano whereby the film capacItors are 
Impacted on by large surface plasmas of the greatest possIble dIameter, at the highest 
possIble temperature, dnven by a SIgnIficant surface electnc field. From our studies of 
these worst cases, It has been shown that whIle surface breakdown dIscharges may 
elongate they are unlIkely to evolve Into SIgnIficant flashover arcs. Therefore theIr Impact 
on capaCItor performance IS lIkely to be Inslgruficant TIns findIng IS consIstent wIth our 
observatIOn from breakdown damage analyses of aged film capacItors In Chapter 2. 
Numencal examples were used to show that the propagatIOn processes of surface 
dIscharges can be claSSIfIed Into two modes, namely the elongatIOn and extInctIOn 
modes From our study of propagatIOn processes, It has been shown that surface 
breakdown dIscharges usually propagate In the elongatIOn mode first then progress 
into the extInction mode. To prevent the breakdown dIscharge from elongatIng into a 
slgmflcant flashover arc and causIng adverse Impact on capacItor performance, both 
surface plasma propagation modes need to be short and to progress rapidly toward theIr 
extInctIOn mode before the dIscharge column extends to a signIficant fraction of the WIdth 
of the capacitor film. 
It should be mentIoned however that our dISCUSSIOn IS based on the square metallIsatIon 
pattern of figure 5.1, for winch surface resIstance IS known and the performance of 
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relevant practical film capacitors IS also known. For film capacItors of rachcally dIfferent 
metalIisatlOn patterns, theIr surface resistance can be much greater than that In figure 5.1 
and theIr induced surface field IntensIfication may also be sIgnIficant such that the surface 
field IS In excess of 20V/cm for frequenCIes below 15kHz. Our models of surface plasma 
can be used as a generic analysIs tool to study these pOSSIble capacItor deSIgns In detaIls. 
Some of these finchngs have been surnmansed In a senes of pubhcatlOns [11]- [13] 
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Chapter 6 
Heat Transfer Processes in Film Capacitors 
6.1 Introduction 
A number of ageing factors has been consIdered for predIctIng capacitor performance 
and fault tolerance [1]. Thermal ageIng IS one of the maIn faIlure mechamsms In 
polymenc film capacItor [2]. It is known that elevated temperature can consIderably 
reduce lIfe expectancy of metallIsed polymer film capacItors. For film capacItors In 
servIce, both the applIcatIOn of a tIme-varyIng external voltage and the extInctIOn of 
internal breakdown events can release SIgnIficant heat onto the capacItor structure, 
thus leafing to an undeSIrable temperature nse. Often such heat generation IS also 
localIsed spatIally and the resultIng temperature gradIent enhances the probabIlIty of 
subsequent breakdowns. In the temperature range from 40 to 65°C, expenmental data 
In [1] show that the lIfe of metallIsed film capacItors IS decreased by a factor of two 
for every goC of temperature Increase. ThIS hIghlIghts the need to gaIn a thorough 
understandIng of heat generatIOn and temperature dlstnbution In film capacItors 
In thIS chapter, an electrothermal model IS developed for metallIsed film capacitors 
based on certaIn SImplifying approximatIOns to permIt thermal computatIOn that can 
be routInely repeated on a power PC. ThIs wIll provIde a quantItatIve descnptIOn of 
the tIme-dependent temperature dlstnbutlOn In metallised polymer film capacItors 
under fifferent heat generatIOn condItIons. Thermal processes In solIds (polymer 
layers, electrode coatIng, and ZInC spray) are modelled maInly with heat conductIOn 
mechamsm, whereas heat convectIOn mechamsm IS conSIdered for SIlIcone oil and air. 
Heat generatIOn IS Induced by ohmic losses of the externally applIed electnc field, 
whIch can be modelled from the eqUIvalent CIrCUIt model descnbed In Chapter 4. Thus 
the heat transfer model Interfaces WIth the eqUIvalent CIrCUIt based fIeld computatIOn 
model. USIng thIS electrothermal model, numencal examples are employed to study 
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temperature dIstnbutlOn wlthm fIlm capacItors and then to examme the lIkelIhood of 
localIsed temperature hot-spots that may lead to spatIally preferentIal breakdowns. 
ThIs chapter IS orgamsed as follows. In sectIOn 6.2, heat transfer and Its governmg 
equatIOns wIll be conSidered and dIscussed An electrothermal model of a simplified 
single-layer film capacitor IS developed m sectIOn 6.3 to study the temperature 
dlstnbutlOn and the lIkelIhood of localised temperature hot-spots when the capacitor IS 
subjected to an external voltage. Then m section 64, temperature distnbutlOn is re-
studied for the heat generated from mternal breakdown events m the film capacitor. 
Numerical examples are used In sectIOn 6 3 and 6.4 to provide an IllustratIOn of the 
most probable Impact under dIfferent heat generatIOn conditIOns m metallIsed polymer 
fIlm capacitors. 
In section 6.5, a thermal model of four-layer film capacitor Will be conSidered to 
venfy the results calculated from the single-layer model film capacitor. Fmally m 
sectIOn 6.6, the numencal results wIll be analysed to examine whether or not there 
eXists any correlatIOn between thermal responses of film capacitors to their 
performance wIth the aid of expenment results of Chapter 2 
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6.2 Heat transfer mechanisms and their equations 
6.2.1 Heat conduction 
Heat conduction IS the term applied to the mechamsm of mternal energy exchange 
from one body to another [3]. In general non-steady conduction IS governed by [3] 
[a
2T a2T a2T) * aT k -2-+-2-+-2- +q =pcp -' ax ay az at (6.1) 
Here p IS the mass density m kg/m3, cp the specific heat m J/(kg.K), k the thermal 
cOnduCtlVlty In W/(m.K), T the temperature m K, and q' the mternaJ generated heat 
per umt volume in W/m3• For the conciseness of expressIOn, the representatIOns for 
the one-dimensional case wIll be wntten first. In thiS mstance, 
(6 2) 
Although a great number of heat transfer problems can be solved usmg eq.(6 2), only 
a limited number of relatively simple geometry shapes can be handled analytIcally. 
Also only those boundary conditions that can be easily expressed mathematically may 
usually be applied. By contrast, numencal techmques exist which are able to handle 
many problems of much greater complexIty. The basIc pnnclple of the numencal 
approach to a heat conduction problem is the replacement of the differential equatIOns 
for the contmuous temperature dlstnbutlOn m a heat conductmg solid by fimte 
difference equations. Two pOSSible fimte difference expressIOns may be wntten [3], 
namely the forward difference and the backward difference These representatIOns 
lead to two different numencal methods, namely explicit and Implicit formulation for 
the forward and backward difference expressIOn respectively. The advantage of the 
expliCit representation over the ImplicIt representatIOn IS the fact that the forward 
difference equation gives the future temperature of a single node m terms of current 
temperature of that node and ItS neighbours. 
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Figure 6.1: 
qa 
b c 
+c 
Nodal representations of non-steady conduction for one-
dimensional cases. 
Based on the explicit formulation , the forward difference expression is used for the 
first order derivative on the right side eq.(6.2). The central difference for the second 
derivative is used for the left side. We use subscripts a, b, and c to denote node 
location at x, x-Ox-, and x+ox, respectively as shown in figure 6.1. If T' is used to 
donate a temperature at time t+Ot whi le T is used simply to denote a temperature at 
time t, eq.(6.2) can be discretised as 
k • pep , 
--, (Tb - 2Ta +Tc) +qa =--(Ta -Ta) (&y 8t (6.3) 
where q: represents the intemal generated heat per unit vol ume at node a in W/m3 
One may divide a conducting so lid into lumps centred on the nodal points. The total 
heat flow at a node may be had by multiplying eq.(6.3), by lump volume, Va = A,&: 
where Ak is the cross section area in x direction. Thus, 
Tb - Ta Tc -Ta Vapcp ' &: + &: +qa = 8t (Ta -Ta) (6.4) 
kAk kAk 
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where qa represents the mternally generated heat at node a m Watts. The total thermal 
resIstance Rab and Rac CK/W), are defined to gIve the total heat flow, q CW), rather 
than heat flux, such that 
The term 
thermal potential difference 
thermal resistance 
(6 5) 
(66) 
IS usually Introduced and known as thermal capacItance of the lump volume 
surroundmg the node a. Thus eq (6.4) becomes 
(6.7) 
GeneralIsmg upon the concepts Just dIscussed, one may conclude that If a complex 
geometry (l.e , two or more dImensIOnal) IS subdivided into a nodal network of, 
perhaps unequal spacmg, the followmg expression must be satIsfIed at each nodal 
pomt I 
T]-T. C, 
L, +q, =-f(T. -T.). ] R,] ut (68) 
In eq (6.8) j denotes all neighbounng nodes connected to node i. The term q. (W) 
denotes the rate of heat addition (external or Internal) to the node. Thus, the future 
temperature of node i IS deternuned by 
T' = T +Dt L,] I +.!!.L 
( 
T -T ) 
" ] RyC, C, 
(69) 
where 
0,] 
RI} = M' for conduction, 
k,) 
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These equations express the temperature at a gIven node m terms of the dtscrete 
spatial steps (0.) and the dIscrete time steps (Ot). The important pomt to be noted IS 
that the contmuous solutIOn of the origmal dIfferential equation IS replaced by the 
numencal solutIOn of these equatIOns at partIcular pomts m space and at partIcular 
mtervals of time. Nevertheless, thIs numerical method represents approxImate 
solutions to the origmal differential equations smce denvatlves are replaced by fimte 
dIfferences. The stablhty of the difference equations must be consIdered. One would 
be certam of a stable procedure for the exphclt case so long as [3] 
L~::;r. 
, R"e, 
(610) 
It should be noted that convectIOn and radiation are also Important heat transfer 
processes. If the thermal resIstance for heat convectIOn and radIatIOn can be 
determmed, then eq.(6.9) can be adjusted to account for all three dIfferent type of heat 
transfer processes m a non-steady state. For the most general case m whIch the model 
contams irregular net spacing, heat convectIOn and radIation resIstors as well as heat 
conductIOn resIstors, the cnterion gIven III eq.(6 10) must be evaluated at each nodal 
pomt. Therefore, the stablhty criterion )'Ields the smallest time mcrement by 
1 (6.11) 
mm 
6.2.2 Heat convection 
ConvectIOn heat transfer is the term apphed to the heat transfer mechamsm, whIch 
occurs m a flUId by mlXmg one portIOn of the flUId WIth another portIOn due to gross 
movements of the mass of flUId [3]. In convectIOn processes mvolvmg heat transfer 
from a boundary surface exposed to a relatively Iow-velocIty flUId stream, It is 
convement to mtroduce a heat transfer coefficient h (W/(m2K)), defined as 
(6.12) 
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This IS known as Newton's law of coohng [3]. Here Ts IS the surface temperature and 
Tf IS a charactenstIc flUId temperature as shown in figure 6.2. As q" = q/Ae, from eq. 
(6.5) and (6.12), the thermal resistance In convectIOn heat transfer IS given by 
1 R=-
hAc 
(6.13) 
which IS actually the thermal resistance at a sUrface-to-flUld mterface Here Ae IS the 
surface area at a sUrface-to-flUld Interface. 
Flow 
~ 
Body 
Surface 
Figure 6.2: Convection heat transfer from a plate 
Temperature 
Distribution 
The actual execution of an analytical determinatIOn of h IS highly complex. It mvolves 
the use of the fundamental equatIOns governmg the motIOn of a VISCOUS flUId These 
equatIOns must be solved m COnjunctIOn With the apphcatlOn of the pnnclple of energy 
conservatIOn and mass conservatIOn [3] ThiS IS outSide the scope of this study. For 
adapted calculatIOns, certam empmcal relatIOn can be used In our thermal model. The 
ImpregnatIOn medIUm m metaIIised polymer film capacitors IS typically related to free 
convectIOn In which the Impregnation medIUm velOCity at a pomt remote from the 
body Will be essentIally zero. For typical rnetalhsed film capaCitors, two types of free 
convection are conSidered. Heat flow mSlde an enclosed space IS used for thermal 
phenomena of the Impregnation medIUm inSide the capacitor umts, whereas a heated 
vertical flat plane IS used for heat transfer Into the extenor rur outSide the capacitor 
unit through the packaging case Let I denote a charactenstIc length dimenSIOn of the 
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body under consideration The dtmensionless heat transfer coefficient for convectIOn 
IS deterrmned by [3] 
hi 
NNU=-k 
(6.14) 
where NNU IS the Nusselt number. In the case of free convectIOn, the Nusselt number 
IS given by [1] 
NNU =f(NGR,NPR )· (6.15) 
The Grashof number, NGR, IS a result from the Inclusion of buoyancy force In the 
equatIOn of motIOn. The Prandtl number, N PR, IS an Important quantity when flUid 
motIOns and heat conductIOn occurs simultaneously, and It IS the ratio of the kinematic 
VISCOSity, v, to the thermal diffusivity, a, 
v 
NpR =-. 
a 
L 
Figure 6.3: Free convectIOn In enclosed vertical space. 
(6.16) 
For the impregnatIOn medIUm inSide the capacitor umt, the free convectIOn heat 
transfer IS conSidered as the heat flow phenomena Inside an enclosed space. ConSider 
the system shown In figure 6.3, where the flUid IS contained between two vertical 
plates separated by the distance o. The charactenstlc length dimenSIOn for thiS case is 
o. As a temperature difference of LiTw = TI - Tz IS Impressed on the fluid, a heat 
transfer wIll occur and thiS may result in different flow regimes (Iamlnar or turbulent), 
according to MacGregor and Emery [4]. To descnbe heat transfer In different flow 
regimes, the Grashof number IS usually Introduced 
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gf3(TI - T2 j53 
NGRS = 2 
V 
(6.17) 
where g and f3 are the acceleration of graVlly and coefficient of thermal expansion of 
the flUid respectively. 
The expenments In [5] were used to predict the heat transfer under Isothermal 
conditions. The empmcal correlatIOn obtained were: 
471 For the range 10 <NGRSNPR <10 ; l<NPR <20000; and 1O<L 8 <40 
For the range 106 <NGRSNpR <109; l<NPR <20; and 1<L/8 <40 
N NUS = 0 046(N GRO N PR 'j/3 . 
q T~ 
L -----I~~ 00 
Boundary layer 
Figure 6.4: Boundary layer on the vertical flat plane. 
(6.18) 
(6.19) 
For the extenor rur outside the capacitor umt, the free convectIOn is considered as the 
heat flow phenomena on a vertical flat plane as shown In figure 6 4. The vertical plate 
IS heated at temperature Tw. The flUid far away from the surface IS at zero veloclly, 
and ItS temperature IS T~. As shown In figure 6 4, the charactenstlc length In this case 
IS L. Thus accordmg to eq (6.17), 
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(620) 
The expenments in [5] were used to predict the heat transfer under Isothermal surface 
conditions. The empmcal correlatIOn were: 
NNUL =C(NGRLNpR'r· (6.21) 
where the constants C and m take on different values III the lammar and turbulent 
ranges as shown below. 
For the range 104 < (N GRLN PR)< 109 , 
C = 0 59, m = 114. 
For the range 109 < (N GRL N PR ) < 1012 , 
C = 0.129, m =113. 
6.2.3 Heat radiation 
Thermal radiatIOn IS that electromagnetic radiation effi1tted by a body as a result of ItS 
temperature [5]. The radiatIOn heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K) IS given by [4] 
(622) 
where E IS the fractIOn of the blackbody emissive power emitted from the surface. (J IS 
the proportIOnality constant and IS called the Stefan-Boltzmann constant with the 
value of 5.669 x 10.8 W/m2 K4. Tm IS the mean temperature of the two fimte surfaces. 
The thermal resistance of the radiatIOn heat transfer IS given by [6] 
1 R=--
hrAr 
where Ar IS the surface area. 
(6.23) 
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6.3 Impact of external voltage on a single-layer model film 
capacitor 
6.3.1 Problem definition and its model 
A metallised polymer fi lm capaci tor typicall y consists of a few thousand flattened 
polymer layers stacked together and immersed in an impregnation medium all 
enclosed in the packaging case unit. As shown in figure 6.5, each polymer layer is 
coated on one side with a thin metall ic coating. The metall ic coating has one of its 
side edges connected to an electrode terminal and the other insul ated with a side 
margi n. The side margin is fill ed by the impregnation medium. Side margins are on 
alternating sides of the stacked polymer layers so that the metall ic coatings are 
connected alternatively to two external electrode terminals. 
Packaging 
... 
case 
Metallic coating Side margin 
... 1\ ........ ....... . / . .. . 
. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . 
. . . ... . . .....•...... .. . 
. . .. . .... .. . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 
I 
Winding -r*~I-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_=r1 ...... . 
gap I 
POIY~I~ 1t+l~~' .~.:. ~. ~. ~. ~. ~. ~. ~. :~I .. ...  
Zinc -+~~Il=_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 
spray . . I .... .. . 
Impregnation _ L.:..: :: .V::::::::: ::: :::: :::: :::::: ::::: :\. :: ::::: 
medium r,-; -. ...... . • .. . . . . . . . . . .. 
Air 
Figure 6.5: A section of typical metall ised polyme r fi lm capacitors. 
As a first step, we consider a simplifi ed single-layer model capacitor to allow one-
dimensional simulation of thermal processes in film capacitors. This simplified 
SU"ucture is ill ustrated in figure 6.6. The metallic coating is connected to zinc spray at 
both ends with the side margi n fi lled wi th impregnation medium. The far end of both 
zi nc spray sections is interfaced with the impregnation medium. The heat fl ow is 
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directed outwards to the extelior ai r through the vertica l plate of the packaging case at 
the far ends of both impregnation medium sections. We assume that the polymeri c 
fi lms on the top and bottom of the thin metaHic coating and impregnation medium in 
the winding gap are perfect thermal insulators, thus allowing for an entirely horizontal 
heat flow and for one-dimensional simulation. 
Packaging case 
Zinc spray 
End margin 
LZJ1 
Side margin 
Figure 6.6: A s implified single-layer film capacitor of thermal model. 
Zinc spray is a good conduction material and in our thermal model the effective length 
of the zinc spray, LVI, is a variable depending on how heat penetrates into the zinc 
spray region. For the heat generation induced by an externally applied electric field, 
LVI is equal to the length of the two adjacent metallic layers. This is because each 
layer is impacted by the external fie ld in an exactly same fas hion and so will be 
assigned to an identical temperature di stribution. For numerical examples di scussed 
here, the impregnation medium is assumed to be silicone oi l, and temperature-
dependence of all materials used in film capacitors are assumed negligible within the 
timescale of interest. This assumpLion is reasonable as shown in a stability test to the 
International E lectrotechnique Commission (IEC) requirements [7] , whereby the 
maximum temperature change in the internal and external capacitor unit under the 
stability test was below lO°e. A temperature change of lOoe in the typical operation 
temperature range from 20 to 700 e does not alter significantly the materials properties 
used in fi lm capaci tors [3]. Ohmic losses induced heat generation can be calculated 
from the eq ui valent circuit model of metalli sed fi lm capacitors described in Chapter 4. 
This faci li tates an in terface between the heat transfer model and the equi valent circui t 
based field computation model. 
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ConsIder a cubIc volume matenal of polypropylene (PP) with the sIde length of Im 
and havmg two opposite surfaces wIth temperature equal to 310K and 300K 
respectIvely The thermal resIstance due to conductIOn and radiatIOn can be estImated 
usmg eqs. (6.5), (6.22) and (6.23), and the results are lIsted m table 6 1. The thermal 
resIstance for the heat radIatIon IS based on a blackbody assumption with e equal to 1. 
The properties of all materials used in film capacItors are at ambIent temperature of 
20°C and based on the data m [3] and [5]. The thermal resistance calculatIon for the 
heat radIatIOn IS an overestImate because of the blackbody assumptIon. The thermal 
resistance values lIsted m table 6.1 show that the heat transfer processes by heat 
conductIOn m PP and by radiatIOn are neglIgible compared with the heat conductIOn m 
metallIc sectIOns. As a result, we only conSider the heat conductIOn and convection m 
our thermal model. 
Material 
R(K/W) 
Table 6.1: 
Conduction Radiation 
Al Zn pp Blackbody 
0.00438 0.00892 6.25 0.1554 
Thermal resistance by heat conduction and radiation for different 
matenals. 
For the thermal model m figure 6 6, heat transfer processes in the side margm, the end 
margin and the extenor rur outSide the packagmg case can be claSSified as free 
convectIOn For the SIlIcone 011 inSide the Side margm and the end margm, the free 
convectIOn is conSidered as the flow phenomena mside an enclosed space. The 
thermal resistance can be calculated from eqs. (6.13) and (6.14) based on the 
parameter calculated from eqs. (6 16) to (6.19). For the extenor rur outside the 
packagmg case, the free convectIOn conSidered IS that Illustrated in figure 6.4. The 
thermal resistance can be calculated from eqs. (6.13) and (6.14) based on the 
parameter calculated from eqs. (620) and (6.21). For the capacitor structure Illustrated 
m figure 6.5, the thickness of the smgle film capacitor model needs to be multiplIed 
by the number of the polymer layers in the typical capacitor umt to descnbe more 
accurately heat convectIOn m the end margm area and through the packagmg case. 
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For numencal examples discussed here, the lengths of the metallIc layer (Lm), the side 
margin (Ls1de) and the end margin (Lend) are 96mrn, 4mrn and 20mrn respectIvely. 
These reflect typical geometncal dimenSIOns of 2.5kV film capaCItors manufactured 
by ABB. The thickness of the ZtnC spray (Dzn) and the metallic layer (Dm) are 2mrn 
and 10nm respectIvely The length of the ZtnC spray (Lzn) IS set to the distance 
between two adjacent metallIc layers, which is equal to the sum of the polymer fIlm 
and winding gap thickness. The thickness of the polymer film and winding gap are 
7.41lm and 1.51lm respectIvely. The number of the polymer layers in the typical fIlm 
capacitor umt IS set to 50000 Consider the temperature different of 10K tn the heat 
convectIOn sectIOns of the model, between two charactenstic temperatures of 293K 
and 303K. Based on these capacitor parameters and the empmcal relatIons for free 
convectIOn tn sectIOn 6 2.2, the calculatIOns of the heat convectIOn parameters for all 
heat convection sections are shown in table 6 2 The properties of all matenals used in 
film capacitors at ambient temperature of 20°C are considered here based on the data 
tn [3] and [5]. 
Side margin End margin Packaging case 
Characteristic Length 0=4mm 0=20mm L = m x Lzn = 445mm 
N pR from eq.(16) 5732 573.2 0.7080 
NGRsfrom eq.(17) or 8203 1025 1.l 96x 108 
NGRL from eq.(20) 
NGRSxNpRor 4702 5.875xl05 8.468xl07 
NGRLXNpR 
Uo 0.125 22.25 -
NNUsfrom eq.(18) or 1 4.948 5660 
NNUL from eq. (21) 
h (W/(m<K» from eq. (14) 40 39.58 3.337 
R (KIW) from eq. (13) 3500 3.974 47.14 
* For NGRS x N pR < let, the heat convectIOn is equivalent to heat conductIOn [4][8J. 
Table 62: Heat convection parameters for typical capacitor Units. 
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It IS important to note that the calculated heat convection parameters In table 6 2 
change as the temperature changes. However, the temperature difference used m thIS 
calculation represents the worst case due to the maximum possIble temperature 
dIfference m typIcal film capacitors It IS interestmg to note that the NNU IS equal to 1 
If the product of NCR and NPR IS less than 103• For NNU equal to 1, the heat convectIOn 
IS equivalent to heat conductIOn [4][8]. As a result, the heat transfer processes for the 
sihcone 011 In the sIde margin are dominated by heat conductIOn 
6.3.2 Impact of heat conduction and convection mechanisms 
Based on eq.(69) for the thermal model m figure 6.6, a computer program is 
developed to sImulate the evolutIOn of temperature dlstnbutIOn In the smgle-layer 
model fIlm capacItor after It IS subjected to an external DC voltage of 2.5kV. The 
thermal resIstance of heat convectIOn IS calculated from eq (6.13) and the heat transfer 
coeffiCIent IS calculated from eqs (6.14) to (6.21). The rate of heat, q" In eq (6.9) IS 
calculated from the eqUIvalent CIrcUIt model descnbed m Chapter 4. For numencal 
examples dIscussed here, the surface resIstance and the number of segments on the 
metalhc coating IS set to 25Q and 7 respectively. Based on the above parameters and 
eq (4 14) m Chapter 4, the time constant for the eqUIvalent CIrcUIt model IS about 
1.3811s The chargIng time IS a very small fractIOn of the dIscrete time step used m the 
thermal model. Therefore, the initIal temperature dlstnbutIOn used for the thermal 
model IS an accumulated result of the total heat generated from the overall electncal 
chargmg process. Furthermore, we assume no addItional external or internal heat 
generation In the thermal model dunng the transient processes. 
For DC film capacitors, the current was hmited by a large senes-connected external 
resIstor to aVOId surge current dunng the chargmg and discharge processes or 
disturbance from the external CIrCUIt network [7]. The typIcal current for DC film 
capacitors depends on the maxImum rate of nse of voltage to whIch the capacItor may 
be subjected. In our DC accelerated hfe test, we hmlt the current below 100rnA, 
whIch IS lllruted by the power supply used m our accelerated hfe test. Nevertheless, 
the rate of the nse of voltage In the eqUIvalent cirCUIt model mainly depends on the 
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capacItor parameters. We assume that the current hmlt (lexp) IS lOOmA and the 
maxImum current calculated from the eqUIvalent cIrcuit model IS Imax. Thus the heat 
generatIOn from the eqUIvalent CIrcUIt model of Chapter 4 WIll need to be dIvIded by 
Ima:llexp. ThIs IS useful for the results calculated from the thermal model to be 
compared wIth the expenmental results from our accelerated hfe tests. It is Important 
to note that the magnitude of heat generatIOn does not affect the temperature 
dtstnbutlOn wlthm the fIlm capacItors, since the non-hnear dependence of material 
propertIes upon temperature IS not consIdered sIgnificant here. 
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Spatial distribution of temperature on the metalliC layer at different 
time instants. 
FIgure 6.7 is a plot of the spatial dtstnbutlOn of temperature on the metalhc layer at 
dIfferent time instants. Initially the peak temperature occurs at the left-hand edge of 
the metalhc layer through whIch the majonty of electnc energy IS fed mto the system. 
The peak temperature remams m thIs regIOn during the transIent process before the 
heat transfer process reachmg steady state at approxImately 70 Ss, when the dtfference 
between the maxImum and lTI1n1mum temperature on the metalhc layer IS less than 
0.01K. As a result, the peak average temperature dunng the entIre transient process 
occurs at the left-hand SIde of the metalhc layer as shown m figure 6 8. Accordmg to 
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this, the localIsed temperature hot-spots for DC film capacItors are at the edge of the 
metallIc layer connected to the zmc spray. It IS interesting to note that the localIsed 
temperature hot-spot can be found dIrectly from the accumulated energy calculated 
from the equivalent circuit model of DC film capacitors. Figure 6.8 shows that the 
localIsed temperature hot-spots on the metallIc layer are m the region close to the zmc 
spray when the fIlm capacItor subjected to an external DC voltage. Therefore If the 
external voltage stressing were the mam source for the heat generatIOn wlthm the film 
capaCitor, thiS region would have more hot-spots and as such would be more lIkely to 
encourage breakdowns. 
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Distribution of the average temperature accumulated dUring the 
transient process 
6.3.3 Comparison with the model without heat convection mechanism 
Figure 6.7 shows that the temperature on the metallIc layer IS higher than the ambient 
temperature (273K) at the steady state. ThiS IS because the rate of heat flow mto the 
sIlIcone Oil at the end margin and rur through the packagmg case IS Insigmficant 
compared with the rate of the heat flow on the metallIc layer. ThiS mdlcates that the 
heat convectIOn mechamsm for thiS thermal model can be Ignored. Based on thiS 
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observatIOn, we further simplify the thermal model by omlttmg the heat convection 
mechamsm for the end margm and the exterior rur outside the packaging case. The 
geometncal parameters of each sectIOn for this new simplified model are of the 
ongmal selectIOn. 
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Spatial distribution of temperature on the metallic layer at different 
time Instant for model with (solid line) and without (marker) heat 
convection mechanism. 
Figure 6.9 IS a plot of the spatial dlstnbution of temperature on the metallic layer at 
different time instants for the thermal model with and without heat convectIOn 
mechamsm represented by solid Ime and marker respectively. As It IS shown, the 
difference m temperature dlstnbutlOn for the model with and without heat convection 
is mSlgmficant. This difference becomes more eVident after the steady state when the 
model with heat convec!Jon allows heat flow to the sihcone oil and air gradually. This 
IS eVident for the temperature dlstnbution at t = 70.5s when the magmtude for the 
model with heat convectIOn IS slightly lower. As a result, the dlstnbutlOn of the 
average temperature dunng the transient process for both models IS slnular to that 
shown m figure 6.10. We are particularly mterested m the localised temperature hot-
spots on the metalliC layer dunng the transient penod, as these may tngger breakdown 
events Therefore this further Simplified thermal model IS useful and adequate to 
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assess the impact of internal breakdown events. This Will be dIscussed In detaIls In the 
follOWIng section. 
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6.4 Impact of internal breakdown events on a single-layer 
model film capacitor 
6.4.1 Problem definition and its model 
When an mternal breakdown event extmgUlshes m a fdrn capacItor, It releases 
slgmficant amount of heat onto the capacItor structure The heat generated depends on 
the charactenstlcs of Its generatmg breakdown event In particular, the extent of these 
breakdown events affects how their released thennal energy is absorbed spatially m 
the capacItor structure. For instance If there were only one breakdown event on one 
metallic layer, Its assocIated heat would be released onto that particular metallic layer 
The subsequent thennal diSSipatIOn would be largely vIa the zmc spray connected to 
the breakdown contammg metallic layer. Therefore the entIre zmc spray structure 
could act as a heat smk for the ongmal heat generatIOn. To simulate relevant thennal 
processes usmg the computer model descnbed m sectIOn 6.3, the effective length of 
the zinc spray (Lzn) needs to be adjusted to the height of the capacItor umt. On the 
other hand, If Identical breakdowns occurred on each capaCitor layer sImultaneously, 
the released thennal energy on each capacItor would be diSSipated by a much reduced 
part of the zmc spray sectIOn because the latter has to absorb heat generatIOn 
umfonnly spaced along Its length simultaneously. It IS conceIvable that the effective 
Lzn m thIS case wound be the dIstance between two adjacent metallic layers. 
Breakdown events m practice are likely to be between the above two extreme cases. 
Based on the above consideratIOns, a SUItable thennal model IS Illustrated m figure 
6 11a where the solid arrow indicates the heat flow m an idealised fashion The more 
realistic heat flow IS likely to be that indicated by the dash arrows m figure 6.11a. This 
allows us to modify our thennal model of section 6.3 to descnbe heat flow more 
accurately as shown m figure 6.11b m which the zmc spray sectIOn extended from the 
metallic layer IS bent by 90° to allow a one-rumensIOnal heat flow. The mternal 
breakdown events are likely to be random m tenn of their spatial locatIOns. Therefore, 
the associated heat released on the metalliC layer may be assumed to mduce a umfonn 
temperature dlstnbutlOn before It IS subsequently diSSipated mto the zmc spray regIOn. 
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Figure 6.11: A simplified thermal model for the model film capacitor in (a) a 2D 
structure; and (b) an equivalent 1 D capacitor structure. 
6.4.2 Impact of internal breakdown events 
Based on eq.(6.9) for the thermal model in figure 6.llb, a computer program IS 
developed to simulate the evolution of temperature distribution in the single-layer 
model capacitor when it is subjected to internal breakdown events. For cases studied 
here, we assume that the breakdown events result in a unifOlID temperature rise of IK 
across a metallic layer above the ambient temperature (293K) of the film capacitor. 
Furthenmore, we assume the breakdown events occur only on the centre metallic layer 
of the film capacitor. Therefore, the length of the zinc spray (L,,,) for this case is equal 
to the height of the film capacitor. For typical film capacitors with 50,000 polymer 
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layers each of 7.41lm thick as descnbed In section 6.2, Lzn is equal 50,000 x 7 41lm = 
37cm For the case discussed below, we choose Lzn = 40cm. 
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Figure 6.12: Spatial distribution of temperature along the metallic layer at 
different time Instants after Impact of Internal breakdown events. 
Figure 6 12 IS a plot of the spatial dlstnbutlOn of temperature on the metallic layer at 
different time Instants for the heat generated by internal breakdown events. The peak 
temperature now moves toward the nght-hand side (near the side margm region) 
dunng the tranSient process before the heat transfer process reaches at t = 70.5s. As a 
result, the peak temperature averaged over the entire period moves towards the nght-
hand side of the metallic layer as shown In figure 6.13. It IS Important to emphasise 
that the choice of Lzn depends on the extent of the concurrent breakdown events. For 
Instance, If breakdown occurs Simultaneously on each metallic layer With the same 
spatial distnbutlOn, Lm would be equal to the distance between the two adjacent 
metalhc layers In practice, Internal breakdowns are more hkely to occur on more than 
one layer but not all layers at any given time. In other words, the correct value of Lzn 
to be used In our model should be between 0 cm and 40cm. To thiS end, the average 
temperature for different values of Lw from 0 cm to 40cm IS calculated and shown In 
figure 6.13. The results show that the peak temperature resulted from breakdown 
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event decreases as LVI increases. Nevertheless, the difference between the mruumum 
and mmlmum temperature becomes larger. It IS clear that the zmc spray reacts as a 
heat sink, smlilar to the case for external voltage stress and ItS mfluence depends on 
the number of film layers on which mternal breakdowns occur Simultaneously. Figure 
6.13 shows that temperature hot-spots on the metallic layer are more likely to be in the 
regIOn close to the side margm Therefore If the mternal breakdown events were the 
mam source for heat generatIOn wlthm film capacitor, this regIOn would have more 
hot-spots and as such would be likely to suffer further breakdowns. 
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6.5 Thermal model for the four-layer film capacitors 
6.5.1 Problems definition and its model 
T he simpl ified one-dimensional thermal model in fi gure 6. 11b is based on two main 
assumptions. F irst is the zinc spray section extended from metallic layer may be bent 
by 90° and thus be treated in a one-dimensional fashion. Second is that the heat flow 
verticall y into polymer films and winding gap fi ll ed with silicone oi l can be neglected . 
It is important to assess the validity of these assumptions. One way to veri fy these 
assumptions is though two-dimensional thermal computation. We consider a 
simplified four-l ayer model capacitor to facilitate a two-dimensional simulation of 
thermal evolution in film capaci tors. Again , we assume that the heat convection for 
the silicone oil in the end margin and air through the packaging case are negligible. 
The thermal model is illustrated in figure 6.14. For numerical examples discussed 
here, dimensional parameters are the same as that used in the one-dimensional model. 
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Figure 6.14: A four-layer model film capacitor. 
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Our two-dimensional thermal model is based on the explici t formulation, for which 
the stabi li ty criterion yields is used to determine the smallest time increment. Eqs. 
(6.9) and (6.11) suggest that the time increment of a unit cell is linearly propOltional 
to the di stance between its two opposite surfaces . Let Is be the ti me increment for the 
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model to resolve one electrode layer with 10 spatial points . Because the thickness of 
the electrode layer is the smallest vertically in our model, ts would then be used as the 
time increment for the model. If a uniform grid with its cell size con·esponding to Is 
were used, there would need to be 35.6j..tffi 1 (lOom 110) = 35,600 nodal points to 
resolve the vertical length of the four-layer model capacitor of figure 6.14. Similarly if 
the same grid were used to resolve the hori zontal length of 104rnm, the required nodal 
points would be 104rnm I (lOom I 10) = 1.04 x IOS. In other words, it would require a 
uniform two-dimensional grid with 35600 x 1.04 x 108 = 3.70 X 1012 nodes in order to 
obtain field distribution information across the smallest structure region of the four-
layer capacitor. This is well beyond the computation capability of today's Pc. 
The above consideration on computing resources has led us to a re-assessment of the 
thelTllal computation problem of figure 6.14. In our thermal system, the time constant 
of the system is governed by [5] 
'r = RC , (6.24) 
where Rand C is the thermal resistance and capacitance respectively. It is noted that 
the temperature has a value of 36.8 percent of the initial value after "l". We calculated 
the time constant of each section in the four-layer capacitor as shown in figure 6.15, 
where the subscript h and v represent the time constant for the heat flow in the 
hori zontal and the vellical directions respectively. The properties of all materials used 
in this ca lculation are at ambient temperature of 200 e based on the data in [3] and [5] . 
The four-layer model capacitor has very different time constants for the heat flow in 
the vel1ical and the hOlizontal directions. The maximum ratio aspect of the time 
constant (electrode coating section) is equal to 98 I 1.1 x 10-12 = 8.9 X 1013 whereas 
the minimum ratio aspect (zinc spray section close to polymer) is equal to 0.098 1 1.3 
x 10-6 = 7.5 X 104 As a resu lt, the rate of heat flow in the vertical direction of the 
four-layer model capacitor is likely to be very small compared with the heat flow in 
the horizontal direction. In other words, the vellical field distribution is likely to be at 
a momentarily steady state during the transient period of the electrode coating. 
Therefore a much coarser grid is more appropriate for the heat dynamics in the 
vertical direction. 
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Figure 6.15: The RC values for each section in a capacitor layer. 
Based on these considerations, we reduce the requi red nodal points to 12 x 3 = 36 to 
resolve the vertical length . With 10 nodes to resolve the smallest horizontal length of 
2mm, the horizontal length of the model would require 520 = 104mm I (2mm 110) 
nodal points. Therefore, the model now requires only 520 x 36 = 18720 nodal points . 
This is well within the resource limit of today's PC. Furthermore, we combine all 
layers in the typical capacitor unit into 4 layers in order to reduce the difference 
among different structural lengths and the effect of largely different time constants. It 
is important to note that thi s modification will not affect the heat flow in the 
hori zontal direction and the spatial di stribution of temperature. The thickness of each 
section will therefore need to be multiplied by the number of the film layers Cm) in the 
typical capacitor unit. We used 50,000 as used in section 6.3. 
6.5.2 Comparison between single and four-layer film capacitor model 
Based on eq.(6.9) for the thermal model in Figure 6.14, a computer program is 
developed to simulate the evolution of the temperature di stribution in the four-layer 
fi lm capaci tor when it is subjected to internal breakdown events. For the case studied 
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here, we assume that the breakdown events result in a uniform temperature rise of 1 K 
across the metallic layers above the ambient temperature (293K) of the fi lm capacitor 
which is identical to the breakdown di stlibution assumption used in the single-layer 
model capacitor. 
Figure 6.1 6 is a three-dimensional plot of the spatial di stribution of temperature in the 
four-layer model capacitor at different time instants for heat generated by internal 
breakdown events. The first and third metalli c layers are connected to the light-hand 
side zinc spray (x/Le = 1) and other two metall ic layers are connected to the left-hand 
side zi nc spray (xlLe = 0). The graph shows clearly that the heat in the metall ic layer 
region connected to the zinc spray flows towards the zinc spray. The spatial 
di stli bution of temperature in the metallic layer is similar to the di sllibution in the 
single-layer model capacitor. 
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GIven that there are 50000 layers and the dIstance between two adjacent metallic 
layers IS equal to 8.91J..lffi, the zmc spray dIstance between two adjacent metallIc 
layers in the four-layer model capacItor IS equal to 50000 x 8.91J..lffi = 44.55cffi. For 
companSOn, Lzn used for the smgle-Iayer model capacitor IS about 40Cffi. The spatial 
dlstnbutlOns of temperature on the metallIC layer predIcated from both models are 
shown in fIgure 6.17. For the four-layer model capacitor, the dlStnbution m the second 
layer IS chosen. For t < 0.705s, the heat m the metallic layer flowing mto Its 
surroundmg regIOn in the four-layer model capacItor IS hIgher than that m the smgle-
layer model. Thereafter, more heat flows out m smgle-Iayer model capacitor. If the 
heat path for both models IS Identical, the heat flowmg out m the four-layer model 
capacitor should be hIgher as the 2D model allows heat flow vertIcally into the 
polymer and windIng gap. 
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Figure 6.17: Spatial distribution of temperature for the single and four-layer 
model capacitor at different time Instants is for Lzn = 40cm. 
In the smgle-Iayer model, the bendmg of the extended zmc spray sectIOnS IS used to 
approxImate the heat path m the actual capacItor structure (see the heat flow m figure 
6 lla) However, the actual heat path IS lIkely to be along the electrode layer 
honzontally and then corners mto the zinC spray regIOn vertIcally The thermal Impact 
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in the sIngle-layer model is therefore an overestimate. To account this, the effecllve 
Lzn for the sIngle-layer model should be smaller than the actual value. 
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Figure 6.18: Dlstnbutlon of the average temperature accumulated during the 
tranSient process at difference Lzn for single and 4-layer model 
capacitor. 
FIgure 6 18 is a plot of the dtstnbution of the averaged temperature over the transient 
penod for both models. For the sIngle-layer model capacitor, the average temperatures 
for Lm between Omm to 40mm are used for companson. The results show that the 
average temperature for the four-layer model capacitor IS close to the result product 
for the single-layer model capacitor with LVI equal to 20cm. This seems to suggest a 
possible correlatIOn for the two models, and so makes It possible to study the 
temperature dlstnbution within film capacitors from the simplified single-layer model 
capacitor. It IS interesting to note that for the sIngle-layer model capacitor the effecllve 
LVI IS approximately half of the actual value. This is confinned by the spatial 
dlstnbutlOn of temperature on the metallic layer for both models shown In figure 6.19 
where LVI IS 20cm for the sIngle-layer model capacitor. 
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6.6 Comparison with breakdown damage analysis 
We have developed an electrothermal model of film capacItors that can be used to 
calculate the temperature dlstnbutlOn and to Identify localised hot-spots. In Chapter 4, 
It has been established that expenmental results from the breakdown damage analysIs 
may correlate to the temperature wstnbution extrapolated from the results of the 
eqUIvalent CIrcUIt model of film capacitor based on a transfer functIOn assumptIOn. 
Here the breakdown damage data will be used for companson wIth temperature peaks 
calculated from our electrothermal model of film capacItors. 
FIgure 6 20 shows the normalIsed quantity of broken fuses and the average 
temperature under dIfferent condItIOns The solid curves are the average temperature 
for dIfferent Lzn calculated uSing the single-layer film capacItor subjected to Internal 
breakdown events. The broken fuses curves are the expenmental results for capacItor 
type no 1, 2 and 3, corresponwng to the normalIsed mean number of c1eanngs for 
each type of capacitors In Chapter 2. The results suggest that that the location of the 
temperature hot-spot is In the regIOn close to the SIde margin (xILm = 1) where the 
number of cleanngs within the regIOn IS the hIghest. Therefore, the cleanngs WIthin 
film capacItors are likely to be caused by localised temperature nse. 
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Figure 6.20: Normalised quantity of broken fuse for different types of capacitor 
coating and the average temperature for different Lzn. 
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The dIfferent dIstnbutIOns of broken fuse curves for the three types of capacItor umts 
m figure 6.20 IS due to theIr dIfference m metalhsatIOn. Results in figure 6.20 suggest 
that metalhsatIOn change can influence the dIstnbutIOn of mternal breakdown events. 
Nevertheless for all three types of the test capacItors, the locatIOn of the hIghest 
temperature nse corresponds closely to the locatIOn of the most broken fuses. ThIS 
suggests that cleanngs assocIated wIth broken fuses are most lIkely to be caused by 
mternal breakdown events and thermal consequences of their released energy. The 
common structure of the zinc-spray-coatmg-sIde-margm-zinc-spray of all test 
capacItors consIdered IS perhaps responsIble for the greater heat accumulatIOn and 
hence temperature nses in the regIOn closest to the sIde margm region. These 
dIscussions also support the assumption for the transfer functIOn used In Chapter 4. 
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6.7 Conclusions 
An electrothennal model has been developed for metallIsed film capacItors. Based on 
a sImplIfIed sIngle-layer model capacItor, temperature dlstnbutlOn and localIsed 
temperature nse have been calculated for DC film capacItors dunng the externally 
actIvated chargIng processes. It has been establIshed that the localIsed temperature nse 
can be found dIrectly from the accumulated energy calculated from the eqUIvalent 
CIrCUIt model of DC film capacItors developed In Chapter 4. It has also been shown 
that heat convection mechamsm can be Ignored for the calculation of temperature 
dlstnbutIon during the transient processes. 
In addItIOn, the thennal model was used to study numencally thennal processes In 
film capacItors expenencing mternal breakdown events. In partIcular, dIfferent 
breakdown events were consIdered to see how they ffilght Influence the chOIce of the 
effectIve length of the ZInC spray. It has been establIshed that the magnitude and 
locatIOn of the localIsed temperature nse are mainly dependent on the length of the 
zmc spray that acts as a heat smk. These Issues have been dIscussed and publIshed m 
[9] 
The smgle-layer model capacitor was shown to overestImate the heat flow, as shown 
by a companson with a two-dImensIOnal computatIOn of a four-layer model capaCItor. 
Very encouragingly, the expenmental results from the breakdown damage data for 
aged capacItors produce a favourable comparison to the results of our electrothennal 
model 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions and Future Work 
7.1 Summary of conclusions 
This dissertatIOn descnbes a detailed investigatIOn of the electncally and thennally 
activated agemg processes m metalhsed film capacitors 
The expenmental work of this research Involved the mdustnal standard accelerated 
hfe tests and detailed analyses of breakdown damage sites on aged capacitor 
electrodes The hfe test results have shown that the hfetlme of capacitor units can be 
affected significantly by the vanatlOn In capacitor designs and their assembhng 
processes. Results from breakdown damage analyses show that metalhsatlon patterns 
and capacitor assembhng methods are Important aspects m deternunmg the capacitor 
perfonnance. The expenmental results product a reasonable companson to the results 
of our theoretical models. 
This project has developed several viable computer models of film capacitors and 
their associated PC based codes to understand the fundamental electrostatic, 
electromagnetic, discharges related and thennal processes dunng the agemg of film 
capacitors. For mstance, the fine geometrical features of the electrode mosaic pattern 
and the capacitor's laminated structure have been assessed through a concept of field 
mtenslflcatlon based on a 2D electrostatic finite element computatIOn. It has been 
estabhshed that If a sufficient large space IS Introduced at the regIOn of the greatest 
electrostatic field, the local electrostatic field can be controlled to be well below 
breakdown strength and as such the field mduced agemg processes can be reheved 
Significantly. Also calculated was the electrostatic field mduced by mosaic pattern on 
electrode surface. To mterface with the eqUivalent CirCUit based computatIOn, a 
concept of the eqUivalent surface resistance was introduced to account for surface 
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field IntensIfication. It was shown that surface resistances for dIfferent mosaic patterns 
are very dIfferent. 
An eqUIvalent CIrcUIt model was developed based on a sImplIfied fIlm capacItor to 
calculate the electrical responses of film capacItors to external voltage stresses. It has 
been establIshed that the segmentation number and the surface resIstance Influence the 
level of surface electnc field and dIssIpated power. In addItion, ItS computed surface 
electric fIeld and dIssIpated power were found to depend on the sIgnal frequency (or 
pulse width). There IS also a correlation In surface field and dIssIpated power Induced 
at dIfferent sIgnal frequencIes (or pulse duratlOns). Furthermore an addJ!lonal 
correlatIOn was establIshed for electncal responses to an AC sIgnal and that to a pulse 
signal, provIded that the frequency of the AC SIgnal IS related to the pulse wIdth of the 
pulsed sIgnal In a predefined manner. The present capablhty of the model IS 
summansed in fIgure 7.1. The model IS capable of predIctIng capacItor performance 
by companng in a test capacItor wIth that III a reference capacItor of known 
performance 
Two slmphfled analytIcal formulations were also developed to study propagatIOn and 
elongatIOn of surface breakdown plasmas m metalhsed fIlm capacItors under thermal 
eqUlhbnum condItions and thermally non-eqUlhbnum condJ!lons, respectively. From 
the studIes of the worst cases, it has been shown that whIle surface breakdown 
dIscharge may elongate they are unhkely to evolve into sIgnificant flashover arcs. 
Therefore theIr Impact on capacItor performance IS hkely to be Illslgnlficant. 
Numencal examples were used to show that the propagatIOn processes of surface 
dIscharges could be classIfied mto two modes, namely the elongation and the 
extmctlOn modes. 
An electrothermal model has also been developed for metalhsed film capacitors. 
Temperature dlstnbutlOn and localIsed temperature nse have been calculated for film 
capacItors. It has been estabhshed that locahsed temperature nse can be found dIrectly 
from the accumulated energy calculated from the equivalent CIrcUIt model of DC film 
capacItors. In additIOn, It also has been estabhshed that the magmtude and locatIOn of 
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the locahsed temperature nse are mainly dependent on the length of zinc spray actIng 
as a heat SInk. 
Geometrical parameters 
-
coating thickness, layer spacing, 
polymer film thickness, profiling. 
,....-
Material properties Cl) 
... 
conductivity of coating, oil, and Cl) 
-
-
Cl) polymer, dielectnc constant, etc. ECM computation of E 
electric field and • 
~ .-ca 
dissipated power Co External voltage and conditions 
-
:::I ~ DC, AC, pulsed, and Co 
.5 non-sinusoidal. 
-
External connected networks 
'- Power electronic circUits and 
systems. 
~ 
A ,. .. 
-: Fine feature module field enhancement I 
"I 11' .... 
~ , 
Field magnitude -- breakdown threshold 
Field distribution -- heat distribution 
Figure 7.1 EqUivalent circuit model (ECM) for film capacitors. 
The developed theoretical models can be Integrated together to unravel the overall 
picture of capaCItor operatIOn. Therefore, the resultIng modulansed computer SUite 
proVIdes a useful analYSIS tool for evolVIng capaCItor deSIgns and for analYSIng 
capacitor operation. 
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7.2 Future work 
The expenmental work of this research should contmue to further mvesligate other 
Important aspects m capacitor operation. The additional expenmental results would 
also provide further validation to any future capacitor models developed. 
Many of the present theorelical models are one-dimensional. For better predlclions 
with an improved accuracy, these models should be expended two or three-
dimensions. In addition, new theoretical models would also need to be added to 
predict other features of capacitor performance. For mstance, puncture discharges m 
metalhsed film capacitors are Important that may Impact on the performance of film 
capacitors. ThiS can be Implemented by usmg the same technique as used for the 
surface discharge model. By adding these new features, the new theoretical capability 
would provide a better prediction as Illustrated m figure 7 2. 
2D ECM modelling module with pre·set material properties 
t t 
Peak e-field/location I Power dissipation I 
Fine feature IC ~ f' "'- ... Thermal module \( 'C 
.>' module 
Ignition of breakdown I Locations of hot-spots I 
t 
1 11 I ~ Changed material properties Surface Puncture 
Discharge module 
Figure 7.2 Future theoretical models for better predictIOn. 
In the future, these theoretical models would also need to be better user-mterfaced 
with an mstant graphiC display, particularly If the numerical code is to be used as a 
standard analysis and deSign tool to manufacturers and users. The present computer 
codes proVide a favourable startmg pomt for the above mentIOned 
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Appendix A: Confidence Interval 
Confidence Interval IS Important In the design of expenment [1]. Confidence interval 
IS defined as the probability or confidence at a given interval determIned from the test 
data [1]. ConSider 1000 samples with the sample mean, x. The chances of findIng a 
sample that exactly equals x are very small. Therefore, an Interval is picked which 
Will contrun samples. The Intervals contaIn the populatIOn samples with the degree of 
confidence known as the confidence Interval. 
The sample mean, x, obtaIned from a small sample of N Items IS gIven by [2] 
(A 1) 
VanatlOn of the samples IS usually expressed by a quantIty known as the vanance or 
the standard deVIatIOn. The standard deviatIOn, a, is the square root of the vanance, cl 
[1], and It IS defined as [2] 
(A.2) 
The confidence Interval for the mean IS gIven by [2] 
_ a _ a 
x-t--< J-t < x+t-- . 
.IN .IN (A.3) 
ThIS dlstnbutlOn functIOn has been tabulated and IS known as Student's t. The values 
for student's t are listed In [2], for dIfference degrees of freedom (N-l) and whatever 
level of probabIlity is deSIred 
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Appendix B: Contour Plots of Potentials and Fields 
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Figure B.1: The colour contour plot of (a) potential; (b) electrostatic field for 
segmented electrode surface design no. 1. 
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Figure B.2: The colour contour plot of Ca) potential ; Cb) electrostatic field for 
segmented electrode surface design no. 2. 
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Figure B.3: The colour contour plot of (a) potential ; (b) electrostatic field for 
segmented electrode surface design no. 3. 
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Appendix C: Capacitance 
The capacitance of an object IS a measure of ItS ablltty to store charge [1][2]. When an 
Isolated conductor IS given a charge q, It attracts or repels other charges, and may be 
said to have a potential V. The ratio of the charge on the conductor and the potential to 
which It rises IS called Its capacitance [2], 
C=q/V F. (C.I) 
The value of the capacitance depends on the size and geometry of the conductor and 
ItS posItion with respect to earth. 
Consider first the two parallel plates. Their separatIOn (d) IS small compared With the 
two Side lengths of the surface area CA). As a result, one can neglect the fnngmg fields 
that do not pass strrught from one plate to the other. The capacitance IS thus [I] 
C= eA 
d (C 2) 
where e is a constant representmg the effect of the medIUm between the parallel 
plates. In practice, eq.(C.2) IS modified by the fnngmg fields, which are mcreasmgly 
Important as the ratIO of plate spacmg to area mcreases. 
We now consider a capacitor made of two parallel cyltnders with each cyltnder of 
radIUS a and axes separated by d. The capacitance per umt length is given by [I] 
C= TCE Flm 
COSh-l (d/2a) (C.3) 
In Chapter 5, we are mterested m the surface capacitance of the separation gap (rur 
Isolated) between two adjacent electrode segments. The separatIOn gap IS Imm and 
the cross sectIOn area IS I cm x IOnm. These dimenSIOns suggest that the parallel plate 
formula, eq.(C 2) is not appltcable because the separatIOn gap 18 much greater than the 
one of the sides of the area To account for the fnngmg field, we conSider two parallel 
cylmders with the cyltnder radIUS as 0.5 x IOnm and their axes separatIOn as Imm. 
ThiS leads to a capacitance of 2.28 x 1O-14F. If the capacitance formula of eq.(C 2) 
were used to approximate the surface capaCitance, It would suggest a capacitance of 
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8 85 x 1O·19F. The accurate capacItance of the separation gap between two adjacent 
electrode segments IS at some pomt between these two extreme cases. 
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